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Abstract

Software product lines engineering is an emerging software engineering para-
digm. It institutionalises reuse, which is achieved through the development of
a set of reusable core assets shared among all members of the product line. Re-
quirements for a software product line are thus expressed in terms of features
shared by all members of the product line and distinct features of individual
members. The so-called variability of the software product line is generally
expressed at a high level of abstraction with feature diagrams. When examin-
ing the different feature diagram notations suggested in the literature, one can
observe that there is no consensus as to what features in a feature diagram actu-
ally represent. Furthermore, feature diagrams generally abstract the underlying
complexity of a feature to a label. Given the ubiquity of today’s computing,
however, the complexity that stems from a system’s integration into its physical
context needs to be made explicit.

Motivated by the lack of physical context and the uncertainty of what a fea-
ture represents, we suggest to use the problem frames approach as an approach
for analysing requirements in product line development. Firstly, the problem
frames approach is based on a well established requirements engineering frame-
work, enforcing the distinction between requirements, domain assumptions and
specifications, and hence clarifying the meaning of features. Secondly, it em-
phasises and provides appropriate means for modelling the physical context of
features.

We first illustrate these ideas on a sea buoy control system example. We
show how feature diagrams and problem frames can be used as complementary
techniques and how feature diagrams are indeed enriched by problem frames.
We then go on to develop an approach for automated detection of feature in-
teractions in the environment, which is based on environment models expressed
with problem diagrams. Descriptions are furthermore expressed formally with
the event calculus, allowing for automated reasoning. Based on this approach, a
proof-of-concept tool implementation is presented, demonstrating its automat-
able aspects. The approach is finally illustrated on a smart home control system
case.





Résumé

L’ingénierie des lignes de produits logiciels est un paradigme récent de l’ingé-
nierie du logiciel. Il met en avant la réutilisation, qui est mise en œuvre par le
développement d’un ensemble d’atouts centraux, les core assets, partagés par
tous les membres de la ligne de produits. Les exigences d’une ligne de pro-
duits logiciels sont donc exprimées en termes de features communes à tous ses
membres et de features propres à différents membres. La variabilité de la ligne
de produits est généralement exprimée par les diagrammes de features. En ex-
aminant les différentes notations de diagrammes de features proposées dans la
littérature, nous avons observé qu’il n’y a pas de consensus sur ce que les fea-
tures d’un tel diagramme représentent. En outre, les diagrammes de features ab-
straient généralement une feature à une étiquette. Etant donné l’omniprésence
du logiciel, le contexte physique d’un système doit être explicité et son impact
sur le système évalué.

Motivés par l’absence de contexte physique et l’incertitude quant à ce qu’une
feature représente, nous proposons d’utiliser l’approche des problem frames pour
l’analyse des exigences dans le développement des lignes de produits logiciels.
D’une part, l’approche des problem frames est basée sur un cadre de référence de
l’ingénierie des exigences, qui renforce la distinction entre exigences, propriétés
du domaine et spécifications, ce qui permet de clarifier ce que représente une
feature. D’autre part, elle accentue et offre les moyens pour modéliser le contexte
physique d’une feature.

Dans un premier temps, nous illustrons ces idées sur base d’un système
de contrôle d’une bouée. Nous montrons que les diagrammes de features et les
problem frames peuvent être utilisés de manière complémentaire, et comment les
diagrammes de features sont enrichis par une analyse problem frames. Ensuite,
nous présentons une approche pour la détection automatique d’interactions
de features dans l’environnement. Cette approche est basée sur des modèles
d’environnement exprimés à l’aide des problem frames et formalisés à l’aide de
l’event calculus. Une implémentation de cette approche, illustrant sa faisabilité
et ses aspects automatiques est ensuite présentée. Le tout est alors illustré sur
base d’un système de maison intelligente.
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Preface

Problem-Oriented Modelling and Verification of Software Product Lines—as
its title suggests, the goal of this thesis is a problem-oriented approach for
the modelling and verification of software product lines. In this, we investi-
gate two requirements engineering notations, namely the problem frames ap-
proach [Jac95, Jac01], standing for problem-orientation [HRJ06], and feature
diagrams [KCH+90, SHTB06a] as a central model of the software product lines
engineering paradigm [PBvdL05, CN01]. The present work is meant to be a
body of exploratory research investigating synergies between these two nota-
tions that, a priori, are very different.

In doing so, we cross several different areas of study which range from gen-
eral concepts such as the requirements engineering framework by Zave and
Jackson [ZJ97] and Gunter et al. [GGJZ00] or the product lines paradigm of
software engineering [CN01, PBvdL05] to rather specific notions like feature
interactions [KK98, CKMRM03] or first-order predicate languages such as the
event calculus [KS86, Sha99, Mue06].

The upcoming sections and paragraphs provide an overview of the context in
which the thesis is set, its motivations and contributions. The preface concludes
with a brief overview of the main parts of the thesis.

Software product lines context

Software product lines engineering is an emerging software engineering paradigm
with an emphasis on reuse. A software product line can be seen as a “set of
software-intensive systems that share a common set of features” [PBvdL05],
called core assets. Reuse is thus achieved through the development of a set of
reusable core assets that are shared among all members of the software prod-
uct line. As these core assets are only developed once, economies of scale are
expected to reduce cost and time to market of each system developed in the
product line. Consider the case of mobile phone systems for instance. These
systems all share several common features such as the ability to make calls or
to send text messages. Some phones, however, are additionally equipped with
a digital camera or with a media player. Adopting a product line approach in
this case means that all features are only developed once, but in a way that
allows for the digital camera and media player features to be easily included or
left out in a phone.

Requirements for a software product line have thus to be expressed in terms
of features shared by all members of the product line, known as commonality,
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and distinct features of individual members, known as variability. Identifying
and representing variability is an important aspect of software product line
development. In order to be able to model and manage common and variable
features, they have to be documented in a variability model.

Feature diagrams are a notation that is actually used to express such vari-
ability models. Feature diagrams model the variability of application features
at a relatively high level of granularity. Their main purposes are (i) to capture
feature commonalities and variabilities, (ii) to represent dependencies between
features, and (iii) to determine combinations of features that are allowed and
disallowed in the software product line.

Motivations

Many different feature diagram notations have been proposed and studied in
the literature. When examining these proposals and the examples presented,
one can observe that there is no consensus as to what a feature diagram and
its features represent. More precisely, in terms of the requirements engineering
framework by Zave and Jackson [ZJ97] and Gunter et al. [GGJZ00], it is not clear
whether features represent requirements, domain properties or specifications.
These three descriptions, however, are very different in nature and have different
purposes. This means that mixing them into one single description greatly
reduces the utility of a given feature diagram, because its meaning then depends
mostly on its context and on the understanding of its author.

Furthermore, because of the ubiquity of today’s software, systems rely more
and more on their environment, and thus integration of environment and system
becomes a considerable aspect of system development. Especially in systems
such as embedded control devices, the high degree of integration with the envi-
ronment leads to incompatibilities between features, called feature interactions,
that are not restricted to the software, but may be caused by, and occur in,
the physical environment of the system. The complexity of the environment,
however, is hidden in the feature diagram, making it hard to detect this type of
interactions.

The problem at the base of these two observations is that feature diagrams
generally reduce problems, i.e. the functionality provided by features, to a label
in a tree. This is, of course, legitimate, their objective being to abstract the
complexity of the underlying problem. This in turn allows feature diagrams to
focus on feature decomposition, variability modelling and product derivation.
The hidden complexity, however, has to be made apparent at some point in the
development stage, a step which when being left out can lead to all sorts of
problems, including poor fit-for-purpose of the ensuing functionality or incom-
patibilities between features.

The orthogonal variability modelling paradigm actually consists of methods
and approaches that address this issue by using dedicated models for specific
concerns which are linked back to the feature diagram. For instance, lack of
organisational and motivational context has been identified, and goal models
were suggested to complement feature diagrams [YML+05]. Similarly, use case
diagrams were suggested to help in communicating variability to different stake-
holders [HP04].
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In the present work we will follow this approach as well. Motivated by
the lack of physical context and the uncertainty of what a feature represents,
we suggest to use the problem frames approach as a complement to feature
diagrams; (i) because it is based on the well established requirements engineering
framework mentioned before, thus enforcing the distinction of the three main
descriptions, and (ii) because it emphasises and provides appropriate means for
modelling the physical context.

Enriched feature diagrams

The problem frames approach [Jac95, Jac01], is a conceptual framework to
software requirements engineering, that can be seen as an implementation of
Zave and Jackson’s [ZJ97] requirements engineering framework.

The problem frames approach emphasises the need to put software problems
in their context, which allows for a systematic reasoning about requirements,
domain properties and specifications. The purpose of the problem frames ap-
proach is to classify problems using problem patterns that are well understood.
In an analysis, these problem patterns can be reused, i.e. instantiated for the
particular problem at hand, just as design patterns are used in object-oriented
development. We argue that, because of a stronger distinction of the three
descriptions of the requirements engineering framework and because of an un-
derlying analysis, feature diagrams enriched by problem frames have a clearer
meaning and are easier to understand. In addition the analysis reveals in more
detail what a feature actually encompasses.

We thus suggest the use of problem frames as an analysis of early require-
ments in product line development. Benefits of such an approach include that
(i) existing feature diagrams will be supplemented by an analysis of underly-
ing problem complexity, (ii) notations and semantics of feature diagrams and
problem frames are reused, (iii) the approach is process-independent, making it
applicable in many development contexts, and that (iv) feature diagrams can
link problem frames to the solution space.

All the above ideas will be detailed and illustrated in Part I of this work.
Based on a sea buoy control system example, we demonstrate how feature dia-
grams and problem frames can be used as complementary techniques and how
feature diagrams are enriched by a problem frames analysis.

Feature interaction detection

In addition, with the problem frames approach we also aim to put feature di-
agrams in the context of domains in the real world. Their capacity to model
the physical environment of the problem is of great utility when it comes to
detecting feature interactions that occur in the environment.

The high degree of integration with the environment, as in the case of embed-
ded control devices or software-intensive systems, leads to feature interactions
that are not restricted to the software, but may be caused by, and occur in,
the physical environment of the system. Current approaches generally fail to
detect this type of interaction. However, with integration of the environment
becoming more and more important, automated detection of interactions that
occur in the environment becomes important.
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The problem frames approach with its focus on physical context provides the
necessary framework for modelling and analysing the environment of a feature.
We thus propose an approach for automated detection of feature interactions in
the environment which is based on environment models expressed with problem
diagrams. Real world concepts and their relations are expressed with event
calculus formulae, allowing for automated reasoning. A proof-of-concept tool
implementation has been realised, demonstrating the automatable aspects of
the approach.

Benefits of this approach to feature interaction detection are (i) its founda-
tions in the well accepted requirements engineering framework, which allows the
approach to be very general; (ii) the ability to detect interactions exterior to
the machine and (iii) an approach that not only focuses on single-system devel-
opment, but is extended to the development of multiple systems in a product
line.

These ideas will be the main focus of Part II, where the approach is intro-
duced and illustrated on a smart home control system.

Overview

This work is divided into three parts as follows.

Part I introduces the background and the basic ideas of our approach. It con-
sists of Chapter 1 that surveys the state of the art for all notations, con-
cepts and techniques that are used, and Chapter 2 which introduces the
basic ideas of our approach using the sea buoy example as an illustration.
Part of Chapter 2 has been published in January 2007 at the First In-
ternational Workshop on Variability modelling of Software-Intensive Sys-
tems (VaMoS) held in Limerick, Ireland [CHL+07]. The content of this
publication can be found in Appendix A.

Part II illustrates how the ideas of Chapter 2 are used in order to develop a
method for automated feature interaction detection. It consists of Chap-
ters 3 to 5. Chapter 3 introduces the approach and Chapter 4 presents its
tool implementation. Both are then illustrated in Chapter 5 on the smart
home control system case.

Part III reviews contributions and limitations of this work as well as research
directions for further work in Chapter 6. The Conclusion at page 125
finally rounds off the thesis.

The appendix starts on page 129 and bibliographic notes follow on page 145.
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State of the Art1

This work is placed at an intersection of many different research domains. The
purpose of this chapter is thus to survey the state of the art of research fields
that are relevant to our discussion. We intend to provide enough background
knowledge so that those readers that are not familiar with one of the approaches,
will still be able to follow the ideas of our work.

We begin by introducing in Section 1.1 the requirements engineering frame-
work by Gunter et al. [GGJZ00], on which we base all our further analysis. Sec-
tion 1.2 introduces the product lines paradigm of software engineering, which
will lead us in Section 1.3 to introduce the feature diagram notation, one of the
important notations of this paradigm. We then make a small excursion into
feature interactions in Section 1.4, and come back to the software product lines
paradigm introducing orthogonal variability modelling in Section 1.5. After
covering the software product lines paradigm we finally introduce the Problem
Frames approach in Section 1.6, along with the event calculus in Section 1.7,
our formalism of choice for describing domains in problem frames.

1.1 Requirements Engineering

We start our survey with requirements engineering (RE), which provides the
global context for our work. As with every research field, there are many def-
initions of what requirements engineering (RE) is. Nuseibeh and Easterbrook,
in their 2000 ICSE roadmap paper for RE [NE00] introduce RE as follows in
Definition 1.1.

Definition 1.1 (Requirements engineering [NE00])

“The primary measure of success of a software system is the degree to which it meets
the purpose for which it was intended. Broadly speaking, software systems requirements
engineering (RE) is the process of discovering that purpose, by identifying stakeholders and
their needs, and documenting these in a form that is amenable to analysis, communication,
and subsequent implementation.”

We chose this definition because it highlights the crucial role RE plays in
software development. Nuseibeh and Easterbrook describe RE as the step in
which the purpose, the system to be built has to meet, is discovered. Fitness-for-
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purpose being the ultimate judgement of a system, it is nearly impossible that
its development will be a success if its requirements were not, or only poorly,
discovered. Common sense suggests that if the problem to solve is not known
and well understood, it is hard to build a system that actually solves it. And if
a system is built nonetheless, then its appropriateness can only be coincidental.

This message is important. Formulated the classical way we say that RE is
about building the right system, while many other methods and notations help
building the system right. The importance of RE has been shown on several
occasions. Boehm, in 1981 [Boe81], found that 30% of all errors in software
projects were specification (i.e. RE) related and were only corrected after the
project had been delivered to the customer. The famous CHAOS study [The94],
realised by the Standish Group in 1994, also concluded that among the reasons
for project failure 50% were in relation with RE. In their report for 2000, they
still rank user involvement and firm requirements among the main factors for
project success [The01].

Despite its obvious importance, RE is a rather recent computer science con-
cern which only emerged as a recognised discipline and research community in
the early 90s. During the 90s, three radical new ideas challenged the classical
views [NE00]: (i) social context cannot be ignored in RE, (ii) instead of fo-
cusing on specifying functionality of the system, RE should focus on specifying
indicative and optative properties of the environment, and (iii) the attempt to
build consistent and complete requirements models is an ideal that may not be
cost-effective to pursue. We investigate the second point in more detail below.

1.1.1 Requirements engineering reference model

Actually, the importance of specifying indicative and optative properties of the
environment rather than the functionality of the system had already been ex-
pressed in [ZJ97], where Zave and Jackson argue that modelling should focus
on properties of the environment in which the new system is set rather than
directly on its functionality. This paper, together with Jackson’s 1995 lexicon
of practice, principles and prejudices [Jac95] and Parnas and Madey’s paper on
the contents of software documentation [PM95] laid the foundation for a general
RE reference model developed by Gunter et al. [GGJZ00], which in turn was ex-
tended by Hall and Rapanotti [HR03] to allow reasoning with time. The central
element of this reference model is the relationship between requirements (R),
domain properties (W for world) and specifications (S):

S, W ` R (1.1)

Requirements R describe what the purpose of the system is, they express
what the system should bring about in the environment. They are optative
descriptions, i.e. they express how the world should be once the system is de-
ployed. Domain properties W describe the behaviour of the environment in
which the system will be deployed. These descriptions are assumptions about
the environment that are independent of the system. They are indicative, i.e.
they indicate facts. The specification then describes how the machine has to
behave in order to bring about the changes in the environment as described in
R, assuming the environment to be as described in W .

Equation 1.1, the first proof obligation, expresses the fact that the require-
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ments will be satisfied if both, the specification and the assumptions about the
world, are satisfied. It clearly incorporates the idea that RE is not just about
specifying the functionality of a system. The reason for this is given by the proof
obligation as well; it is the fact that the specification alone cannot guarantee
satisfaction of the requirements. Every piece of software has an environment,
otherwise it would be useless. This is even more important in the case of a
software-intensive system. Because such a system interacts with its environ-
ment, there are certain assumptions about the behaviour of the environment
that have to be fulfilled. The specification itself can only build on these as-
sumptions, an observation that has two fundamental consequences: (i) domain
properties are crucial and have to be made explicit and (ii) the specification
fully depends on requirements and domain properties.

The first point is quite blatant, basically why is it that so much attention
and so much research effort is devoted to specifications when they only make
up one half of the left-hand side of equation 1.1? Perhaps it is because domain
assumptions are thought to be trivial most of the time, and consequently are
made implicitly during the writing of specifications. After all, most assumptions
are trivial at the first glance, or at least seem to be. Jackson [Jac98] takes as
an example the assumption that the wheels of a vehicle are spinning when that
vehicle is moving on the ground. This assumption seems quite reasonable, and
the specification in turn can build on it in order to fulfil the requirement. If
the system to be built is a control system in a plane, for instance, and the
requirement states that the reverse thrust of the plane should only be allowed
to activate when the plane is on the ground, then if the previously mentioned
assumption is taken, the specification looks something like Allow reverse thrust
activation only when the wheels are spinning. Sadly, it is exactly this assumption
which lead to an accident in which an aircraft did not come to a halt because
the pilot could not activate the reverse thrust, resulting in the loss of two lives.
In that particular case, the assumption did not hold because the runway was
slippery and the wheels were not spinning even though the plane was on the
ground (aquaplaning).1 The point here is that this error is not a bug in the
classical sense, as such it is very hard to detect. In a review, for instance, an
engineer will look at the condition, perhaps he will find it odd, but only if he
has enough tacit domain knowledge (experience) will he be able to infer from
that statement that reverse thrust engagement depends on the plane being on
the ground, and that testing the spinning of the wheels is probably too risky.
Hall and Silva [HS06] suggest a conceptual framework (also based on the Zave
and Jackson [ZJ97] reference model) for the analysis of safety-critical systems.
They show on which level discrepant views of the system can exist, and how
they can lead to problems similar to the one explained above.

The second point takes the reasoning to an extreme: basically why do we
devote any attention to writing specifications at all? As they depend solely on
requirements and domain properties, they can be derived from them. After all,
given the requirement (which has to be well known as shown before) and the
domain properties (which can be known by studying the domains) derivation of
the specification could be done automatically. Unfortunately, this is somewhat
wishful thinking, because not all requirements and domain properties can be

1The accident happened on Lufthansa flight DLH 2904 from Frankfurt to Warsaw on 14
September 1993 [Mai94, Wikb].
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formalised in a way for automated reasoning to be possible. Yet, this principle
can be found in [HRJ05], where Hall et al. define the semantics of a problem
frame (see Section 1.6), expressing R and W , as the set of specifications that
satisfy S, W ` R. The same principle is also applied in Hall et al.’s problem-
oriented software engineering framework [HRJ06], where software solutions are
built incrementally from software problems.

1.1.2 Describing the world

Interestingly, the idea that describing the environment is important still per-
sists in Cheng and Atlee’s 2007 ICSE roadmap paper [CA07]. However, it now
appears as one of the reasons why RE is difficult. They acknowledge that “rea-
soning about requirements involves reasoning about the combined behaviour of
the proposed system and assumptions made about the environment. Taking
into consideration environmental conditions significantly increases the complex-
ity of the problem at hand”. Thus, almost ten years later, the problem is still
there, and it gained in importance, as shown by the fact that there is one section
devoted to it in Cheng and Atlee’s paper. Actually, because of the ubiquity of
today’s software, systems rely more and more on their environment, and thus
integration of environment and system becomes a considerable aspect of sys-
tem development [Car]. Unfortunately, the environment is generally “the least
understood and most uncertain aspect of a proposed system” [CA07], which
underlines the importance of methods allowing to describe and reason about it.

This leads us to point out one of the contributions of this thesis, which is
namely the fact that we will investigate the problem frames approach and its
ability to formalise real-world concepts and eventually to automate reasoning
about the real world in order to detect feature interactions that otherwise would
remain undetected. With respect to this, it is important to keep in mind the
limitations of formal reasoning about non-formal domains.

Jackson [Jac95, Jac97, Jac03] points out that properties of the world have
to be regarded as informal, and that formalisation of these observed proper-
ties is an integral part of software development. Jackson then suggests the
use of designations to capture informal properties by formal predicates thereby
building a sound basis for further formal reasoning. In [Jac06], Jackson contin-
ues on this path and investigates the challenges faced by formal verification of
software-intensive systems. As Jackson writes, it is important to consider that
designations are formalisations of real world properties, that by definition they
cannot be perfect and that there is always some information which gets lost in
the formalisation step.

Specifications of software-intensive systems, however, are based on such des-
ignations that can only be approximations. This has thus to be taken into
account by verification methods that are based on these specifications. Because
we are actually introducing such a verification method in the present work, we
will be committed to respecting Jackson’s suggestions. In consequence, one im-
mediate limitation of our method will be its precision, which inevitably depends
on the (necessarily imperfect) formalisation of real-world concepts.

There is thus a difference between methods that perform reasoning and ver-
ify properties based on descriptions of the world that are taken for granted, and
methods whose objective is to validate these descriptions of the world. Methods
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of the first type actually perform verification whereas those of the second per-
form validation [Eas96]. Validations are very important, but easily forgotten.
They are there to make sure that informal concepts of the world have been for-
malised sufficiently completely and correctly so that reasoning with them has
sense. The objective of these approaches is generally the detection of discrep-
ancies between requirement and/or world descriptions and the actual reality, or
the detection of situations that are not accounted for in the domain description.
In order to achieve this, they require human intervention and are thus not com-
pletely automatable. Maiden [Mai98] suggests the CREWS-SAVRE approach
based on informal scenarios. Normal course scenarios are generated based on
models of the world, they can then be compared with alternative course sce-
narios obtained from empirical research. Van Lamsweerde and Letier [vLL00]
propose to use goal models in order to identify and to soften assumptions about
agent behaviour that are too strong. Their approach actually identifies ob-
stacles to the satisfaction of goals or assumptions by generating a number of
possible obstacles in a systematic way. Once real obstacles have been identified,
appropriate solutions can be provided for each of them.

1.2 Software Product Lines

Software product lines engineering (SPLE) is a rapidly emerging software en-
gineering paradigm which emphasises reuse. Pohl et al. [PBvdL05] define a
software product line (SPL) as “a set of software-intensive systems that share
a common, managed set of features satisfying the specific needs of a particular
market segment or mission and that are developed from a common set of core
assets in a prescribed way”. Reuse is thus achieved through the development of
a set of core assets shared among all members of the software product line. This
is expected to lead to economies of scale, as the core assets are only developed
once, thereby also reducing cost and time to market of each system developed
in the product line.

Product line engineering as a paradigm for manufacturing goods in general
came in to being when manufacturers switched from producing individual hand-
crafted goods to producing standard goods in much larger quantities, organised
in product lines. A classical example for instance are automobiles [Wika]. When
the automobile was invented towards the end of the 19th century, manufacturing
was first done individually. Daimler and Maybach, for instance, produced 30
cars from 1890 to 1895. It was only in the 1910’s when Henry Ford conceived the
assembly line for the production of the Ford Model T, that production of cars
started to reach the thousands per year. With the assembly line, Ford managed
to reduce production costs so that he was able to offer his car to the average
American. The Model T could be produced in such a high number because of an
advanced production process, but also because it actually had a market. This
mass production mode thus allowed for a much more efficient and cost reducing
production process. The analogy to today’s software market is obviously not the
assembly line principle, but rather the fact that selling less expensive standard
software on the general market can be as beneficial as the development of very
expensive individual systems each developed for one particular organisation or
purpose.
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The ability to individualise products in a mass production mode is by defini-
tion limited. In some cases, however, this is a disadvantage because customers
do have individual needs and so individualisation has to be possible to a cer-
tain extent. In product lines, this is achieved by the principle of mass cus-
tomisation [PBvdL05] which is “the large-scale production of goods tailored to
individual customers’ needs” [Dav87]. Mass customisation leads to the hybrid
approach, which is used in SPLE today. Individual products are built around a
common platform, which we called core assets. Core assets can be developed in
mass production mode, with all the benefits and economies this implies for the
producer. Once the platform exists, individual customers’ needs (requirements)
are taken into account and individual products are built based on the core as-
sets, allowing the producer to benefit from the economic advantages of offering
individualised products (the larger market for instance).

1.2.1 The SPLE process

As shown in Figure 1.1, taken from [PM06], the SPLE process is split along
this line into two sub processes: domain engineering and application engineer-
ing [PBvdL05].

Figure 1.1: Schema of the SPLE process [PM06].

Domain Engineering

The principle of SPLE is to exploit commonalities of a number of systems by
developing them as one single core while still allowing differences between these
systems. Commonalities, i.e. functions or properties that systems of the future
product line have in common [CHW98], and differences (generally called vari-
abilities [vGBS01]), however, have to be defined upfront. This decision defines
the scope of the SPL and generally depends on the business strategy of the
company selling these products.
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The domain engineering process is the process in which the scope is decided,
and in which based on this scope the commonalities and differences of systems
in the SPL are defined. The commonalities are implemented, thus becoming the
core assets, i.e. reusable artefacts like the overall architecture, common modules
and so on. The variabilities are defined in terms of variation points (a property
that can vary: the colour of the product for instance) with their associated
variants (the different variations of this property: red, green or blue). For each
variation point, precautions are taken at the architectural level, to allow easy
integration of the different variants.

Example 1.2 (Mobile phones)

In a mobile phones product line for instance, every phone is capable of making calls
and sending messages. The supported frequency bands however can be two out of four
standard frequency bands (GSM-800, GSM-900, GSM-1800 and GSM-1900). In addition,
the messaging feature can optionally be extended to support multimedia messages. In
this case, making calls and sending normal texts are commonalities whereas supported
frequency bands and multimedia texts are variabilities, becoming two variation points.

The scope of this product line includes thus all products that can be created from the
common functions, and the choices that can be taken for the variation points. The scope
of the product line being decided, the call and text functions will be implemented, tested
and a general architecture will be designed. This architecture provides interfaces for each
variation point such that their variants can easily be plugged in during the next phase.

Application Engineering

This process builds on the previous one. This means, commonalities have been
exploited and implemented as reusable artefacts and variabilities have been
defined as variation points. The application engineering process now exploits
this variability.

Each variation point is analysed and one of its variants chosen (we say that
the variation point is bound). Once all variation points are bound to variants,
a particular system of the SPL has been instantiated. The reusable artefacts
will then be assembled and after successful integration tests, development of the
new produced is finished.

Example 1.3 (Mobile phones (continued))

We continue with Example 1.2. Let us assume that the company decides that a
multimedia message phone has to be produced for the European market. In this case, the
software development part of the task would probably look as follows. As the requested
phone lies within the scope of the company’s product line, the variation points can simply
be bound to the appropriate variants. The frequency band variation point will be bound
to GSM-900 and GSM-1800, being the frequency bands most in use in Europe. The
multimedia message function variation point will be bound to include that functionality.
These choices taken, the modules for the two variants can now be plugged into the global
architecture, creating the required product.

1.2.2 Variability

“The commonalities and differences in the applications in terms of requirements,
architecture, components, and test artefacts” are also called variability of the
SPL [CN01]. Because of its importance and because of its crosscutting nature,
variability management is one of the central [BFG+02] and most complex [LB07]
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aspects of SPLE. In order to tackle the complexity of variability management,
a number of supporting modelling languages have been proposed. Among the
most important are feature diagrams and orthogonal variability models which
will be introduced in the upcoming sections.

We note here that terminology in the SPLE domain is not very standardised,
and that some words are used by different authors with different meanings. Our
understanding of the SPL vocabulary as it is used in this thesis is therefore
precisely stated in Definition 1.4.

Definition 1.4 (SPL vocabulary)

Commonality. All properties or functionalities common to all products of the SPL.

Variability. All properties or functionalities that differ among products of the SPL.

Variation point. A specific property or functionality which is part of the variability
of the SPL. One of the variants associated to a variation point has to be chosen during
application engineering, thus binding the variation point to a specific variant (i.e. making
and fixing a choice).

Variant. Associated to a variation point, a variant is one alternative that can be
chosen for its associated variation point.

1.3 Feature Diagrams

As explained in the previous section, feature diagrams (FDs) are used to model
and manage variability of a SPL. FDs capture commonalities and variabilities
by structuring the represented information in the form of a feature tree, or a
directed acyclic graph. The tree or the DAG represents the decomposition of
one feature into an arbitrary number of sub-features. The root feature is called
concept and represents the system itself.

Example 1.5 (Mobile phones (extended))

We extend the mobile phones example introduced in 1.2 as follows. In addition to the
two variation points described, a mobile phone also has one or two multimedia features.
A digital camera and a digital music player can be chosen. Furthermore, there are three
different cameras available, one with an image resolution of 0.5 megapixel, another with
1.3 and one with 3.1.

Mobile Phone {4, 4} 

GSM Connectivity {2, 4} Messaging {2, 2} 

GSM
900

SMS
MMS

GSM
1800

GSM
1900

GSM
850

Multimedia {1, 2} 

Camera {1, 1} Music
Player

0.5 MPixel 1.3 MPixel 3.1  MPixel 

Phone Calls 

Figure 1.2: A feature diagram for a mobile phones product line.

Figure 1.2, adapted from [SHTB06b], is a feature diagram that describes the
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small mobile phones product line of Example 1.5. The four main functionalities
become the four main features: the call feature, the GSM connectivity feature,
the messaging feature and the multimedia feature. They are linked by an and -
relation, as the cardinality {4, 4} of the top feature indicates, which means that
they are always part of a product. The cardinality {2, 4} of the GSM connec-
tivity feature means that at least two frequency bands have to be supported.
The messaging feature has two subfeatures connected by an and -relation: the
mandatory SMS feature and the optional MMS feature (indicated by the hollow
circle above it).2 The Multimedia feature is decomposed with an or -relation
(cardinality {1, 2}), that means that at least one of its subfeatures has to be in-
cluded. The Camera feature is decomposed with a xor -relation (cardinality {1,
1}), meaning that only one of the three picture resolutions can be supported by
the mobile phones’ camera. Note that this is an introductory example, further
details on the notation used follow in Section 1.3.2.

The main focus of FDs is variability modelling and product derivation in
SPLs. Product derivation is part of the application engineering process in which
the different variation points are bound to variants, i.e. choices are taken and
fixed. The binding time can vary from variation point to variation point, and
extensions to feature notations have been proposed to accommodate this infor-
mation [vGBS01]. It is generally distinguished between design-time variability,
i.e. variability that is bound at design-time, and run-time variability i.e. vari-
ability that is only bound at run-time (using configuration files, or other param-
eters). The scope of this thesis will be limited to design-time variability. For a
discussion on applying the PF approach to run-time variability, also referred to
as context-awareness, see [SNRT07].

Although FDs are a priori concise and expressive, they have limitations
when it comes to large scale product lines, like those typically found in the
industry [BFG+02]. Reiser et al. [RW06, RTW07] suggest the use of multi-level
feature trees to allow scalability as well as distribution of FDs among several
units in large organisations.

1.3.1 On the notion of “feature”

With respect to the reference model introduced in Section 1.1, features in FDs
generally refer to requirements R, but they can also represent domain properties
W, specifications S and design D, leading to confusion as to what exactly FDs
are describing. This is reflected for example in Kang et al.’s [KKL+98] defini-
tions of “feature” as a “prominent or distinctive user-visible aspect, quality or
characteristic of a software system or systems”. This notion of “feature” is not
restricted to R, but also includes S and even D.

The Feature-Oriented Reuse Method (FORM) [KKL+98], another integrated
process using FD to model variability, introduces its own typology of features.
It extends the basic FD notation by defining a framework with guidelines and
different classes of features. FORM distinguishes between capability features,
operating environment features, domain technology features and implementa-
tion technique features. These four feature types are represented on a layered
FD. This classification is similar to the requirements, domain properties and
specification classification of the reference framework. However, its aim is not

2It does not have to be included even though the cardinality of its parent node is {2, 2}.
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to reason about the problem, it is rather aimed at structuring requirements and
how they lead to solutions.

The confusion about the definition of feature is further illustrated in Fig-
ure 1.3 taken from [TH06]. It details which descriptions (R,W,S,D or oth-
ers) are included in a number of different definitions for “feature” found in the
literature. The irregular distribution of checkmarks in this table shows that
there is no agreement in the literature as to what a feature represents, but
also that the notions of feature and requirement largely overlap. In addition,
it is not clear whether a feature refers to a single requirement or to a cluster
of logically related requirements, as presented by Chen et al. [CZZM05]. Also
note that terms such as “functionality”, “capability” and “requirements” tend
to be used in a broad sense. That means that definitions using these terms
[BBRC06, CZZM05, Mac01, MH03] might refer to more than “requirements” in
the strict sense as defined in the RE framework.

As a result, FDs often do not reveal much about the underlying complexity
of problem structures. In this thesis, we will therefore stick to a more general
definition of “feature”. Based on the RE reference framework, a feature will be
defined by the three main descriptions R,W and S, as in Definition 1.6.

Definition 1.6 (Feature)

A feature is a triplet, f = (R, W, S), where R represents the requirements this feature
satisfies, W the assumptions this feature takes about its environment and S its specifica-
tion.

1.3.2 Feature diagram notations

The FD notation used in Figure 1.2 is VFD (varied feature diagrams), intro-
duced by Schobbens et al. in [SHTB06c, SHTB06a]. VFD is only one notation
among several other new or adapted FD notations that have been proposed
since the original introduction of FDs as part of the FODA method [KCH+90]
in 1990. Other extensions of FODA are the following. FORM [KKL+98], an ex-
tension of FODA proposed by Kang et al.. FeatuRSEB [GFd98], an integration
of FODA and the Reuse-Driven Software Engineering Business (RSEB) [JGJ97],
developed by Griss et al.. Generative programming [EC00], a paradigm for au-
tomated code generation in SPL development introduced by Eisenecker and
Czarnecki using FDs based on FODA. Van Gurp et al. [vGBS01] extend Fea-
tuRSEB to include binding times. Riebisch et al. [RBSP02, Rie03] replace
operator nodes by more general cardinalities. Van Deursen and Klint [vDK02]
suggest a tool-based abstract syntax and semantics (see also [THSC06]). Ba-
tory [Bat05] introduces propositional constraints defined among features. Czar-
necki et al. [CHE05b, CHE05a] suggest cardinalities and provide a formalisation
for these diagrams. PLUSS [EBB05] is another extension of FeatuRSEB.

Even all above mentioned notations are only a subset of all existing FD no-
tations. At the moment, there is no unified and universally accepted notation.
However, most of the notations cited above can be defined using a general pa-
rameterised FD definition, free feature diagrams (FFD) [SHTB06c, SHTB06a].
The FFD definition has four parameters that correspond to the four character-
istics of a FD notation, i.e. the type of its hierarchical structure, the decomposi-
tion operators it offers as well as by its graphical and textual constraints. Each
of the above notations can be expressed in terms of FFDs by assigning values
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Reference Definition R W S D other

[EC00] “anything users or client pro-
grams might want to control
about a concept”

X X X X X

[KCH+90] “a prominent or distinctive user-
visible aspect, quality or charac-
teristic of a software system or
systems”

X X

[KKL+98] “distinctively identifiable func-
tional abstractions that must be
implemented, tested, delivered,
and maintained”

X X X

[SCK+96] “a distinguishable characteristic
of a system that is relevant to a
stakeholder of the system”

X X X

[Bat06] “an elaboration or augmentation
of an entity(s) that introduces a
new service, capability or rela-
tionship”

X X X X X

[BBRC06] “an increment in product func-
tionality”

X

[CZZM05] “a product characteristic from
user or customer views, which es-
sentially consists of a cohesive set
of individual requirements”

X

[Mac01] “a capability or value which the
user is willing to pay for”

X

[MH03] “a chunk of functionality that
adds value to the product.”

X

[SZLW05] “Features represent distinguish-
able characteristics of a concept.
A concept consists of a set of re-
lated features with constraints.”

X X X X X

[GSS+95] “A feature has to be a physi-
cal constituent of a part (com-
ponent), should be mappable to
a generic shape, should have en-
gineering significance, must have
predictable properties.”

X X X X X

Figure 1.3: Definitions for the term “feature” found in the literature and their
overlaps with the descriptions of the RE framework [TH06].
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to these four parameters (i.e. for each notation its structure, its operators and
so on). We investigate these characteristics in greater detail in the upcoming
sections.

Structure

A FD is a hierarchical decomposition of the system into features and subfeatures.
This hierarchy can be either a tree or directed acyclic graph (DAG), which allows
a feature to have more than one parent node. The original FODA notation is
limited to trees. Most authors who extended the tree structure to a DAG argued
for more expressiveness.

The type of the structure is represented by the FFD parameter GT , which
is 1 if the FD is a tree, and 0 if it is a DAG.

Decomposition operators

A FD being a hierarchical structure, its features can be classified in two ways,
the first is the node feature vs. primitive feature classification and the second the
normal vs. leaf feature classification. Primitive features are chosen arbitrarily
and represent features that contain functionality, as opposed to node features
that are merely used for structural reasons (decomposition) and do not contain
functionality themselves. This also means that node features will not appear in
an actual system of the product line because they do not provide functionality.

While the first classification can be chosen by the analyst, the second one
depends on the structure of the FD. Leaf features are essentially basic features
(and are in most cases also primitive features) whereas normal features are ac-
tually decomposed into other features. The decomposition of a normal feature
into subfeatures can have different meanings. The basic idea is that the subfea-
tures are a decomposition of a normal feature, and that if their parent feature is
chosen to be part of a product, they are all chosen as well. This is what is called
the and -decomposition, and we say that the and operator is associated to the
parent feature. Unfortunately, it is not possible to express variability with and -
features alone. A feature tree consisting only of and -features would simply be a
functional decomposition of the system. If we want to model variable aspects,
we have to introduce other decomposition types. The easiest way to introduce
variability are alternative choices. Instead of requiring that all subfeatures be
chosen if their parent is, one could imagine that exactly one of these subfeatures
has to be chosen. The subfeatures now appear as alternatives rather than as
a decomposition of their parent feature. This decomposition type is actually
a xor -relation. It requires that one of the subfeatures has to be chosen for in-
clusion if the parent feature is included in a product. The gearbox feature of
a car, for instance, would be decomposed through such a xor -relation into a
manual gearbox feature and an automated gearbox feature. Yet another pos-
sibility for introducing variability is the or -relation, which requires that some
of the subfeatures be included in a FD if their parent is. These decomposition
operators are graphically expressed using various symbols and arcs. While the
graphical representation may vary from notation to notation, the semantics of
the operators is generally the same.

Finally, a feature can also be marked as optional, meaning that it can be
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included or not, regardless of his role in a decomposition.3 Most notations
represent optional features graphically by placing hollow circles above them.

As shown by Riebisch et al. [RBSP02, Rie03] and Schobbens et al. [SHTB06c,
SHTB06a], all the above decomposition operators, as well as the optionality of
a feature can be generalised to one single operator, the cardinality operator
card(i..j). A card(i..j) decomposition means that at least i and at most j
subfeatures have to be included if their parent feature is. An and -relation
between k features is then the same as card(k..k), a xor -relation the same as
card(1..1) and an or -relation the same as card(1..k). An optional feature n
can be represented by a dummy feature that has n as its only subfeature in a
card(0..1) relation, meaning that n can be included or not. In the VFD notation,
used in Figure 1.2, a card(i..j) decomposition is represented by indicating {i, j}
next to the name of the feature.

In FFDs, the set of operators offered by a given FD notation is accounted
for by the parameter NT .

Note that replacing optional features by or -decomposed dummy features is
an issue that is more complex than presented here. There is actually a difference
between edge-based semantics, where the edge is considered as being optional,
and node-based semantics, where the feature is considered optional. In a tree
structure, a feature has only one parent, and thus both cases are the same. In
a DAG, however, optionality of edges is generally weaker than optionality of
features. Because a feature may have more than one parent, optionality of an
edge does not necessarily imply optionality of its target feature. For a detailed
discussion of this, see [SHTB06a].

Constraint edges

There are cases where it is necessary to express the fact that two features are
incompatible, i.e. that the choice of one feature for inclusion in a product makes
it impossible to choose the other as well. Of course, this can be expressed by
a xor -decomposition, but for this to be possible both features have to share
the same parent, which may not be the case. To represent situations like this,
FD notations generally offer additional edges, that are not part of the decom-
position relation, but merely express constraints on feature pairs. Among the
common graphical constraints are the excludes relation, i.e. both features can-
not be included at the same time in the product; and the required relation i.e.
one feature, if it is to be included, requires the presence of another feature.

The set of types of graphical constraint edges offered by a particular FD
notation is represented by the FFD parameter GCT .

Textual constraints

In addition to graphical constraints, there can be textual constraints. Their
objective is the same as for graphical constraints: express properties of features
that are hard or impossible to express with decomposition. Exclusion, for in-
stance, could as well be a textual constraint. Instead of drawing a special edge

3The exact semantics, however, differs from method to method, see edge-based vs. node-
based semantics discussion two paragraphs further.
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between features A and B, one could add the textual constraint A excludes B.
The set of textual constraints offered by a particular FD notation is repre-

sented by the FFD parameter TCL.

1.3.3 Formal semantics

Based on the above characteristics of a FD, Schobbens et al. [BHST04, SHTB06c,
SHTB06a] define an abstract syntax (Definition 1.7) and a formal semantics
(Definition 1.8) for FD notations.

Definition 1.7 (Feature diagram [SHTB06c, SHTB06a])

A FFD d ∈ FFD(GT, NT, GCT, TCL) is a tuple d = (N, P, r, λ, DE, CE, Θ), where

• N is the set of features.

• P ⊆ N is the set of primitive features.

• r ∈ N is the root feature.

• λ : N → NT labels each feature with an operator from NT .

• DE ⊆ N ×N is the set of decomposition edges.

• CE ⊆ N ×GCT ×N is the set of constraint edges.

• Θ ⊆ TCL are textual constraints.

The semantics of a FD is the set of all features that satisfy the feature
diagram, i.e. the set of all models of the FD, which is actually a product line.

Definition 1.8 (Feature diagram model [SHTB06c, SHTB06a])

A model m ∈ PN is valid for a FD d = (N, P, r, λ, DE, CE, Θ), i.e. m |= d iff:

(1) The concept is in: r ∈ m,

(2) The operators on all features evaluate to true: ∀n ∈ m, with sons s1..sk and λ(n) =
opk then opk(s1 ∈ m, .., sk ∈ m) must evaluate to true

(3) All textual constrains evaluate to true: ∀θ ∈ Θ : m |= θ

(4) All graphical constraints evaluate to true: ∀(n1, op2, n2) ∈ CE : op2(n1 ∈ m, n2 ∈
m) evaluates to true

(5) Each feature s ∈ m.s 6= r has a parent feature n ∈ m : n → s.

By defining a formal semantics for FFDs, Schobbens et al. provide a formal
semantics for any FD notation that can be expressed as a parameterised FFD.
This definition also allows for a formal comparison of FD languages based on
their semantics, the aim being to “limit the fragmentation of research on FD
languages” [HST+07]. They suggest varied feature diagrams (VFD), also an
instance of FFD, which they prove to be superior with respect to expressiveness,
succinctness and embeddability. VFD is inspired by Riebisch et al. [Rie03], and
contains only the general card(i..j) decomposition relation. The VFD notation
is used throughout this thesis.4

4To be precise, Schobbens et al. only defined the semantics and an abstract syntax. The
concrete syntax we use here is inspired by Riebisch et al.’s FORE FD. In our concrete syntax,
unary {0, 1} decompositions (i.e. optional features) are simplified with hollow circles.
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1.4 Feature Interactions

In the previous section, we hinted at the fact that in some occasions, features
that are not alternatives may still exclude one another. In most cases, the reason
for this is incompatibility between these two features. Similarly, there may also
be features that require mutual presence in a system, generally because they
need each other in order to provide their functionality. In both cases, features
are generally said to interact, and a particular case is called a feature interaction.
As explained above, there are interactions that are undesired, and considered
harmful as well as interactions that are desired. In the literature, the term
feature interference is sometimes used to designate an undesired interaction.
For the remainder of this work, however, unless otherwise stated, we will stick
to feature interaction standing for an undesired interaction.

The particularity of a feature interaction is that it is a property that two or
more features only exhibit when put together, and not when run individually.
In practice this means that each feature runs well separately, but once both put
together, the system exhibits undesired behaviour [CKMRM03].

Feature interactions have long been a research topic in the telecommunica-
tions domain, where feature interactions are a common problem in telephone
network control systems. The ever increasing number of services offered to
customers led to the concept of the intelligent network, which is at the same
time backbone and service provider of a telecom network. The centralisation of
services however also increases the likelihood of interactions, and the exponen-
tial number of possible combinations of services makes testing unmanageable.
Hence the importance of interaction management in the telecommunications
domain [KK98].

One of the classical examples is an interaction between the call forwarding
and call screening features presented in Example 1.9.

Example 1.9 (Call forwarding/screening features)

In a telephone system, the call forwarding feature allows the owner of a phone to
forward all incoming calls to another number. This is generally used in order to avoid
losing calls. When a employee is busy talking at the phone, an incoming call for him could
be automatically forwarded to his secretary or to a colleague who can take the call. Calls
could also be permanently forwarded, for instance when an employee moved his desk and
the in-house telephone system is not yet up-to-date, the employee could set up his old
phone to forward all incoming calls to the one in his new office.

The call screening feature is completely different. It allows the owner of the phone to
specify a list of numbers which cannot be called from his phone. This can be used by a
company in order to disable calls to numbers of its competitors, or in order to avoid calls
to numbers charged at a higher-than-normal rate.

Given the set-up of Example 1.9, imagine a situation in which Alice made use
of the call screening feature. She set up her phone in order to disable any call to
Charley. Bob, who is good friends with Charley, set up his phone to forward all
calls to Charley when his phone is busy. In the depicted situation, a call from
Alice to Bob will end up at Charley’s phone if Bob is busy. This short-circuits
the call screening Alice set up for her phone which results in an interaction
between the two features. If there was only the call forwarding feature, no
problem would occur, at the same time call screening alone would also work
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without a problem. Both put together however produce interactions. These
kinds of interactions can be quite difficult to detect and to resolve. Zave [Zav95]
gives a detailed account of this particular case.

Much of the research on feature interaction detection has focused on for-
mal off-line methods, i.e. formal methods applied at design-time [CKMRM03].
In this thesis, we will propose yet another of these methods. We will, how-
ever, focus on the RE perspective on interaction management, and especially
on interactions occurring in the real world. Robinson et al. [RPV03] define re-
quirements interaction management as “the set of activities directed towards
the discovery, management, and disposition of critical relationships among a set
of requirements”. We contribute to this topic by suggesting an approach aimed
at detecting critical relationships among requirements.

Two other particular aspects considered in our approach are the SPLE con-
text and the system’s physical environment. If we consider SPLE for embedded
control systems, the SPLE aspect is very much linked to the physical envi-
ronment concerns. As Metzger et al. [MBLP05] say, “this feature interaction
problem exhibits additional facets when it has to be dealt with for embedded
control systems. [. . . ], embedded control systems will almost always be embed-
ded in a physical environment, which provides responses to a system’s stimuli
and which is not part of the actual software system. Because of this special role
of the environment, the identification and resolution of interactions that occur
within the system is not enough, but also interrelationships that are introduced
by an interaction with the environment must be considered.”

The feature interaction problem for SPLE at the requirements level was also
recently treated by Kim et al. [KPSY07]. They use a natural language-based
detection approach, which is, however, purely aimed at detecting requirements
conflicts and not interactions at the environment level. This aspect was investi-
gated in greater detail by Metzger in [Met04]. He suggests an approach based on
specifying detection concepts at the model level, with report to the meta-models
of development artefacts. Feature interactions are detected at different levels,
but are generally considered to be dependencies between functional needs.

As we base this paper on the Zave and Jackson framework for RE [ZJ97],
we define a feature interaction as follows.

Definition 1.10 (Feature interaction)

Two features f1 and f2, expressed as R1, W1, S1 and R2, W2, S2 are said to interact
if they satisfy their individual requirements in isolation, but not the conjunction of these
requirements when put together, i.e. if:

f1 = (R1, W1, S1) . S1, W1 ` R1

f2 = (R2, W2, S2) . S2, W2 ` R2

and S1, S2, W1, W2 6` R1, R2

1.5 Orthogonal Variability Modelling

Orthogonal Variability Modelling (OVM) [BGdPL+03] is a variability modelling
paradigm that suggests the use of a first-class representation of variability in
SPLE. This means that variability of the SPL is documented in a central model
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which is linked to all other non-variability diagrams and artefacts of the devel-
opment process, which are called base diagrams.

The main idea behind this paradigm is separation of concerns. There is gen-
erally consensus in the SPL community that variability models such FDs are a
good formalism for representing variability of a product line [CA05, LJL+07,
JLM07, GFd98], clear and concise yet expressive. However, “features in a fea-
ture model are merely symbols” [CA05] and hide complexity. The complexity
that is hidden behind these symbols is generally brought back and dealt with
using classical models of requirements and software engineering. RE for instance
has different models for different views on the requirements, like goal models,
use cases, story cards or problem frames. Software engineering also distinguishes
between structural models (like class diagrams, ERA, etc.), functional models
(like data flow diagrams, use case models, Z, VDM, etc.) and dynamic models
(like state charts, activity diagrams, etc.).

As the modelling of variability is an integral aspect of SPLE, those basic
notations have to be extended to support variability modelling as well [Cla01,
PFR02, dOJaH+05]. One disadvantage of this solution, however, comes from
the fact that variability is a cross-cutting concern. If, for example, a change is
made to the scope of the product line, all models that include variability have
to be updated. Furthermore, all models have to be kept synchronised between
each other, so that in case evolution of one induces changes to variability, all
other models have to be changed alike. The problem at hand is the problem of
establishing traceability links between all models to guarantee their synchronised
evolution.

OVM tries to solve this issue by adopting one central variability model with
traceability links to all the classical models introduced above. The goal is thus
separation of concerns, i.e. separating “the representation of variability from the
representation of various assets developed in the product development lifecycle
while maintaining the traceability between them” [BGdPL+03].

1.5.1 Approaches in orthogonal variability modelling

Gomaa and Shin [GS02] suggest a multiple-view approach for modelling vari-
ability in SPLs. They extend UML notations with variation points and define a
central feature notation. All variabilities are then linked together in a multiple-
view meta-model. In addition to assuring traceability, the meta-model can be
used in order to check whether all relations between objects are correct, like for
instance checking that each class corresponds to a feature.

Griss et al. [GFd98] as well as Halmans and Pohl [HP04] put FD into context
by linking them to use case diagrams. Griss et al. integrate the FODA approach
[KCH+90] into the Reuse-Driven Software Engineering Business [JGJ97]. They
consider use case models as being user-oriented, and FD as being oriented to-
wards the software developer. Halmans et al. use use cases to document product
family variability, and to communicate it to the user.

Yu et al. [YML+05] propose a procedure for translating goal models to FDs.
Early requirements are analysed using goal models, based on which prelimi-
nary FDs are produced, thus making a step towards a more solution-oriented
view. They see features as being part of the solution, or at least of the sys-
tem (late requirements), whereas goals represent stakeholder intentions (early
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requirements).
Czarnecki and Antkiewicz [CA05] take a similar approach. They argue that

“features in a feature model are merely symbols” and that mapping them to
other models “gives them semantics”. They describe a general approach for
mapping any UML model, that has been defined using the Meta-Object Facil-
ity [Obj], to a feature model. They illustrate their approach by mapping FDs
to UML activity diagrams.

Liaskos et al. [LJL+07] argue that reasoning on variability in general is dif-
ficult and that it is better to focus on one particular dimension of variability
at a time. They survey current approaches for modelling variability in differ-
ent dimensions such as the intentional, behavioural, structural or functional
dimensions.

John et al. [JLM07] suggest to separate variability-related issues from all
other aspects related to development artefacts. They first place software devel-
opment artefacts in a two dimensional space, whose dimensions are the level of
abstraction and the place between problem and solution space. To these dimen-
sions they add variability as a third one, which symbolises the separation they
argued for. Variation points in base models are then linked to the variability
dimension using decision models.

1.5.2 Adopting a central model

As presented by Gomaa and Webber, there are many ways to describe vari-
ability [GW04], which means that there is no consensus as to which first-class
variability notation to use as the central model. Several authors suggest to use
FDs [GFd98, GS02, YML+05, CA05], others use orthogonal variability mod-
els [BGdPL+03, BLP05, HP04]. Orthogonal variability models were introduced
by Pohl et al. in [PBvdL05] and extended in [BLP05]. Instead of modelling
features and relations between these features like FDs do, they directly model
variation points and their associated variants.

Metzger et al. [MHP+07] suggest the use of orthogonal variability models to
represent product line variability, i.e. variability among members of the product
line, and FDs to represent software variability, i.e. variability of product line
artefacts. They formalise both notations and formally link their semantics. This
allows for automated reasoning, like checking product line variability against
software variability in order to determine if there is sufficient flexibility in the
core assets to derive all the desired products.

1.6 The Problem Frames Approach

The Problem Frames (PF) approach, proposed by Jackson in [Jac95, Jac01], is a
conceptual framework to software requirements engineering, which emphasises
the need to put real software problems in their context. This contextualisation
allows systematic reasoning about the required properties of the world the re-
quirements refer to (requirements), the given properties of the world the machine
must rely on (domain properties), and the behaviour of the machine (specifica-
tion) to bring about the necessary change in the world properties. In this sense,
the PF approach can be seen as an implementation of Zave and Jackson’s RE
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framework [Zav97] that has been introduced in Section 1.1. The purpose of the
PF approach is to analyse problems based on well known problem structures
(or problem patterns), that have well known solutions and can be reused in dif-
ferent cases—just as design patterns in object-oriented development [GHJV95].
Jackson proposes five of these patterns, which are the five basic problem frames
which will be detailed later.

The PF framework has been used in various applications, among others
as a basis to (i) relate problem and solution structure [HJL+02], (ii) describe
architecture-inspired problem decomposition [RHJN04], (iii) recompose software
problems using a composition operator [LBJN04], and (iv) capture patterns of
change in socio-technical systems [BRH05].

1.6.1 Illustration

The three main artefacts of the PF approach are problem frames, problem di-
agrams and context diagrams. We will briefly illustrate them based on Exam-
ple 1.11. Further details can be found in Jackson’s book. A detailed meta-model
for these artefacts is presented by Delannay in [Del02].

Example 1.11 (Lights controller [Jac01])

When workers have to repair part of a road, they generally work on one lane at a time,
leaving the other open for the traffic. This avoids having to close down the road completely.
Nevertheless, precautions have to be taken, because in most cases the remaining lane is
too narrow to allow more than one vehicle to pass. Consequently, something has to make
sure that this will not happen.

This is the task of traffic lights. A traffic lights unit has a stop and a go light, whose
meaning is supposed to be known by road-users. There are two such units, and when
the works begin, workers put one of them at each end of the open lane. A controller is
connected to both of them, which by sending pulses can activate either the stop or the go
light in order to assure that at no point vehicles are travelling in both directions.

Lights
controller

Light
units

a

a: LC! {RPulse[i], GPulse[i]}
c

Figure 1.4: A context diagram for the traffic lights problem.

Figure 1.4 shows a context diagram for the problem of Example 1.11. With
respect to the Zave and Jackson RE framework, the context diagram gives an
overview of the real world W . Each real-world concept (called real-world do-
main) becomes a box in the context diagram. A simple box denotes a given
domain which cannot be changed. A box with one vertical stripe denotes a
designed domain, the structure of which can be decided and changed. A box
with two vertical stripes denotes the machine that is to be built. Lines con-
necting these boxes denote shared states or events between domains, known as
shared phenomena. Given and designed domains, can furthermore be declared
causal (C, their behaviour is predictable, i.e. they include predictable causal
relationships among their causal phenomena), biddable (B, generally humans,
whose behaviour may be influenced to a certain extent, but is not predictable)
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or lexical (X, in which case the domain represents stored data). If specified, the
domain type is indicated in the lower right corner of the rectangle.

The context diagram in Figure 1.4 contains the lights controller machine,
marked by two vertical stripes, and the real world domain light units. These do-
mains have shared states or events (a), which denote the actions the lights con-
troller can perform on the lights units. The annotation LC! RPulse[i], GPulse[i]
says that the lights controller (LC) controls the shared phenomena RPulse[i] and
GPulse[i], as opposed to the lights units which only observe them.5 Among the
shared phenomena, Jackson distinguishes between causal phenomena (C, those
that are directly controlled by a domain and can cause other phenomena), sym-
bolic phenomena (Y, generally data that is transmitted) and events (E). This
distinction can be made explicit in the phenomena annotations but is only used
in the basic problem frame definitions.

What is not visible in the diagram is that each domain of the context diagram
also comes with a description. In our case the description of the Lights units
domain would state how a lights unit behaves when it receives an RPulse and a
GPulse event. This description can be formal or informal. For the lights units
for example, statecharts would be convenient [Jac03], but mathematical formula
would do as well (see Section 1.7).

Lights
controller

Light
units

Lights
regime

ba

Specification Domain properties Requirement

a: LC! {RPulse[i], GPulse[i]} b: LU! {Stop[i], Go[i]}

c

Figure 1.5: A problem diagram for a traffic lights controller.

The context diagram, as its name suggests, describes the context in which the
problem is set. It does not describe the actual problem or the requirement, this
description is provided by the problem diagram. Figure 1.5 shows the problem
diagram for the same example: the dashed oval represents the requirement. The
requirement shares phenomena with the Lights units domain. These shared
phenomena are called requirement phenomena and they are represented by a
dashed line (as opposed to the solid line for non-requirement phenomena). The
arrow on the dashed line indicates that these phenomena are constrained by
the requirement, i.e. the requirement not only refers to them in an indicative
(descriptive) way, but also in an optative way by expressing properties about
them which have to be made true by the machine.

The problem diagram can be seen as a graphical representation of W,S ` R,
in which the left-hand side represents the specification S, the right-hand side
represents the requirement R and the central part the world W . In the case
of problem diagrams, the W,S ` R relation is also called correctness argument.
Note that the requirement does not refer to the machine, but rather to the
world on which the machine acts, again respecting the previously mentioned
framework: the requirement is expressed in terms of requirements phenomena—
in our case the stop and go lights—and not in terms of pulses the machine has

5i is an index varying from 1 to 2 which denotes the unit (there are two of them).
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to send to the lights units.
The abstract syntax of a problem diagram as defined by Hall et al. in [HRJ05]

includes all these concepts. It is presented in Definition 1.12.

Definition 1.12 (Problem diagram abstract syntax [HRJ05])

A problem diagram j is a tuple j = (W, S, R, A) where

• W is a set of domains;

• S is a single machine;

• R is the requirement;

• A is the diagram annotation, i.e. a bundle of nine functions providing the domain
name (A1), the domain description (A2), the requirement name (A3), the require-
ment description (A4), the phenomena designation (A5) as well as the controlled,
observed, constrained and referenced phenomena (A6, A7, A8 and A9 respectively).

As with the domain descriptions, the requirement can be expressed in any
convenient formalism. Given the description of requirements (R) and domain
properties (W ) and knowing that W,S ` R, it is possible to determine the
specification (S) of the machine, which is a priori the only unknown part of
the problem diagram. If a formal notation has been used for R and W , then S
can possibly be derived automatically by abduction. The semantics of problem
diagrams are defined along these lines. Hall et al. [HRJ05] define the semantics
of a problem diagram as the challenge to find a satisfying specification (see
Definition 1.7), i.e. the set of specifications that satisfy the diagram.

Definition 1.13 (Problem diagram semantics [HRJ05])

Given a world description W, a requirement description R, and sets of shared phenom-
ena c (controlled by the machine domain) and o (observed by the machine domain), a
challenge to find a satisfying specification is

c, o : [W, R] = {S|S controls c ∧ S observes o ∧W, S ` R}

1.6.2 Five basic frames

A problem frame denotes a problem pattern, i.e. a class of similar problems
that are sufficiently small to be treatable. There are five of them. A complex
problem diagram would have to be decomposed so that its parts fit problem
frames. This is not necessary in the previous example, because the problem
diagram already fits the problem frame called required behaviour.

A problem frame comes with a template for the correctness argument as
well as with a number of frame concerns. These frame concerns provide a list
of typical issues that apply to the problem frame at hand. These issues help
the analyst to question certain properties of the analysed problem and to find
errors or weak assumptions.

The five basic frames suggested by Jackson are the following.

Required Behaviour. The required behaviour problem frame (Figure 1.6) de-
scribes the class of problems in which some part of the real world is to be
controlled so that it satisfies the conditions expressed by the requirement.
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Commanded behaviour. The commanded behaviour frame (Figure 1.7) is
the class of problems in which some part of the real world has to be
controlled according to the commands of an operator.

Information display. The information display frame (Figure 1.8) describes
a problem in which a machine needs to be built, that gathers required
information about a part of the real world, and displays it at a place
specified by the requirement.

Simple workpieces. The simple workpieces frame (Figure 1.9) describes prob-
lems in which the machine is needed to allow the user to manipulate and
create items that can be processed by a computer, such as texts in a word
processor for instance.

Transformation. The transformation frame (Figure 1.10) consists of a situ-
ation in which the machine is required to transform an input (a file for
instance) into an output, as specified in the requirement.

It may be that problems cannot be decomposed such that they precisely fit
a basic frame. To be able to still analyse these problems, Jackson introduces
variant frames which extend basic frames; typically by adding a new domain to
the problem context. A variant frame shares the central concern of the basic
frame, but has additional concerns to deal with problems that do not fit basic
frames.

1.7 Event Calculus

In the previous section, we pointed out that domains appearing in context and
problem diagrams can be described by any formalism that seems appropriate in
the given situation. Formal notations generally have the advantage of enabling
automated reasoning. This is one reason why we chose the event calculus (EC)
as formalism to describe domains in problem frames. Another reason is the
fact that the EC is indeed appropriate for the type of reasoning we need to
perform in the case of problem diagrams. We need to reason about the real
world, about actions and the effects of those actions, about properties of the
real world, and so on. This kind of commonsense reasoning can easily be done in
EC [Mue06] because the EC allows to describe events, their direct and indirect
effects, triggering of events and provides an intuitive solution to the frame prob-
lem [MH69, Sha97]. Furthermore, as the EC is based on first-order predicate
calculus, designations (see Section 1.1) have to be provided and merely amount
to defining observed events and properties.

The EC was originally introduced 1986 by Kowalski and Sergot [KS86] as a
formalism for representing events and their effects. Several versions of the EC
have been proposed. The version used in thesis is based on Mueller’s common-
sense reasoning book [Mue06] and lecture notes by Shanahan [Sha99], which in
turn are based on a simplified version of the EC by Kowalski [Kow92].

EC descriptions express relations between properties of the world, called
fluents, events and timepoints. Fluents are either properties which can be true or
false, such as the door is open, or continuous properties, such as the temperature
in the room for instance. Non-boolean fluents can easily be turned into reified
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boolean fluents. Events are incidents that occur at specific time points, they
can cause changes to fluents, or other events. Note that action and event are
used interchangeably. Timepoints are represented by integer values in discrete
EC and by real values in normal EC.

In the EC, three classes of descriptions are distinguished. There are those
that express what happens when, in form of a narrative of time points and events.
Then there are those that say what actions do, i.e. what the effects of actions
are. Finally there are descriptions that say when the fluents hold. EC calculus
reasoning consists in finding descriptions of one type given that descriptions of
both other types are known. There are thus three modes of reasoning.

Deductive Reasoning. This is the most obvious mode of reasoning. It is
known what the initial situation is, when events occur and what their
effects are. Deductive reasoning then infers which fluents hold when. It
is thus used to predict the future values of fluents. For instance, knowing
that the event open door makes the fluent the door is open true, deductive
reasoning concludes that if open door occurs at time t, the door is open
holds at time t + 1.

Inductive Reasoning. In this case, it is known when events occur and when
fluents hold. Inductive reasoning then consists in inferring what the effects
of events are. With respect to the same example as before, knowing that
the door is open is always true after open door occurred, and that no other
event can change it; inductive reasoning would infer that open door causes
the door is open to be true.

Abductive Reasoning. Abductive reasoning finally consists in determining
when events occur, given what their effects are and when fluents hold.
This is generally used for explanation or planning, because it consists in
finding the sequence of events that lead to the known values of the fluents.
If it is known that at time t the door is open and that open door causes
the door is open to be true, abductive reasoning consists in finding what
has happened for this situation to be possible, which is of course that open
door occurred some time before t.

The EC does not suggest a new logic or a new formalism for expressing the
above descriptions. Instead it builds on first-order predicate calculus. There
are a number of predefined predicates, related by a set of axioms, that allow
to express all three types of descriptions. These predicates are represented in
Figure 1.11 on page 28 (adapted from [Sha99]). What happens when is expressed
by the Happens predicate; effects of events are expressed by the Initiates,
Terminates and Releases predicates; and when fluents hold is described by the
ReleasedAt and HoldsAt predicates. The commonsense law of inertia states
that the truth value of a fluent can only be changed by the occurrence of events.
If a fluent is released from inertia this means that its value can change at will.
Timepoints being integer or real values can be compared and manipulated using
the common operators of the natural or real numbers.

Coherence of these predicates is guaranteed by a set of axioms shown in
Figure 1.12 (page 28). They implement the informal descriptions given in Fig-
ure 1.11. The axioms given are those for the discrete EC, the axioms for the
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normal EC look similar. Axioms of Figure 1.12 have been adapted from [Mue05].
The first one (EC1) says that a fluent f holds at time t + 1 if it held and was
not released from inertia at time t and if it was not terminated by an event at
time t. In addition to that, (EC2) states that a fluent also holds at t+1 if it was
initiated by an event at t. These axioms simply formalise the intuition we have
about the truth value of a fluent. The remaining axioms are very similar, (EC3)
and (EC4) express when a fluent does not hold and (EC5) through (EC8) give
the same properties but for the ReleasedAt predicate.

EC is built on first-order predicate calculus. Its semantics is hence the same
as for first-order predicate calculus, i.e.

Definition 1.14 (EC semantics, adapted from [Mue06])

The semantics of a formula π expressed over variables x1..xn of domains A1..An in a
first-order predicate language L is the set of models of the formula.

[[π(x1..xn)]] = {a1 ∈ A1..an ∈ An| π[x1\a1..xn\an] evaluates to true}

1.7.1 Illustration

In order to illustrate these definitions we come back to Example 1.11 introduced
in the previous section. We use the event calculus to describe the domains and
the requirement. In this case, we thus have to describe the requirement and the
lights units domain. The lights units domain description says how the lights
units react to the RPulse and GPulse events received by the controller. For
this, we consult the manual that came with the lights unit, and we assume that
it says RPulse switches off the Go light and switches on the Stop light, GPulse
switches off the Stop light and switches on the Go light as well as both lights will
never be switched on a the same time.6 This would translate to the following
event calculus formulae.

∀t, i = 1..2 . Initiates(RPulse[i], Stop[i], t)

∀t, i = 1..2 . T erminates(RPulse[i], Go[i], t)

∀t, i = 1..2 . Initiates(GPulse[i], Go[i], t)

∀t, i = 1..2 . T erminates(GPulse[i], Stop[i], t)

∀t, i = 1..2 . HoldsAt(Go[i]) ⇒ ¬HoldsAt(Stop[i])

∀t, i = 1..2 . HoldsAt(Stop[i]) ⇒ ¬HoldsAt(Go[i])

The requirement has not yet been stated precisely. It expresses the lights
regime, i.e. the fact that one lights unit displays start for a certain time, say 50
seconds, and then switches to stop. After a delay of 10 seconds, the other unit
does the same, and after another 10 second delay the cycle restarts. Each cycle
thus takes two minutes. We assume that the time in EC formulae is represented
in seconds. The requirement can then be expressed as follows.

6In this point, we differ from Jackson’s original setting of the example.
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Predicate Description

Happens(a, t) Action a occurs at time t

Initiates(a, f, t) Fluent f starts to hold after action a at time t

Terminates(a, f, t) Fluent f ceases to hold after action a at time t

HoldsAt(f, t) Fluent f holds at time t

Releases(a, f, t) Fluent f is released from inertia after action a at time t

ReleasedAt(f, t) Fluent f is released from inertia at time t

Figure 1.11: EC predicates [Sha99].

(EC1) HoldsAt(f, t + 1) ⇐ HoldsAt(f, t) ∧ ¬ReleasedAt(f, t + 1))∧

¬∃e.(Happens(e, t) ∧ Terminates(e, f, t))

(EC2) HoldsAt(f, t + 1) ⇐ Happens(e, t) ∧ Initiates(e, f, t)

(EC3) ¬HoldsAt(f, t + 1) ⇐ ¬HoldsAt(f, t) ∧ ¬ReleasedAt(f, t + 1))∧

¬∃e.(Happens(e, t) ∧ Initiates(e, f, t))

(EC4) ¬HoldsAt(f, t + 1) ⇐ Happens(e, t) ∧ Terminates(e, f, t))

(EC5) ReleasedAt(f, t + 1) ⇐ ReleasedAt(f, t) ∧ ¬∃e.(Happens(e, t)∧

(Initiates(e, f, t) ∨ Terminates(e, f, t)))

(EC6) ReleasedAt(f, t + 1) ⇐ Happens(e, t) ∧Releases(e, f, t))

(EC7) ¬ReleasedAt(f, t + 1) ⇐ ¬ReleasedAt(f, t)∧

¬∃e.(Happens(e, t) ∧Releases(e, f, t))

(EC8) ¬ReleasedAt(f, t + 1) ⇐ Happens(e, t)∧

(Initiates(e, f, t) ∨ Terminates(e, f, t))

Figure 1.12: Axioms of the discrete EC [Mue05].
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∀t . t mod 120 = 0 ⇒ HoldsAt(Go[1], t)

∧ HoldsAt(Stop[2], t)

∧ HoldsAt(Stop[1], t + 50)

∧ HoldsAt(Go[2], t + 60)

∧ HoldsAt(Stop[2], t + 110)

Given these two descriptions, we can derive a specification for the machine
using the axioms introduced above. Actually, (EC1) and (EC2) state that a
fluent holds if it already held the moment before and was not terminated or
released, or if it was initiated the moment before. This means in order to have
Go[1] holding at time t, we need GPulse[1] to happen at t− 1. More precisely,
refining the requirement can be done by using the axioms of Figure 1.12 as
rewriting rules as demonstrated in Figure 1.13. The result of the refinement is
the EC specification of the machine:

∀t .t mod 120 = 0 ⇒ Happens(GPulse[1], t− 1)

∧ Happens(RPulse[2], t− 1)

∧ Happens(RPulse[1], t− 1 + 50)

∧ Happens(GPulse[2], t− 1 + 60)

∧ Happens(RPulse[2], t− 1 + 110)

1.7.2 Tool support

There exist several implementations of the EC. In this work, we use Decreasoner,
the discrete event calculus reasoner, an EC implementation by Mueller [Mue05].
Decreasoner parses a set of EC formulae specified in an input file, adds to these
formulae the axioms of the discrete EC and rewrites all formulae in conjunctive
normal form (CNF). The EC problem has thus become a satisfiability problem,
which is then solved by a SAT-solver. After running the SAT-solver, Decreasoner
analyses the model it found and presents it as a narrative of timepoints, events
and fluents.

The previous example, encoded for Decreasoner looks like displayed in Fig-
ure 1.14. The integer index which varied from 1 to 2 has been replaced by a
more general type, called lightsunit line 7, the two actual lights units are then
declared in lines 14 and 15. The fluents and events are defined in lines 9 to 12.
Then follow the rules for domain, requirement and specification which are a lit-
eral translation of the mathematical formulae above to the Decreasoner syntax.
Note that square brackets denote universal quantification. The completion of
the Happens predicate is calculated at line 44. This minimises the occurrences
of the Happens predicate in order to discard those models that differ from other
models by the occurrence of events that do not affect any fluent. Finally, the
range for the time is specified: one unit of time corresponds to 10 seconds, it
thus covers two cycles of two minutes. In order to cover that cycle completely,
the time starts at -1.
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Once the description is finished, Decreasoner can be run. Decreasoner does
model checking, this means given the above description, it will try to find a
model for this description. If a model is found, it is presented as a narrative of
time points. For the lights units example, the model found by Decreasoner is
presented in Figure 1.15. The model actually describes two cycles of the lights
units working, just as expected.

1.8 Conclusion

The objective of this first chapter was to survey the current state of the art of re-
search fields relevant to our work. This includes not only methods and notations
used in our approach, but also related work such as the OVM paradigm.

Most of the presented concepts are closely linked to requirements engineer-
ing. The present work hence sees itself as part of this area of study. In addition,
many definitions are based on the Zave and Jackson RE reference model pre-
sented in Section 1.1.1. This reference model, and its first proof obligation
W,S ` R are thus central to our work.

The next Chapter presents the original ideas of our approach. It is still
part of the Background because it presents an introductory analysis of possible
synergies between PFs and FDs that eventually lead to the main approach
presented in the subsequent chapters.
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∀t .t mod 120 = 0 ⇒ HoldsAt(Go[1], t)

∧ HoldsAt(Stop[2], t)

∧ HoldsAt(Stop[1], t + 50)

∧ HoldsAt(Go[2], t + 60)

∧ HoldsAt(Stop[2], t + 110)
(EC2)⇐⇒

∀t .t mod 120 = 0 ⇒ Happens(e1, t− 1) ∧ Initiates(e1, Go[1], t− 1))

∧ Happens(e2, t− 1) ∧ Initiates(e2, Stop[2], t− 1))

∧ Happens(e3, t− 1 + 50) ∧ Initiates(e3, Stop[1], t− 1 + 50))

∧ Happens(e4, t− 1 + 60) ∧ Initiates(e4, Go[2], t− 1 + 60))

∧ Happens(e5, t− 1 + 110) ∧ Initiates(e5, Stop[2], t− 1 + 110))
Instanciate ei⇐⇒

∀t .t mod 120 = 0 ⇒ Happens(GPulse[1], t− 1) ∧ Initiates(GPulse[1], Go[1], t− 1))

∧ Happens(RPulse[2], t− 1) ∧ Initiates(RPulse[2], Stop[2], t− 1))

∧ Happens(RPulse[1], t− 1 + 50) ∧ Initiates(RPulse[1], Stop[1], t− 1 + 50))

∧ Happens(GPulse[2], t− 1 + 60) ∧ Initiates(GPulse[2], Go[2], t− 1 + 60))

∧ Happens(RPulse[1], t− 1 + 110) ∧ Initiates(RPulse[1], Stop[2], t− 1 + 110))
Domain properties⇐⇒

∀t .t mod 120 = 0 ⇒ Happens(GPulse[1], t− 1)

∧ Happens(RPulse[2], t− 1)

∧ Happens(RPulse[1], t− 1 + 50)

∧ Happens(GPulse[2], t− 1 + 60)

∧ Happens(RPulse[2], t− 1 + 110)

Figure 1.13: Refining the specification from the requirement using domain prop-
erties.
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1 ; ligts.e
2 ; -------
3
4 load foundations/Root.e
5 load foundations/EC.e
6
7 sort lightsunit
8
9 event RPulse(lightsunit)

10 event GPulse(lightsunit)
11 fluent Stop(lightsunit)
12 fluent Go(lightsunit)
13
14 lightsunit UnitStart
15 lightsunit UnitEnd
16
17 ; Domain
18 ; ------
19 [time ,lightsunit] Initiates(RPulse(lightsunit), Stop(lightsunit), time).
20 [time ,lightsunit] Terminates(RPulse(lightsunit), Go(lightsunit), time).
21 [time ,lightsunit] Initiates(GPulse(lightsunit), Go(lightsunit), time).
22 [time ,lightsunit] Terminates(GPulse(lightsunit), Stop(lightsunit), time).
23 [time ,lightsunit] HoldsAt(Go(lightsunit), time) -> !HoldsAt(Stop(lightsunit), time).
24 [time ,lightsunit] HoldsAt(Stop(lightsunit), time) -> !HoldsAt(Go(lightsunit), time).
25 [lightsunit] !HoldsAt(Go(lightsunit), -1).
26 [lightsunit] !HoldsAt(Stop(lightsunit), -1).
27
28 ; Requirement
29 ; -----------
30 [time] time % 12 = 0 -> HoldsAt(Go(UnitStart), time) &
31 HoldsAt(Stop(UnitEnd), time) &
32 HoldsAt(Stop(UnitStart), time + 5) &
33 HoldsAt(Go(UnitEnd), time + 6) &
34 HoldsAt(Stop(UnitEnd), time + 11).
35
36 ; Specification
37 ; -------------
38 [time] time % 12 = 0 -> Happens(GPulse(UnitStart), time - 1) &
39 Happens(RPulse(UnitEnd), time - 1) &
40 Happens(RPulse(UnitStart), time - 1 + 5) &
41 Happens(GPulse(UnitEnd), time - 1 + 6) &
42 Happens(RPulse(UnitEnd), time - 1 + 11).
43
44 completion Happens
45
46 range time -1 24
47 range offset 1 1
48
49 ; end of lights.e

Figure 1.14: Decreasoner code for the traffic lights EC description.
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1 >>> decreasoner.run(’lights.e’)
2 Discrete Event Calculus Reasoner 1.0
3 loading lights.e
4 loading foundations/Root.e
5 loading foundations/EC.e
6 312 variables and 974 clauses
7 relsat solver
8 10 models
9 ---

10 model 1:
11 -1
12 Happens(GPulse(UnitStart), -1).
13 Happens(RPulse(UnitEnd), -1).
14 0
15 +Go(UnitStart ).
16 +Stop(UnitEnd ).
17 1
18 2
19 3
20 4
21 Happens(RPulse(UnitStart), 4).
22 5
23 -Go(UnitStart ).
24 +Stop(UnitStart ).
25 Happens(GPulse(UnitEnd), 5).
26 6
27 -Stop(UnitEnd ).
28 +Go(UnitEnd ).
29 7
30 8
31 9
32 10
33 Happens(RPulse(UnitEnd), 10).
34 11
35 -Go(UnitEnd ).
36 +Stop(UnitEnd ).
37 Happens(GPulse(UnitStart), 11).
38 Happens(RPulse(UnitEnd), 11).
39 12
40 -Stop(UnitStart ).
41 +Go(UnitStart ).
42 13
43 14
44 15
45 16
46 Happens(RPulse(UnitStart), 16).
47 17
48 -Go(UnitStart ).
49 +Stop(UnitStart ).
50 Happens(GPulse(UnitEnd), 17).
51 18
52 -Stop(UnitEnd ).
53 +Go(UnitEnd ).
54 19
55 20
56 21
57 22
58 Happens(RPulse(UnitEnd), 22).
59 23
60 -Go(UnitEnd ).
61 +Stop(UnitEnd ).
62 24
63 ---

Figure 1.15: Decreasoner model for the traffic lights EC description.





The Idea2
From Feature Diagrams to
Problem Frames

Requirements for product lines are expressed in terms of commonality and vari-
ability. This distinction allows early identification of an appropriate software
architecture and opportunities for software reuse. Feature diagrams provide in-
tuitive notations and techniques for representing requirements in product line
development. In this chapter, we observe that feature diagrams do not dis-
tinguish the principal components of the RE reference model: requirements,
domain properties and specifications.

As a result, feature diagrams do not adequately capture the problem struc-
tures that underlie variability, and inform the solution structures of their com-
plexity. With its emphasis on separation of the three descriptions, the problem
frames approach provides a conceptual framework for a more detailed analysis
of variability and its structure. With illustrations from an example, we demon-
strate how problem frames analysis of variability can augment feature diagrams.

2.1 Introduction

As introduced in Section 1.2, requirements for a SPL are generally expressed
in terms of features shared by all members of the product line, known as com-
monality, and distinct features of individual members, known as variability. In
order to make a product line flexible and thus able to support changes, prod-
uct line architectures have variation points which allow decisions about product
variability to be taken at the architectural level. Identifying and representing
these variabilities is an important aspect of software product line development.

FDs are mostly used to model the variability of application features at a
relatively high level of granularity. Their main purposes are (i) to capture
feature commonalities and variabilities, (ii) to represent dependencies between
features, and (iii) to determine combinations of features that are allowed and
disallowed in the SPL. As expressed in Section 1.3.1, an important limitation of
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FDs is that they tend to mix requirements, domain properties and specifications.
For example, in FDs, it is not clear whether variability is a domain, requirement
or specification property.

The PF approach, implementing the RE reference model introduced in Sec-
tion 1.1.1, emphasises a clear distinction between requirements, domain descrip-
tions and specifications. However, it has not yet been applied in the context of
feature-based development. In this chapter we show the benefits of a PF analy-
sis as an early requirements analysis in product line development, and that FDs
and the PF approach can be used as complementary techniques.

The approaches in OVM (see Section 1.5) all address certain lacks in FDs,
develop it in a dedicated model and link this dedicated model to the FD.
Yu et al. [YML+05] identify lack of organisational and motivational context
in FDs and propose goal models to complement FD. Similarly, Halmans and
Pohl [HP04] suggest that use case diagrams can help in communicating vari-
ability to different stakeholders. With the PF approach we aim to put FDs
in the context of domains in the real world. Benefits of this approach include
(i) existing FDs will be supplemented by an analysis of underlying problem
complexity, (ii) notations and semantics of FDs and PFs are reused, (iii) the
approach is process-independent, making it applicable in many development
contexts, and that (iv) FDs can link problem frames to the solution space. We
believe that our approach to use PFs as an early analysis in SPL development
is a novel contribution to this discussion.

The chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.2 introduces the illustrative
example, which is then analysed using FDs in Section 2.3, and using the PF
approach in Section 2.4, before revisiting the initial analysis in Section 2.5.
The chapter will be concluded by a discussion about the contribution and the
shortcomings of these initial ideas in Section 2.6.

2.2 Illustrative example: Sea buoy system

The example we use in this chapter is a simplified sea buoy system, which was
discussed by Booch in [Boo86]. The sea buoys float at a fixed distance from the
shore, which is around 10 nautical miles. The main purpose of these buoys is
to provide navigation and weather data to passing vessels. The buoys collect
air and water temperature, wind speed, and location data through a variety of
sensors.

The requirements for the basic version (p1) of the sea buoy are as follows:

R1 Record current wind, temperature, and location information; wind speed
readings are taken every 30 seconds, temperature readings every 10 sec-
onds and location every 10 seconds.

R2 Broadcast current wind, temperature, and location information every 60
seconds.

A more sophisticated version (p2) of the sea buoy system also provides the
following additional functionality:

R3 Record and broadcast wave height measures; wave height readings are
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taken every 20 seconds and are broadcast together with the other gathered
information.

If this system is developed as a product line, it would be a SPL which has
on variation point, the decision as to whether the additional wave height sensor
will be included or not. The following two sections discuss how the addition of
the requirement R3 affects the problem structure of R1 and R2.

2.3 Feature analysis

Following the guidelines proposed by Lee et al. [LKL02], we decompose the
requirements R1 and R2 as follows. Globally the buoy serves two purposes: first
it gathers data (R1), then it broadcasts the gathered data (R2), making them
two compulsory features. The data gathering feature can be further decomposed
into three subfeatures: (i) the wind speed measurement feature, (ii) the water
temperature measurement feature and (iii) the location determination feature.
The features in Figure 2.1 can be described as follows (we omit the root).

Data gathering Grouping feature for all data gathering activities. It has three
subfeatures, corresponding to the different types of measures taken. Its
cardinality is {3, 3}, which means that all subfeatures have to be included
in the product.

Wind speed measurement Record wind speed measurement every 30
seconds.

Water temperature measurement Record water temperature measure-
ment every 10 seconds.

Location determination Record position information every 10 seconds.

Data broadcast Broadcast gathered information over the radio every 60 sec-
onds.

Sea Buoy {2, 2} 

Data gathering {3, 3} Data broadcast 

Wind speed
measurement

Location
determination

Water temperature
measurement

Figure 2.1: A feature diagram for the basic sea buoy system.

Adding the variability requirement (R3) leads to the revision of the initial
diagram as shown in Figure 2.2. In the diagram, the cardinality of the data
gathering feature needs to be changed to accommodate the new branch, repre-
senting the wave height measurement feature. The new feature can be described
as follows.
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Wave height measurement Record wave height measurement every 20 sec-
onds. This feature is optional, it is only included in the advanced version
of the sea buoy.

It is noted that the data broadcast feature is also affected by the addition of
the new requirement, because the wave height measures have to be broadcast
as well. However, with the chosen feature decomposition this change cannot
be reflected in the FD itself. Alternatively, we could have split up the data
broadcast feature in the same way we divided the data gathering feature. We
choose not to do so because the broadcast is essentially one coherent process.

Sea Buoy {2, 2} 

Data gathering {4, 4} Data broadcast 

Wave height 
measuring

Wind speed
measurement

Location
determination

Water temperature
measurement

Figure 2.2: A feature diagram for the basic and the advanced sea buoy system.

Given this revised feature tree, in accordance with the FD semantics in-
troduced in Section 1.3, the following two products (sets of features) can be
derived: {Sea Buoy, Data gathering, Data broadcast, Wind speed measurement,
Water temperature measurement, location determination} and {Sea Buoy, Data
gathering, Data broadcast, Wind speed measurement, Water temperature mea-
surement, location determination, wave height measuring}.

This concludes the FD analysis of the sea buoy system.

2.4 Problem analysis

We now apply a PF analysis to the same example, first using the base require-
ments (R1 and R2), and then adding the variability requirement (R3). The
analysis is structured as follows. First, the environment of the system is anal-
ysed and all involved domains are represented on a context diagram. Next, the
problem is modelled in a problem diagram, which is then decomposed so that
its parts match with basic PFs. After this, it is analysed how the additional
requirement (R3) affects the previous diagrams.

2.4.1 Analysising the base requirements R1 and R2

Figure 2.3 shows the context diagram for R1 and R2 of the sea buoy controller.
The controller is equipped with three different sensors for temperature, wind
speed and location, which become three given domains. Each one of these
sensors measures a property of some part of the real world: water, air and
location, which have also been represented as given domains. Inclusion of these
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domains allows the analyst to raise concerns that otherwise would have been
overlooked. These concerns are discussed towards the end of the analysis.
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c: SBC! {wheatherData} f: LS! {measuredLocation} k: W! {currentLocation}

h: WS! {measuredWindSpeed} i: A! {currentWindSpeed}

g: TS! {measuredTemperature} j: L! {currentTemperature}

Figure 2.3: The context diagram for the basic sea buoy system.

Note that inclusion of the given domains is not compulsory, it could have
been sufficient to only consider the sensors, and to stop there. In this case,
however, it becomes difficult to reason about the assumptions that have been
taken about the properties of the real world, on which the sensors rely. If
for instance, the wind sensor expects to be placed at an altitude of at least one
meter, then it is clear that it will not work correctly otherwise. As a consequence,
the impact of such a malfunction and the likeliness of it happening have to be
analysed. If the likeliness is estimated to be very low, it can indeed be left out,
otherwise it should be included. This is all about describing relevant concepts
of the environment as pointed out in Section 1.1.1.1

The shared phenomena between the machine and the radio domain (c) are
the emitted weather information. The temperature sensor domain shares the
water temperature phenomenon (j) with the water domain, and the measured
water temperature (g) with the machine. The reasoning is similar for the other
sensor and environmental domains. The shared phenomena descriptions being
essentially the same as in this diagram will be omitted on later diagrams.

The next step in the analysis is to add the requirement and to model the
problem in a problem diagram. Because we have two requirements, we decom-
pose the sea buoy controller machine of the context diagram into a recorder
machine for requirement R1 and a broadcast machine for requirement R2. The
situation is then depicted on a composite problem diagram (as opposed to the
normal problem diagram which has only one requirement) shown in Figure 2.4.

In order to tie the components of the newly decomposed controller back to-
gether, we introduce a new domain: the data store. The data store is a designed
lexical domain where the measures can be stored by the recorder machine be-
fore they are broadcast periodically by the broadcast machine. Requirement R1
constrains the data store, meaning that the data stored represents the truthful
current weather information. Requirement R2 constrains the radio, meaning

1The attentive reader just noticed that we could also have included the vessels as a domain.
Instead, we left them out. We judge the vessels as not relevant enough to be included in the
present discussion. After all, the requirement does not refer to vessels.
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Figure 2.4: A composite problem diagram for the sea buoy system.

that the periodic broadcast contains appropriate weather information.
It is obvious that the above problem diagram does not fit any of the five basic

problem frames (see Figures 1.6 to 1.10 on page 25), it has to be decomposed.
A first decomposition can be done along the two machines which are already
decomposed, this leaves us with two subproblems R1 and R2. The subproblem
R2 is an instance of the information display problem frame, it requires no further
decomposition. The subproblem R1, however, is still too complex and requires
further decomposition. We identify the following three subproblems. (R1.A)
Wind speed recording subproblem: this subproblem requires that the machine
reads the current wind speed and sends it to the data store every 30 seconds,
and (R1.B) Location recording subproblem: this subproblem requires that the
machine determines the current location and sends it to the data store every
10 seconds, and (R1.C) Temperature recording subproblem: this subproblem
requires that the machine reads the current water temperature and sends it to
the data store every 10 seconds.

This decomposition is depicted in Figure 2.5. All identified subproblems
fit the information display problem frame, no further decomposition is needed.
The information display problem frame describes the class of problems where
properties of the world have to be observed and their values displayed at a given
location. In our case the display location is the data store, the observed prop-
erties being of course the wind speed, the location and the water temperature.
The next step in the PF analysis is to analyse each subproblem in detail. This
means that for each subproblem: the requirement, the domain properties and
the specification have to be provided and proved to satisfy the frame concern
W,S ` R. We will limit our discussion to problems R1.A and R2, R1.A being
very similar to R1.B and R1.C.
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Figure 2.5: The subproblems of the basic sea buoy system.
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Analysis of the wind speed recording subproblem (R1.A)

The wind speed recording subproblem fits the information display problem
frame. Its three constituent descriptions of the subproblems are given below.

Requirement. Record current wind speed information. Readings are taken
every 30 seconds and written to the data store.

Domain properties. We assume that at any time when a given value x is
visible to the sensor at interface i (see Figure 2.5), the same value is visible
to the machine at interface h at the same time, i.e. in event calculus:

∀t.HoldsAt(h.measuredwindspeed(x), t)

⇔ HoldsAt(i.currentwindspeed(x), t)

In other words, we assume that the water temperature sensors are working
correctly. We also assume that a value sent to the data store at b be stored.

Specification. forever {
Read x from h;
Write x to b;
Wait 29 sec;

}

Note that the specification assumes that the read and write operations
are atomic, and that their execution takes exactly one second. We could
avoid this by passing to a higher level of abstraction, using the event
calculus. The specification would then look as follows

∀t. t mod 30 = 0.HoldsAt(h.measuredwindspeed(x), t)

⇒ HoldsAt(a.windspeed(x), t)

Figure 2.6 shows the correctness (or adequacy) argument for subproblem
R1.A explaining informally how the requirement, the specification and the do-
main properties fit together, satisfying the frame concern S, W ` R. Alter-
natively, we could have described everything with event calculus formulas and
proved the frame concern formally.

Further analysis of the problem reveals that there are important concerns to
be considered.

Domain reliability concern. The assumption made about the wind speed
sensor is too strong. Actually, in real life the sensor could fail or give
incorrect information. One could imagine that the sensor is broken, or
that it is not in the position it expects itself to be. This could lead to the
requirement not being satisfied. If this happens, the system as specified
will not notice. If this concern is evaluated as being crucial, the domain
properties and the specification have to be adapted. In practice that
means that either the sensor is changed, or that errors of measurement
are tolerated, but have to be reported to the offshore control station.
A possible approach to detecting errors would be to define the interval
of possible wind speed measures, and to check whether measured values
actually fall into that interval.
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1. Given a current wind speed, (Requirement)

2. because the wind speed has certain properties making it measur-
able,2(Domain properties)

3. the wind speed sensors are able to capture this information, (Do-

main properties)

4. the machine will then obtain the readings, (Specification)

5. and send them to the data store every 30 seconds; (Specification)

6. the data store being capable of storing the sent information until
it is needed, (Domain properties)

7. satisfying the requirement, that the given information should be
saved every 30 seconds. (Requirement)

Figure 2.6: A correctness argument for subproblem R1.A.

Resource shortage concern. The data store can only be of finite size. This
means that it can indeed be full at a given moment. To avoid this concern,
the data store has to be designed in a way that it always accepts for new
information to be stored, perhaps by overwriting old data, if it is full.

These and other concerns need to be considered when implementing the
specification for the subproblem.

Analysis of the broadcast subproblem (R2)

The broadcast subproblem like the previous one also fits the information display
frame. Its three constituent descriptions of the subproblems are given below.

Requirement. Broadcast stored weather information every 60 seconds.

Domain properties.

• We assume that the required information is available in the data
store.

2Common properties used by anemometers rely on the fact that there is a relation between
the wind speed and the movement of flexible mechanical devices, like windmills or cups,
exposed to the wind. Or the cooling-effect of the wind, which also varies with its speed.
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• We also assume that the radio is operational and that information at
c is indeed broadcast.

• We assume that the format in which the information is broadcast is
given by a function f(temperature, location,windspeed).

Specification.
forever {
Read most recent temperature, location and wind speed

from d.weatherData;
Write f(temperature, location, wind speed)

to c.weatherDataBroadcast;
Wait 59 sec;

}

Note again that the specification assumes that the read and write opera-
tions are atomic, and that their execution takes exactly one second. And
again, we can avoid this by passing to a higher level of abstraction, using
the event calculus. The specification would then look as follows

∀t. t mod 30 = 0.HoldsAt(d.weatherData(temp, loc, wind), t)

⇒ HoldsAt(c.weatherDataBroadcast(f(temp, loc, wind)), t)
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1. Given the stored weather data, (Requirement)

2. available at the data store, (Domain properties)

3. the machine can access this data, (Specification)

4. and broadcast it over the radio every 60 seconds; (Specification)

5. the radio being operational, (Domain properties)

6. this satisfies the requirement, that the measured information
should be broadcast every 60 seconds. (Requirement)

Figure 2.7: A correctness argument for subproblem R2.

Figure 2.7 shows the correctness argument for subproblem R2, which infor-
mally proves that the requirement, the specification and the domain properties
satisfying the frame concern S, W ` R.

Further analysis of the problem reveals that there are concerns to be con-
sidered as well.
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Initialisation concern. The data store can be empty when the first broadcast
is due. Basically, the first broadcast may happen when no readings have
yet been taken, in this case the data store would be empty, a situation the
system has to account for.

Domain reliability concern. The radio could be running on a frequency dif-
ferent from the one users are expecting it to be. Thus broadcasting some
data cannot guarantee that this data will actually be received by some-
one. The radio could also be busy or noisy, which would result in distorted
information being broadcast.

2.4.2 Adding the variability requirement R3

Until now, we only considered the basic sea buoy system, with requirements
R1 and R2. We drew the context diagram, the problem diagram, decomposed
the problem diagram and described each subproblem in terms of requirements,
domain properties and specifications. In this section we consider the advanced
sea buoy system. This means that we add the requirement R3, and see how it
affects the existing analysis.

The requirement R3, that the wave height be recorded and broadcast as well,
is a complex problem that can be decomposed into two subproblems. (R3.1)
Wave height recording subproblem: the machine reads the current wave height
and sends it to the data store every 20 seconds. (R3.2) Wave height broadcast
subproblem: the machine broadcasts the wave height every 60 seconds. The re-
sulting subproblems can be considered as variants of the initial two subproblems
R1 and R2, represented in Figure 2.4.

Figure 2.8 shows a high level problem diagram for R1 and R3.1. The diagram
has been simplified such that all sensors now form only one domain; the same
holds for the environment. The wave height sensor domain has been added,
connecting the machine to the environment, as stated by R3. The resulting
problem diagram can be considered as being a variant frame of the initial di-
agram. Variant frames share the central concerns of a basic frame, but often
introduce new domains to the problem context, raising new concerns. They
thus help to deal with problems that do not exactly fit basic frames.
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Figure 2.8: A high level problem diagram for R1 and R3.1.

The diagram in Figure 2.8 shows that there are no additional or changing
shared phenomena between the recorder machine (respectively the environment)
and the sensors. This means that a big part of the preceding problem analysis
is still valid. The sensors domain can be considered as a black box, which is
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not touched by adding the wave height sensor domain. Hence, all concerns and
all diagrams related to the sensors and the environment, are still valid. Other
shared phenomena change. The shared phenomena e′ between the recorder
machine and the data store, as well as the requirement phenomena u′, change
as in the new problem the wave height has to be sent to the data store as well.
A new requirement phenomenon q has been added because the requirement R1,
R3.1 also refers to the wave height in the real world.

xData Store

CRadio

Broadcast
Machine

d’

c’ R2, R3.2

v’

a’

Figure 2.9: A high level problem diagram for R2 and R3.2.

Similar changes are observed for the broadcast subproblem of R2 and R3.2
which is represented in Figure 2.9. In order to satisfy the new requirement,
the shared phenomena between the broadcast machine and the data store (d′)
now also contain the wave height information. The same applies to the shared
phenomena between the broadcast machine and the radio (c′). The require-
ments phenomena change as well because the requirement now also refers to the
wave height communicated over the radio (a′), and the wave height in the data
store (v′).

These changes will raise new concerns. Due to space constraints, the cor-
rectness argument is not given here. However, it is clear that the new concerns
are very similar to the ones observed in Section 2.4.1. For instance, the resource
shortage concern has to be reconsidered, as the Data Store has to hold more
information than before. Overall, this means that the initial concerns, while
still being valid, have to be revised to take into account new concerns of similar
nature.

As far as the specification is concerned, it is sufficient to make sure that
variability in the shared phenomena is possible. The variation barely affects the
original diagram in terms of domains, and so large parts of the original analysis
are still valid.

2.5 Feature diagram analysis revisited

The lessons learnt through the problem analysis are the following.

Problem structure. The optional property of the wave height feature is not a
local issue, it affects other features as well. The wave height feature affects
its parent, the data gathering feature, as well as the data broadcast feature.
This, however, is not visible in the problem structure given by the FDs
in Section 2.3. The discovery could lead to a revision of the initial FD as
depicted in Figure 2.10. Alternatively, it is also conceivable to build the
data broadcast feature such that it broadcasts whatever data is found in
the data store.
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Problem variability. The problem analysis gives insight into what actually
varies. In terms of FDs, the semantics of an optional feature is quite
straightforward: it can be included in a product or not. This, however, is
all it says. The FD only expresses that something varies, what changes are
implied by the variation is left to be discovered later. A problem analysis
can make these variations apparent at an early stage in the development
cycle. It allows to estimate the impact of a variation point or a particular
variant.

Issues and concerns. The problem analysis has revealed many issues and as-
sumptions that could affect the specifications we write. For example, with
the PF analysis it was possible to uncover domain assumptions that turned
out to be too strong or unrealistic. These issues have not been discovered
through the FD analysis.
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Wind speed
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Figure 2.10: A revised feature diagram for the sea buoy system.

Finally, the problem analysis would not complement the FDs, if it could
not refer to individual features in these FDs. In the present case, we observe
a correspondence between features and subproblems fitting basic and variant
frames, as summarised in Figure 2.11. Hence, when treating and discussing a
feature, it is easily possible refer to its underlying problem structure, and to all
the concerns that arise from it.

2.6 Conclusion

In this chapter we have examined how the PF approach can be combined with
FD notations. Both were applied to an illustrative example, based on which we
indicated different weaknesses of FDs that can be tackled by PFs, thus showing
a certain complementarity of both approaches.

In the illustrative example, we have demonstrated the benefit of an early
requirements analysis using the PF approach. It allows us to understand and
to reason about the problem, rather than about some set of abstract features or
requirements. It guides us in our discovery of the problem world by offering a
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Features Problem frames

Data gathering Subproblem R1, R3.1

- Wind speed measurement - Subproblem R1.A

- Water temp. measurement - Subproblem R1.B

- Location determination - Subproblem R1.C

- Wave height measurement - Subproblem R3.1

Data broadcast Subproblem R2, R3.2

- Wind speed, water temp. and
location broadcast

- Subproblem R2

- Wave height broadcast - Subproblem R3.2

Figure 2.11: Linking PF artefacts to features

complete and consistent methodology. By exploring the problem in greater de-
tail, critical issues can be discovered at a much earlier stage of the development,
when there is still enough flexibility for major architectural changes.

One could argue that more elaborate dependency notations should be intro-
duced into the FD notation, so that it can handle these problems on its own.
This is done by Lee and Kang [LK04] as well as more recently by Zhang et
al. [ZMZ06]. However, since there is no notion of physical context in FDs, it is
not clear how these dependencies can be detected effectively. In this sense, our
approach could serve as an input for these notations.

We also managed to establish a correspondence between basic problem dia-
grams and features. We thus introduced a certain amount of traceability because
this correspondence tells us for each feature what problem it addresses. We can
associate a problem diagram with every basic feature, represent its underlying
structure and analyse potential concerns. Hence, we know what the issues for a
certain feature are, and what the important or critical aspects of these features
will be, even before we start to implement them. However, we need to validate
whether or not the link from problem frames to FDs can be made in other cases.

With respect to the OVM paradigm introduced in Section 1.5, PFs can
be seen as being a base diagram which allows detailed reasoning about the
problem and its physical context. OVM suggests to extend base diagrams with
explicit modelling of variability and to relate the global variability model to the
variability in the base models. Concerning the first suggestion, we hinted at
a possible link between leaf features and basic problem frames which will be
investigated in greater detail in Section 3.3.2. As for the second one, this is
beyond the scope of this thesis.

In a way, all approaches in OVM aim to address the lack of context in FD,
either by introducing additional goal models, activity diagrams, or additional
use case diagrams. They actually observe and address the same shortcomings
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of FD as we did here. Yet, the techniques they use to address these shortcom-
ings do not support problem reasoning at a level of granularity that separates
descriptions of requirements, domain properties, and specifications, as problem
frames do. Therefore we think that our approach is a novel contribution to this
discussion.

Finally, we have to acknowledge that FDs capture the essence, as well as the
variability aspects in a very concise and intuitive way. Many different stake-
holders have no difficulty talking about features, thus the same notation can be
used to communicate with all of them, which simplifies things. FDs are indeed
excellent at what they are intended for: represent requirements for product lines
and feature-based development.

In the introduction we argued that FDs can link problem frames to the solu-
tion space. As methods like FORM [KKL+98] already link FDs to the solution
space, the step left is to link problem frames to FDs. In this chapter we exam-
ined a possible correspondence between artefacts of both approaches. A first
step towards a formal combination of FDs and the PF approach is the defini-
tion of a formal semantics for both of them. Fortunately there has already been
progress in this area: for example, Bontemps et al. [BHST04] and Schobbens at
al. [SHTB06c, SHTB06a] define a semantics for FDs, and Hall et al. [HRJ05]
for the PF approach. In the next chapter we will build on this work.
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Feature Interaction Detection





An Approach to Feature3
Interaction Detection

Feature interactions are a common source of problems in the incremental de-
velopment and deployment of telephone system services. Feature interaction
research has largely focused on this domain and a number of approaches to
detecting and preventing interactions have been proposed. These approaches
however, are generally limited to identifying interactions inherent in the soft-
ware.

With integration of the environment becoming more and more important,
automated detection of interactions that are caused by, or have an impact in,
the environment becomes paramount. Especially in systems such as embedded
control devices, the high degree of integration with the environment leads to
feature interactions that are not restricted to the software, but may be caused
by, and occur in, the physical surroundings of the device. Current approaches
generally fail to detect this type of interaction.

In this chapter we show how the problem frames approach with its focus on
physical context allows modelling the environment. We propose an approach for
automated detection of feature interactions in the environment which is based
on environment models expressed with problem diagrams and event calculus
formulae that describe real world concepts and their relations.

3.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter we have gradually introduced an approach which uses
problem frames (PF) in order to contextualise feature diagrams (FD). We argued
that there is need for considering the physical context of a given feature or
product, because many assumptions that are taken for obvious are actually
much more complex when looked at in detail. Furthermore, in the context of
software product line (SPL) engineering, PFs allow to estimate the impact of
variation points and their variants. The important point is that PFs come with
the necessary framework for making this kind of descriptions at a high level of
abstraction while still allowing descriptions of concepts of the environment at
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any level of detail.
As introduced in Section 1.1, the high degree of integration of system and

environment leads to a need for analysing the context. More precisely, the high
degree of integration has two consequences that make a context analysis an
important step of the development process. On the one hand, the problem being
placed in the environment, the latter has to be analysed in order to understand
the problem properly such that the system in development will solve the right
problem. This reason, however, may not be important enough for practitioners
to invest time and money into this kind of analysis. After all, many analysis
and modelling techniques even for classical system development are not used
in practice, due to an expected low return on investment. On the other hand,
the environment of the system needs to be analysed not only to understand the
problem, but also to understand consequences and effects of the environment
related to the system. If, for instance, the environment causes a system not to
behave as it is supposed to, then it becomes clearly desirable to understand what
exactly causes this. If in addition, the system at hand is critical, in the sense
that a system failure can become dangerous or expensive, then it is mandatory
to understand the behaviour of the environment, and how it interacts with the
system.

The method suggested in this chapter will focus on the second point, i.e.
analysing the context in order to understand how the world behaves, and how
the behaviour of the world influences the behaviour of the system’s features.
The approach is aimed at detecting interactions between features of the system
that are caused by the environment. The proposed approach actually fits into
the framework we introduced in the previous chapter, it is indeed a particular
application of this framework. Automatable aspects of the approach are illus-
trated by a proof-of-concept tool that has been implemented as a plugin for the
Eclipse Platform [The07], presented in Chapter 4. As in the previous chapter,
the approach is illustrated in Chapter 5, using an example case of a smart home
control system. Smart home systems control various automated aspects of a
home, from heating to intrusion detection and so on, with the purpose of mak-
ing life easier for the inhabitants. Such a system is a good example because its
integration into the environment is obvious and very important.

As seen in Section 1.4, feature interaction research focuses generally on
specification-based detection and prevention techniques. Those techniques are
not adapted to detecting feature interactions occurring in the environment, be-
cause they only consider interactions inherent in the system—which manifest
themselves as deadlocks for instance. One contribution of the present approach
is thus its ability to detect interactions exterior to the machine. Secondly, in
this approach, the focus is extended from single-system development to the de-
velopment of multiple systems in a product line, which is another contribution.

The chapter is organised as follows. The general approach to feature interac-
tion detection introduced in three steps in Section 3.2. Section 3.3 investigates
ways to automate the general approach. Section 3.4 finally discusses several
issues surrounding the approach, and Section 3.5 concludes the chapter.
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3.2 A general approach to feature interaction
detection

The idea behind the feature interaction detection approach is essentially to verify
the first proof obligation of the requirements engineering framework by Zave and
Jackson [ZJ97], S, W ` R (Equation 1.1, Section 1.1), for all valid configurations
of a SPL. A given configuration can be checked for interactions by verifying its
proof obligation, whose constituents can be found in the feature descriptions.
If the verification of the proof obligation is to be automated, all descriptions
have to be expressed in a formalism that allows for automated reasoning. We
chose the event calculus (EC, see Section 1.7) for that purpose, because it is
intuitive and well suited for commonsense descriptions such as those found in
the domain properties for instance. The whole process can then be mostly
automated: (i) valid configurations of a product line are derived from the FD
and (ii) each configuration is verified using the Decreasoner EC implementation.

Note how this approach for automated feature interaction detection in SPLs
combines many of the requirements engineering concepts and notations in-
troduced in Chapter 1. Its foundation is the requirements engineering refer-
ence model by Zave and Jackson [ZJ97], and to a lesser extent the one by
Gunter et al. [GGJZ00] (Section 1.1). The first proof obligation of this refer-
ence model serves as correctness proof for a feature or a system. The three
constituent descriptions of the proof obligation (specifications S, domain de-
scriptions W and the requirement R) are coherently modelled using Jackson’s
Problem Frames approach [Jac01] (Section 1.6), and formally expressed using
the EC [Mue06, Sha99] (Section 1.7). This in turn allows to automate the verifi-
cation of the first proof obligation through automated model checking. Finally,
the variability of the SPL is modelled using FDs [SHTB06c] (Section 1.3). Fea-
ture interaction detection is then done by verifying the proof obligation for each
possible product of the product line, as defined in the FD.

The upcoming sections will illustrate the approach in greater detail. Sec-
tion 3.2.1 reminds and details the theoretical background. Section 3.2.2 then
introduces the successive proof obligations that have to be verified in the feature
interaction detection process, which itself is presented in Section 3.2.3.

3.2.1 Foundations

In Section 1.3, Definition 1.6, a feature is defined as a triplet consisting of a
requirement R, assumptions about the world (domain descriptions) W , and a
specification S. Given this definition of a feature, a feature interaction between
features f1 and f2 is defined as a situation in which a system that includes only
f1 or only f2 behaves correctly, but a system containing both features exhibits
undesired behaviour (Definition 1.10, Section 1.4).

Formally, this definition is based on the first proof obligation, with respect
to which correctness of a feature fi = (Ri,Wi, Si) is given and proven by the
following relationship:

Si,Wi ` Ri.

Similarly, correctness of the whole system is proven by the same equation, built
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from the conjunctions of individual descriptions i.e.∧
i

Si,
∧
i

Wi `
∧
i

Ri.

Two features f1 and f2 are thus said to interact if:

f1 = (R1,W1, S1) . S1,W1 ` R1

f2 = (R2,W2, S2) . S2,W2 ` R2

and S1, S2,W1,W2 6` R1, R2

This definition of feature interaction, however, has to be generalised. Feature
interactions are not limited to pairs of features. Cases have been observed,
where an interaction only occurs when three features are present [CV93]. We
thus generalise the definition of an interaction to a set of at least two or more
interacting features, as presented in Definition 3.1.

Definition 3.1 (Feature interaction (generalised))

Given a set of features p = f1..fn, expressed as Ri, Wi, Si for i = 1..n and n ≥ 2,
features f1..fn are said to interact if

(i) they satisfy their individual requirements in isolation,

(ii) they do not satisfy the conjunction of these requirements when put together,

(iii) and removing any feature from p results in a set of features that do not interact.

i.e. if:

∀fi ∈ p . Si, Wi ` Ri

∧
Vn

i=1 Si,
Vn

i=1 Wi 6`
Vn

i=1 Ri

∧ ∀fk ∈ p .
V

i∈{1..k−1,k+1..n} Si,
V

i∈{1..k−1,k+1..n} Wi `
Vn

i∈{1..k−1,k+1..n} Ri

A feature interaction in a system s = {f1..fq} is then any set p ⊆ s such that its
features interact.

With respect to Definition 3.1, the objective of the present approach is thus
to identify all existing pi for each configuration of a SPL.

Points (i) and (ii) of Definition 3.1 were taken from the original Defini-
tion 1.10 of an interaction between two features. The third point has been
added. Its objective is to make sure that a feature interaction is always mini-
mal, i.e. all features that are part of an interaction have to be present for the
interaction to occur. Basically, if a feature can be taken out of a set of in-
teracting features without affecting the interaction, then it is not part of the
interaction anyway. Otherwise, for each interaction between i < |s| features, a
new interaction of i + 1 features could be found simply by adding any of the
remaining features, which as a definition would be very inconvenient.

Note that since a feature can add on both sides of the relation, non-satisfac-
tion of the first proof obligation is not necessarily a monotonic relation. This
is, however, assumed in the previous paragraph, i.e. we assumed that:

k∧
i=1

Si,
k∧

i=1

Wi 6`
k∧

i=1

Ri ∧ Sk+1,Wk+1 ` Rk+1 ⇒
k+1∧
i=1

Si,
k+1∧
i=1

Wi 6`
k+1∧
i=1

Ri
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As a counterexample consider a situation in which two features need a third
one to work properly: features f1 and f2, for instance, both do physical logging,
which means that both require access to the dot-matrix printer connected to the
system in order to print their logs. These features interact, because each one
in isolation works fine, but when both are put together the first one that gains
access to the printer would exclude the other from doing so, thereby preventing
it from printing its logs hence violating the global requirement. If now a third
feature f3 is a wrapper for the printer API, that allows simultaneous access from
multiple processes and provides appropriate scheduling for the input streams,
then it is easy to imagine that f3 would prevent f1 and f2 from interacting.
Assuming that fi = (Si,Wi, Ri) we would have the following relations:

S1,W1 ` R1 S2,W2 ` R2 S3,W3 ` R3

S1, S2,W1,W2 6` R1, R2 S1, S2, S3,W1,W2,W3 ` R1, R2, R3

The above example clearly shows that adding a feature to a set of interacting
features could as well prevent the interaction. Satisfaction of the entailment
relation would actually be monotonic if the right-hand side was false:

A ` false ⇒ A ∧B ` false

always holds, whatever B may be.
These observations, however, do not invalidate the preceding definition of a

feature interaction. They merely point out a second type of interaction, which
we do not consider. What we define as an interaction is basically the fact that
simultaneous presence of several features causes malfunctions, and that these
features cannot be present in the system at the same time. A second type of
interaction would be just the opposite, i.e. the fact that a number of features
have to be present in the system at the same time, because individual presence
would lead to malfunctions. While interactions of the first type are harmful
and have to be prevented, interactions of the second one are desired and have
to be assured. For the FD, this generally results in adding excludes-constraints
between features concerned by the first case and requires-constraints between
features concerned by the second case.

3.2.2 Successive consistency checks

Now that we presented the theoretical background of the approach, it has be-
come clear that it is essentially based on verifying the first proof obligation.
In this section we examine whether there are other relations that have to be
verified.

Actually, the first proof obligation alone is not sufficient for proving the
correctness of a feature. S, W ` R would be trivially verified if S, W ` false
holds. This means that consistency of S, W and their conjunction has to be
verified first. On the other hand, if R ` false, or R,W ` false, the requirement
is too restrictive, which is also a trivial case that needs to be excluded. The
consistency checks that thus have to be performed can be summed up as shown
in Figure 3.1. More precisely, for each feature fi = (Ri,Wi, Si), properties 3.1
to 3.8 have to be verified.
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S
(3.5), (3.11) (3.4), (3.10) (3.3), (3.9)

(3.6), (3.12)

(3.7), (3.13)

(3.8), (3.14)

RW

Figure 3.1: Necessary consistency checks.

Wi corresponds to reality (3.1)

Ri corresponds to reality (3.2)

These two properties are actually validations whereas the remaining prop-
erties are verifications. As pointed out in Section 1.1.2, validations are there to
make sure that informal concepts of the world have been formalised sufficiently
completely and correctly so that reasoning with them has sense. If the domain
description does not correspond to the actual reality, then it is not valid, even
though it may be verified (logically consistent). All conclusions derived from
that invalid description, although verified, would then be invalid as well.

Ri 6` false (3.3)

Wi 6` false (3.4)

Si 6` false (3.5)

Wi, Ri 6` false (3.6)

Wi, Si 6` false (3.7)

Wi, Si ` Ri (3.8)

The other equations can be interpreted as follows. Equation 3.3 verifies that
the requirements contain no contradiction. Equation 3.4 is a check that verifies
consistency of the domain descriptions, i.e. whether the assumptions about the
environment taken by a feature are consistent. Similarly, equation 3.5 verifies
that the specification of the machine is consistent, i.e. whether there is no bug in
the implementation of the feature. Equations 3.6 and 3.7 are more interesting.
Equation 3.7 verifies whether the actions of the machine are consistent with the
domain descriptions. For instance, if the domain description says that A ⇒ B
and that C ⇒ ¬B, and the specification says A∧C, then equations 3.4 and 3.5
hold, because both are consistent. Equation 3.7, however, does not hold because
once put together, they are inconsistent. Equation 3.6, is very similar in that
it cross-checks consistency of requirements and domain descriptions. As with
the specifications, the requirements might prove inconsistent only when domain
assumptions are considered.
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All these equations can actually be verified by checking whether the expres-
sion at the left-hand-side has a model, i.e. whether a situation exists in which
the given description is true. The last one, equation 3.8, verifies whether all
models of the left-hand-side are also models of the requirement, i.e. whether
all situations satisfying specification and domain properties also satisfy the re-
quirement.

For the remainder of the work, let us assume that the algorithmic complexity
for verifying satisfaction of equations 3.3 to 3.8 is γ. The actual complexity
depends essentially on the form the proof takes; it could range from linear
complexity to NP-completeness or more.

After this first check, a product of the SPL, i.e. a set of n features f1, .., fn

can be checked for consistency by verifying the first proof obligation for the
system made up of these features:

∧
i Si,

∧
i Wi `

∧
i Ri. But as before, this

proof obligation would be trivially verified if
∧

i Si,
∧

i Wi ` false, which means
that similar consistency checks to the aforementioned ones have to be performed
before verifying the product’s proof obligation. This leads us to the following
properties that have to be verified for a given product of the SPL consisting of
n features fi = (Wi, Si, Ri):

n∧
i=1

Ri 6` false (3.9)

n∧
i=1

Wi 6` false (3.10)

n∧
i=1

Si 6` false (3.11)

n∧
i=1

Wi,
n∧

i=1

Ri 6` false (3.12)

n∧
i=1

Wi,

n∧
i=1

Si 6` false (3.13)

n∧
i=1

Si,
n∧

i=1

Wi `
n∧

i=1

Ri (3.14)

Note that each feature has to be proven consistent before proceeding with
the verification of the products of the SPL, because one inconsistent feature is
sufficient for equation 3.14 to be false, which makes it impossible to take any
conclusion about possible interactions.

The equations the system has to verify also have an intuitive interpretation.
Equation 3.9 states that the requirements have to be consistent with each other.
If a given feature requires A and another ¬A, then all further verifications
are futile, because both requirements cannot be satisfied at the same time.
Equation 3.10 requires that all assumptions features take about the world have
to be consistent with each other. This is not as trivial as equation 3.4, because
the features are probably developed by different teams, that may have different
perceptions of the world, which although correct could be inconsistent with
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each other. Equation 3.11 is again very similar, it checks that the behaviours
of all features are consistent when put together. As for a single feature, these
two equations will probably be satisfied in most cases, because

∧n
i=1 Si consists

merely of actions performed by the system, while
∧n

i=1 Wi only describes how
these actions influence the environment (their effects). Only when both are
put together, chains of causes and effects become possible, the inconsistency of
which is more likely than that of actions and effects alone. This is the verification
performed in equation 3.12. Equation 3.13 is again very similar, while direct
contradictions among requirements are possible, requirements are more likely
to be contradicting when the environment is considered as well. Equation 3.14
finally checks that the whole system satisfies its requirement.

As before, we assume that the algorithmic complexity for verifying satisfac-
tion of equations 3.9 to 3.14 is Γ. Again, the actual complexity depends on the
form the proof takes, yet in this case we know a lower bound: O(n), n being
the number of primitive features.

3.2.3 Feature interaction detection

So far, we introduced the theoretical foundations of the approach, and based on
these foundations we examined which relations have to be verified in the context
of the approach. We now have all the necessary components to proceed with its
presentation.

The feature interaction detection approach can be split into four different
processes as follows.

CheckFeatureConsistency performs all feature-based verifications for each fea-
ture that is part of the SPL. This is the first process that has to be
performed.

CheckProductConsistency performs all verifications for a given product that
is part of the SPL. It is a subprocess invoked by the next process.

CheckProductLineConsistency verifies the consistency of the whole product
line. Given the feature diagram, it generates all products that are part of
the product line and invokes the preceding process for each one.

FindInteractions identifies the actual feature interaction in the case an incon-
sistency has been detected by CheckProductLineConsistency. It is also a
subprocess because it will be invoked by CheckProductLineConsistency as
needed.

In the following, each of these processes will be examined in more detail and
defined by an algorithm.

CheckFeatureConsistency

As shown in the previous section, all features have to be proven consistent
before the SPL can be verified, otherwise all verifications on a given product
would trivially fail because of the inconsistent feature. The first subprocess thus
performs the verifications of equations 3.3 to 3.8 for all features that are part
of the SPL.
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The process is expressed in Algorithm 3.2, which takes as an input the FD
d of the SPL (see Definition 1.7, Section 1.3.1). Each check in the algorithm
(steps 2 through 7) corresponds to one of the previous equations. The algorithm
returns a set with all features that were found individually inconsistent. If for
a given SPL, this algorithm returns a nonempty set, all contained features have
to be revised and the algorithm rerun before proceeding to the next process.

Algorithm 3.2 (Feature consistency verification)

CheckFeatureConsistency(in d = (N, P, r, λ, DE, CE, Θ)):
1. badFeatures = ∅
2. For each feature fi = (Wi, Si, Ri) ∈ P , do:

3. Check Ri 6` false
4. Check Wi 6` false
5. Check Si 6` false
6. Check Wi, Ri 6` false
7. Check Wi, Si 6` false
8. Check Wi, Si ` Ri

9. If one check was unsuccessful
10. badFeatures = badFeatures ∪ {fi}

11. return badFeatures

The complexity of this algorithm is O(|P |6γ) = O(|P |γ), as it executes for
each feature (step 2, |P | times) six verifications of complexity γ.

CheckProductConsistency

Once each feature has been proven consistent, a particular product of the prod-
uct line can be verified for interactions. This actually amounts to checking
equations 3.9 to 3.14 for the product at hand.

The process is described in Algorithm 3.3, which takes as an input the set of
features that make up the product to be checked. In case this process detects in-
teractions, the interacting features have still to be identified. If an inconsistency
is found, then the violated proof is returned.

Note that because the verifications are performed on a product consisting of
n features, all a violated proof allows to conclude is that there are at least two
interacting features among them. There is, unfortunately, no indication as to
how much interactions exist in the product, nor which features are involved in
them, not even the number of interacting features can be deduced. Therefore, an
additional algorithm, FindInteractions, is needed for identifying the interacting
features.

Algorithm 3.3 (Product consistency verification)

CheckProductConsistency(in f1..fn):
1. Check

Vn
i=1 Ri 6` false

2. If not verified, return interaction in requirements
1. Check

Vn
i=1 Wi 6` false

2. If not verified, return interaction in domain properties
3. Check

Vn
i=1 Si 6` false

4. If not verified, return interaction in specifications
5. Check

Vn
i=1 Wi,

Vn
i=1 Ri 6` false

6. If not verified, return interaction in domain properties
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combined with requirements
7. Check

Vn
i=1 Wi,

Vn
i=1 Si 6` false

8. If not verified, return interaction in domain properties
combined with specifications

9. Check
Vn

i=1 Si,
Vn

i=1 Wi `
Vn

i=1 Ri

10. If not verified, return interaction in product
11. return success

The algorithmic complexity of Algorithm 3.3 is O(6Γ) = O(Γ), which is
normal because it simply performs six verifications of complexity Γ without
further processing.

CheckProductLineConsistency

The previous process only checks consistency of a single product. The present
approach, however, is aimed at SPLs which are made up of many products.
According to Definition 1.8, the semantics of a FD d is a SPL [[d]] consisting of
the set of products si that satisfy the FD si |= d. Given this definition and the
fact that the SPL to be checked for feature interactions is defined with a FD d,
we can determine the individual products that make up the SPL by generating
all models of the FD [[d]].

The process is defined in Algorithm 3.4. It checks each of the SPL’s products
(step 2) by invoking the previous process (step 3). As a result, the complete
SPL is checked for interactions. The algorithm finally returns a set of couples,
where one element represents a product that contains interactions and the other
element the failed proof.

Algorithm 3.4 (SPL consistency verification)

CheckProductLineConsistency(in d = (N, P, r, λ, DE, CE, Θ)):
1. badProducts = ∅
2. For each product s ∈ [[d]], do:

3. result = CheckProductConsistency(s)
4. If result = interaction in proof

5. Then badProducts = badProducts ∪ {(s, proof)}
6. return badProducts

In this case, the algorithmic complexity can be calculated as follows: all
models of the FD have to be generated first (step 2), before proceeding to verify
the consistency of each element of that set (|[[d]]|Γ). Generating all models of a
FD is of exponential complexity O(step 2) = O(2|N |). The complexity of the
algorithm is thus:

O(O(step 2) + |[[d]]|O(step 3)) = O(2|N | + |[[d]]|Γ).

Note that there is probably a more efficient approach to verifying the S, W `
R relation for the SPL. Algorithm 3.4 above verifies this property by calling (in
step 3) the CheckProductConsistency algorithm for each product of the SPL,
step 9 of which performs the actual verification. As seen in the complexity
calculation, this leads to a possibly exponential (|[[d]]|) number of verifications
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being performed. The number of verifications can actually be reduced to one,
by expressing all individual verifications in a single formula, i.e.

∀f b
1 , .., f b

n ∈ P . bool(d, f b
1 , .., f b

n) ⇒
(( n∧

i=1

(f b
i ⇒ (Si,Wi))

)
⇒

( n∧
i=1

(f b
i ⇒ Ri)

))
,

where f b
1 , .., f b

n represents a product given that f b
i is a boolean value which is

true if the product includes fi and false otherwise, and where bool(d, f b
1 , .., f b

n)
is a predicate that expresses satisfaction of the FD d as a single formula over
variables f b

1 , .., f b
n. In effect,

bool(d, f b
1 , .., f b

n)

is true iff the product represented by f b
1 , .., f b

n is ∈ [[d]] (i.e. part of the SPL). If
this is the case, the right-hand of the implication side must be true as well, for
otherwise the whole formula is false. In case bool(d, f b

1 , .., f b
n) is false, the right-

hand side is of no importance. Intuitively, this means that the bool predicate
filters out all products s ∈ [[d]], just as Algorithm 3.4 does in step 3. Conse-
quently, the right-hand side is only verified for products that are part of the
SPL, as defined in its FD. The right-hand side then consists of an expression
which actually corresponds to verifying

∧
i Si,

∧
i Wi `

∧
i Ri, for a particular

product of the SPL, just as Algorithm 3.3 does in step 9. The formula is thus
equal to verifying the S, W ` R relation for all products of the SPL. Violation
of the formula can finally be verified by checking satisfiability of its negation,
i.e.

∃f b
1 , .., f b

n ∈ P . ¬
(
bool(d, f b

1 , .., f b
n) ⇒

(( n∧
i=1

(f b
i ⇒ (Si,Wi))

)
⇒

( n∧
i=1

(f b
i ⇒ Ri)

)))
The advantage over Algorithms 3.4 and 3.3 is that there is only one verification
instead of |[[d]]|. At the same time, however, the expression of bool(d, f b

1 , .., f b
n)

is exponential, which means that the worst case complexity for both approaches
is equal. We still believe that there might be a gain in performance, because
a SAT-solver generally performs better on a single large formula than on many
small ones. This result, however, has to be confirmed by empirical studies.

FindInteractions

If the previous algorithm found an interaction, i.e. one of the consistency proofs
was violated, then in a last process, the interacting features have to be identified.
One possibility would be to use details of the violated proof which could allow
identification of interacting features. However, as we want to keep the approach
general in a first time, we have to ignore all details of the proof, because we
ignore how the proof is done. This leaves us with very few options for detecting
the interacting features. The suggested algorithm is therefore a rather brute-
force approach because it does exhaustive tests.

The process is presented in Algorithm 3.5. The algorithm takes as inputs
the product that contains interactions and the proof that was violated by the
product in question (these parameters correspond exactly to the couple that is
returned by Algorithm 3.4). It then calls a recursive procedure (step 1) which
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does the real interaction identification. The proof argument is actually one
of the six system-level verifications discussed in Section 3.2.2 and verified by
Algorithm 3.3. The present algorithm also needs to perform these verifications,
which is noted with the following predicate: succeeds(s, proof) means that a
given system s verified proof .

The recursive algorithm starts by calculating all possible combinations of
two features (step 1 with k = 2). For each couple, the violated proof is checked
(step 5): if it is not satisfied, then the couple is added to the set of interacting
couples int; in the other case it is added to nonint, which contains couples
that did not interact. By the time the execution arrives at step 8, all couples
have been checked and are either interacting (∈ int) or not. In the next step,
the product s′, obtained from s by removing all known interacting features, is
tested (step 8). If it verifies its proof, then there are no more interactions left,
and those found up to there are all of them (step 9). If the product still does
not pass its proof, this means that there is an interaction with at least three
features that has been missed. The process then restarts, but this time with
triplets instead of couples. This is done in step 10 with a recursive call that
increments the length of the tuple to k+1. k being 2 at the time of the call, the
next run will consider triplets because then k = 3. In addition, the interactions
that have been found so far have to be passed on, which is done by passing
knownint ∪ int to the recursive call, so that knownint in the next instance
really contains all interactions detected thus far. This mode of operation is
called terminal recursion.

Algorithm 3.5 (Interaction identification (brute-force))

FindInteractions(in s = {f1, ..fn}, in proof):
1. result = FindInteractionsRecursive(s, proof, 2, ∅)
2. return result

FindInteractionsRecursive(in s = {f1, ..fn}, in desc, in k, in knownint):
1. sets = {p ∈ P(s) | |p| = k}
2. int = ∅
3. nonint = ∅
4. For each set {f ′1, .., f ′k} ∈ sets, do:

5. If ¬succeeds(s = {f ′1, ..f ′k}, proof)
6. Then int = int ∪ {{f ′1, .., f ′k}}
7. Else nonint = nonint ∪ {{f ′1, .., f ′k}}

8. If succeeds(s′ = s\
“S

pi∈int∪knownint pi

”
, proof)

9. Then return knownint ∪ int
10. Else return FindInteractionsRecursive(s, k + 1, proof, knownint ∪ int)

The algorithmic complexity in this case can be calculated as follows. The
complexity of calculating all combinations of length k is

(
n
k

)
in general and

(
n

n/2

)
in the worst case.

∑n
k=1

(
n
k

)
, the worst case including all recursive calls, can

actually be approximated by 2n (step 1 rec.). For each of these 2n elements
(step 4), the violated proof has to be verified (step 5), which is of complexity
Γ. Finally, the product s′ is verified (step 8) an operation that is again of
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complexity Γ, and that will be repeated n times in the worst case.

O
(
O(step 1 rec.) + O(step 4) ·O(step 5) + nO(step 8)

)
= O

(
2n + 2nΓ + nΓ

)
= O

(
2nΓ

)
As seen in the calculation, the brute-force approach has the disadvantage

that the number of calculations increases exponentially with the number of fea-
tures in the product, hence its name. Note that this is a worst-case complexity,
and that it is only an upper bound to the real complexity. Actually, the above
complexity is only reached when the size of the interactions exceeds half of the
number of features in the product: k ≥ n

2 . This is a barely realistic scenario. For
instance, if at most two features are involved in an interaction, the complexity
is reduced to O(n2Γ).

The question remains whether there is an algorithm that can do better than
the one just presented. There is probably not, let us examine why. A better
algorithm would have to overcome the combinatorial problem by taking decisions
based on arbitrary proof verifications, rather than set-up verifications as the one
in step 8 of the above algorithm. Let us assume that there are indeed interactions
present in the product. In the event of such an arbitrary proof verification, the
algorithm will eventually be in a situation where

¬succeeds(s = {f1, ..fn}, proof)

holds. All that is known is that there are one or more interactions p in s, i.e.

∃ p ⊆ s . ¬succeeds(p, proof) ∧
(
∀fk ∈ p . succeeds(p′ = p\fk, proof)

)
.

The objective is to identify the existing pj . Given the above property, we know
that one the one hand, if the following holds for some i ∈ {1..n}:

succeeds(si = {f1, ..fn}\fi, proof)

holds, then by Definition 3.1, fi is part of all existing interactions pj (case 1).
If it was not, then at least one interaction was still present, and si would have
violated its proof. On the other hand, if

¬succeeds(si = {f1, ..fn}\fi, proof)

holds, then either there is only one interaction, and fi is not part of it (case 2.1)
or there is more than one interaction (case 2.2). Case 2.1 is justified by the
fact that if fi was indeed part of the only interaction p, then by Definition 3.1,
removing fi from s would have caused the interaction to disappear. In case 2.2
there is more than one interaction, which means that we cannot know whether
fi is part of one of them.

The observation shows that this kind of situation is barely decidable for an
algorithm, because in either case the knowledge gained is rather low. Actually,
the knowledge gain is the lowest in case 2.2, which is unfortunately the most
likely of all. In effect, the probability to hit a feature that is part of all interac-
tions is rather low (case 1). The probability that there is only one interaction
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in the product is rather low (case 2.1) as well. It is thus very likely that the
applicable case is case 2.2, which actually does not allow to draw any useful
conclusion.

In addition, the result depends on the feature that has been chosen to be
taken out of the product. A priori, the algorithm has no information to guide
that choice. This means that an algorithm would have to use some kind of
heuristic to make the choice. It could choose features that are part of the
product’s core, for instance, because they might be likely to interact with others.
Alternatively it could choose features that provide functionality very distant
from the product’s core functions being thus unlikely to interact. It could as
well choose features developed by different teams, or recently added features,
and so on. In either case, a guided choice will only provide as much information
as revealed in cases 1, 2.1 and 2.2, which has been found to be rather low.

A better guidance could be provided by the artefacts produced during the
proof. If the proof is provided with model-checking, for instance, the model that
has been found can have indications as to which features are interacting. This,
however, can only be investigated once the approach is instantiated with a spe-
cific verification technology. The process could also be further optimised. If the
descriptions are expressed with formulae made up of some predefined predicates
and vocabulary specific to one or more features, studying which feature-specific
vocabulary appears in each formula can reveal useful information. If, for in-
stance, two sets of features s1 and s2 such that s1 ∪ s2 = s do not share any
vocabulary, then they cannot interact. In effect, in such a case features of s1

do not refer in any form to those of s2, and because there are no other features
that could make the link (s1 ∪ s2 = s), interactions are impossible. This then
allows for a segmentation of the feature space leaving smaller sets to be checked
for interactions.

3.3 Automating the approach

The approach introduced in the previous section is defined in general terms,
which means that it can be instantiated in multiple ways. There are basically
two choices that have to be taken in order to instantiate the approach: (i) the
way in which three constituent descriptions of a feature (R,W, S) are provided
and (ii) the form the S, W ` R proof takes.

As the reader may have guessed, we choose the PF approach as notation for
representing the overall relations between the three descriptions, and the EC
for expressing each description formally. The S, W ` R relation is then proven
using the model-checking feature of the Decreasoner EC implementation. The
goal being an automatable approach, these choices are justified because they
allow to automate an important part of the process. Section 3.3.1 discusses the
choice of Decreasoner and the EC and examines how the proof is actually done
in Decreasoner. It thus deals with the second of the above points. The proof
being automatable, Section 3.3.2 then investigates ways to link features in FDs
to PFs in order to automate the extraction of individual descriptions found in
the PF associated to a feature.
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3.3.1 Automating the proof obligations

As seen in the preceding sections, at the heart of the approach is the verification
of relationships of the form A ` B. The approach is defined in general terms,
which means that the form, this proof should take, is not fixed a priori. We
actually take the same choice as Hall et al. in [HRJ05]: if judged sufficiently
dependable, the proof can be provided by any mean, including non-exhaustive
tests, or even arguments such as “Dijkstra programmed it”, as long as the choice
is justified with respect to the level of confidence expected by the developers.

Being general, the definition thus allows all kinds of formal or informal
proofs. The problem with informal modes of proof, however, is that they are
impossible to automate, which is clearly desirable here, because the number of
proofs grows with the number of features, which can be important. In order to
be able to automate the approach, we have to restrict ourselves to automatable
modes of proof.

In the present case it is best to choose a formalism that allows the type
of commonsense reasoning we need to do, and favourably one that also comes
with an implementation for that type of reasoning. As we already anticipated,
the formalism we chose is the EC because it allows just the right type of rea-
soning, and because a number of implementations are available. We will use
the Decreasoner implementation by Mueller [Mue05], because it does model-
checking and because it is well documented and freely available. Both the EC
and Decreasoner have already been introduced in Section 1.7.

As discussed in Section 3.2.2, checking that A 6` false for a set of formulae
A amounts to checking that A has a model, i.e. checking whether a situation
exists in which A is correct. In the present case, A is an EC formula and as
the EC builds on first-order predicate calculus, finding a model means finding
a assignment for all variables that satisfies the formula (see Definition 1.14).
In the case of the discrete EC, the variables are the truth values of fluents at
time points as well as the occurrences of events at time points. Hence, finding
a model for a set of EC axioms A, intuitively corresponds to finding a sequence
of timepoints, so that A is true at each timepoint, i.e. finding a narrative that
satisfies A. This model-checking process can be automated using Decreasoner
as follows.

Equations of the form A 6` false. In order to verify an equation of the
form A 6` false, A has to be expressed in the EC syntax used by Decreasoner.
The formula is then passed to Decreasoner for evaluation. As explained in
Section 1.7.2, Decreasoner does model-checking by translating A into a SAT-
problem which is then solved by an external SAT-solver. If one or more models
exist, they are returned by Decreasoner, and the proof is satisfied. If no model
exists, Decreasoner will tell so, and the proof is not satisfied.

Equations of the form A ` B. This type of equation cannot be verified by
model-checking without some preliminary transformations. Basically, we have
A ` B ⇐⇒ A,¬B ` false. The second equation is just the opposite of what has
been done in the previous case, it amounts to checking that the left-hand-side
has no model. This means that in order to verify equations of the form A ` B,
both A and ¬B are transformed into Decreasoner syntax before being passed to
Decreasoner for evaluation. If Decreasoner finds a model, the proof is violated,
otherwise it is satisfied.
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3.3.2 Linking problem frames to feature diagrams

Automating the verification of the proof obligations alone is not sufficient in
order to fully automate the approach. Indeed, the verifications are all based
on descriptions Wi, Si and Ri of a feature fi. All we have, however, is a SPL
being described by a FD d which does not accommodate Wi, Si and Ri directly.
These descriptions are provided in a separate problem diagram, which means
that we need to link it somehow to the FD. Based on this link the descriptions
Wi, Si and Ri for a feature could be extracted from its problem frame. Only
once this link is established and automated, the approach is really automatable.
In this section, we thus examine how artefacts of PFs and FDs can be linked in
order to allow the fi = (Wi, Si, Ri) shortcut, used throughout the approach, to
become operational.

Let us first examine the artefacts on both sides. Regarding FDs, there is
only one type of artefacts: the FDs describing the SPL. The PF approach, how-
ever, has three artefacts: basic problem frames, problem diagrams and context
diagrams. Basic PFs are templates for classes of problems to be matched by
problem diagrams. They are thus a concept belonging to the PF framework in
general, they are not specific to a system or product line, which means that it
makes no sense to map them to anything in a FD. The remaining artefacts are
the context diagrams and problem diagrams which are indeed specific to the
system being modelled. Yet, the only difference between them is that problem
diagrams show the requirement and context diagrams do not. This leads us to
conclude that only problem diagrams need to be mapped to FDs. The artefacts
to be mapped being identified, the question now regards the cardinality of the
mapping? Will it be (i) a one-to-one mapping, i.e. for each FD a problem dia-
gram; (ii) a one-to-many mapping, i.e. for each FD several problem diagrams,
or (iii) a many-to-one mapping, i.e. for multiple FDs one problem diagram. For
this question, our experience from Chapter 2 comes in helpful. In the case of the
sea buoy example, we ended up with a one-to-many mapping between FDs and
problem diagrams as seen in Figure 3.2. We will stick to this choice. As a con-
sequence, to a feature corresponds a problem diagram, and to a FD correspond
several problem diagrams, hence a one-to-many relation.
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Figure 3.2: Mapping a FD to several problem diagrams.
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There exist several techniques for mapping elements of a base model (in this
case the problem diagrams) to a first class variability model (in this case the
FD). Czarnecki and Antkiewicz [CA05] take a very general approach. They
map models to features by using so called presence conditions (PCs). A PC is
a boolean formula expressed in terms of boolean variables which correspond to
the features of the FD. A PC is specified for each artefact of the base diagram.
It expresses which features have to be present for the artefact to be relevant.
This leaves many liberties to the designer. In their experience report, however,
they “observed that the majority of PCs are single features”. This leads us
to conclude that a rather simple one-to-many mapping based on the abstract
syntax will be sufficient as a first approach.

Feature diagrams. The abstract syntax of FDs has already been introduced in
Definition 1.7, Section 1.3.1. It is based on free feature diagrams (FFDs),
a parametric construction introduced in [SHTB06c, SHTB06a]. A FFD d
is a tuple d = (N,P, r, λ,DE,CE,Θ), the important parts of which are
N , the set of features, and P ⊆ N , the set of primitive features.

Problem diagrams. The abstract syntax of problem diagrams according to
Hall et al. [HRJ05] was also introduced in Section 1.3.1, see Definition 1.12.
A problem diagram j is a tuple j = (W,S, R,A) where W is a set of
domains, S is a single machine, R the requirement and A the diagram
annotation.

Given a set of problem diagrams J , ∀j1, j2 ∈ J : j1 ⊂ j2 denotes that j1 is
a subdiagram of j2, i.e. j1 has been obtained by decomposition of j2. A per-
fect mapping between a feature diagram d = (N,P, r, λ,DE, CE,Φ) and a set
of problem diagrams J is then a function M : N → J satisfies the following
properties.

The root node can only map to the global problem diagram:

∀(n, j) ∈ M . n = r ⇐⇒ (∀j′ ∈ J : j′ = j ∨ j′ ⊂ j) (3.15)

Primitive nodes can only map to basic problem diagrams (those that are not
further decomposed):

∀(n, j) ∈ M . n ∈ P ⇐⇒ (∀j′ ∈ J : j′ = j ∨ j ⊂ j′) (3.16)

Non-primitive nodes can only map to subproblem diagrams:

∀(n, j) ∈ M . n ∈ N\(P ∪ {r}) ⇐⇒ (∃j′, j′′ ∈ J : j′ ⊂ j ∧ j ⊂ j′′) (3.17)

The decomposition relation is the same on both sides:

∀(n, j), (n′, j′) ∈ M . n → n′ ⇐⇒ j′ ⊂ j (3.18)

We call a mapping satisfying these properties perfect, because in such a case
the decomposition of problem diagrams into subproblem diagrams is the same
as the decomposition of features into subfeatures. This restriction, however,
proves to be too strong. Actually, it may be that a feature is not mapped to
a problem frame at all, which is generally the case for non-primitive features
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(nodes), or that a feature is mapped to a non-basic frame. A detailed discussion
on this is presented in Chapter 6. For now we will assume that a mapping M
exists for a given system.

Given the mapping M , we can detail the fi = (Wi, Si, Ri) shortcut as follows:

fi = (Wi, Si, Ri) ⇐⇒ M(fi) = (W ′, S′, R′, A)

∧ Wi = A2(W ′)

∧ Ri = A4(R′)

∧ Si = A10(S′)

A2 ∈ A is a function domain → DRDL, that for a domain returns the descrip-
tion of that domain, written in the generic DRDL “Domain and Requirement
Description Language” [HRJ05]. As seen in the previous section, the DRDL
used here is the EC, we thus have A2 : domain → EC. Similarly, A4 ∈ A
is a function A4 : requirement → EC, that for a requirement returns its EC
description. Unfortunately, the specification is not explicitly represented in the
abstract syntax of a problem diagram because Hall et al. consider the set of cor-
rect specifications as being the semantics of the diagram. We thus added a new
function A10 to the set of annotations A, such that A10 : specification → EC
returns the EC formula of a specification.

The link between a FD and its problem diagrams is thus provided by the
mapping M , which associates a problem frame to each feature. This allows
to determine the three constituent descriptions of a feature fi because they are
part of its problem frame M(fi). This representation is amenable to automation,
which means that the approach can now be automated as well.

3.4 Discussion

Now that the approach has been presented, this section will discuss several of
its contributions and limitations.

3.4.1 Feature interaction taxonomy

The interactions that are detected by the approach have been called “interac-
tions in the environment” so far. There is need for a more detailed analysis
of the types of interactions that are indeed detected by Algorithm 3.3 in Sec-
tion 3.2.3. A closer look at this algorithm actually shows that it performs six
proofs corresponding to equations 3.9 to 3.14 (see Section 3.2.2) on a given sys-
tem, and stops as soon as one of them is violated. In that case, the violated
proof is returned.

We can thus distinguish six main types of interactions.
Interactions in the requirements. In this case, equation 3.9 is violated,

which means that there is an inconsistency in the requirements. This is generally
the case if two requirements constrain the same properties of the environment
but in incompatible ways.

Interactions in the domain properties. Violation of equation 3.10
means that different features take incompatible assumptions about the envi-
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ronment. Imagine that the alarm device (siren and flashing light) of the house
is being used by two teams. One team assumes that the alarm is switched on
when there is power on the device’s input, which seems logical after all. The
other assumes that absence of power on the input switches on the alarm; this is
logical as well because the device is equipped with a battery so that cutting off
the power to the device or to the house also triggers the alarm. The assumptions
taken about the environment in this case are inconsistent which will result in
an interaction in the domain properties.

Interactions in the specifications. This is the type of interactions gen-
erally considered in today’s feature interaction detection approaches. If equa-
tion 3.11 is violated, then there are one or more features whose specifications are
inconsistent. Depending on the form the ` proof takes, this inconsistency can
be the violation of a safety or liveness property such as a deadlock. In the case
where all properties are specified with EC formulae, interactions in the specifica-
tions will be rather uncommon, because the specification generally only consists
of events that are triggered by the machine at some timepoints. Without con-
sidering the effects of these events (which are found in the domain descriptions),
two specifications can barely be inconsistent. This type of interaction is more
likely to occur if the specification is provided as complex state-based behaviour,
for instance.

Interactions in the domain properties and requirements. This type
of interaction is more probable than the previous ones. As discussed in Sec-
tion 3.2.2, the requirements consist merely of optative descriptions of the envi-
ronment that the machine has to bring about. The domain assumptions, on the
other hand, consist of indicative descriptions that can express relations between
the properties constrained by the requirements. In order for requirements to
interact directly, they have to share a common vocabulary. If, however, the do-
main assumptions are considered as well, this restriction is raised and indirect
interactions between requirements can be detected. This type of interaction can
thus be seen as a generalisation of the interactions local to the requirement. An
interaction of this type will be detected in the illustration presented in Chap-
ter 5, between the occupied house simulation feature of the security service and
the efficient power management feature of the power control service. The first
one requires the TV and lamps to be switched on when the landlord is out, the
other requires them to be off when he is out. The requirements alone are not
incompatible. An interaction is identified only when the domain description is
taken into account as well, because they say that lamps and TV cannot be on
and off at the same time.

Interactions in the domain properties and specifications. This type
of combined interaction is again more likely than the individual ones. While
the specifications consist merely of actions, it is the domain properties that
describe their effects as indicative properties of the environment. Alone, both
are unlikely to interact. Yet, when put together, chains of causes and effects
become possible, the inconsistency of which is more likely than of actions and
effects alone. This type of interactions may occur, for instance, if access to one
of the domains of the world is mutually exclusive and two or more features need
concurrent access to it. Similar to the previous case, this type of interaction is
actually a generalisation of the specification interaction because it extends the
scope from direct inconsistencies (shared vocabulary) to indirect ones (chains
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of causes and effects).
Interactions in the whole system. An interaction is said to be in the

whole system if equation 3.14 is violated. This type of interactions is actually
the most complex one, because it involves all descriptions and because it only
occurs once all descriptions have been put together. It is quite subtle in that its
cause can only be the fact that one of the requirements is not satisfied. While
this seems to be a local issue, its cause can be anywhere in the system.

3.4.2 Solving feature interactions

Feature interaction detection is only one aspect in feature interaction manage-
ment. Once interactions between features have been identified, they have to be
solved or avoided, for otherwise the system will not meet its requirements.

In case an interaction has been found, the interacting features are known.
With that knowledge, the straightforward solution to avoid the interaction is
to require the interacting features to be mutually exclusive. This means that
the feedback of the feature interaction detection process can be used to refine
the FD of the SPL by adding excludes relations between incompatible features.
This solution, although being straightforward, is somewhat harsh because it
immediately restricts the scope of the SPL.

In the context of SPL development, there may actually be two reasons for an
interaction. It may be due to the fact that the interacting features are actually
exclusive, for instance because they are alternatives, and that the correspond-
ing indication on the FD (the excludes link, or the xor -decomposition) was
mistakenly forgotten. Alternatively, an interaction may also be due to incorrect
implementations, assumptions or incompatible requirements of features that are
indeed meant to coexist in a system. In this case, introducing an excludes re-
lation may be too restrictive, which means that the feature interaction has to
be solved rather than avoided. In order to do so, the knowledge of the interact-
ing features, may not be sufficient because the problem that really causes the
interaction may well be buried in the interacting features.

The first step in solving interactions is thus to identify the actual problem.
To this end, the previously established feature interaction taxonomy will come
in handy. Depending on which proof has been violated, we know where to look
for the interaction and what options we have to solve it.

Interactions in the requirements. In this case the requirements are incon-
sistent, which means that the only way such an interaction can be solved
is to change one or all of them. As discussed previously, inconsistent re-
quirements are generally requirements that put incompatible constraints
on the same domain. These constrains have thus to be loosened in order
to solve the interaction.

Interactions in the domain properties. If there are incompatible assump-
tions about the environment, this generally means that one of them is
incorrect. If we come back to the example we gave in the previous section:
the alarm device can only be switched on in one particular way, either by
supplying the device’s input with power or by cutting the supply. One
team was thus wrong. It is actually possible to imagine such a situation.
It may be, for instance, that the two teams used two different models of
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the alarm device while developing their respective systems and so their
assumptions were both correct at this stage. In general, this type of inter-
actions is thus solved by studying the domain and correcting the incorrect
descriptions.

Interactions in the specifications. These interactions roughly correspond
to implementation bugs, they can thus only be solved by changing the
implementation. In case of deadlocks or violated safety properties, this
may be a hard or even impossible task. This, however, is beyond the scope
of this thesis, the interested reader is referred to the abundant literature
on feature interactions [KK98, CKMRM03].

Interactions in the domain properties and requirements. Whereas the
previous interactions were all local to one of the three descriptions, this
type of interactions only occurs when domain properties and requirements
are put together. The fundamental reason for these interactions are in-
consistent requirements. Solving them thus means that requirements have
to be loosened, or that domains assumptions have to be changed in order
to make requirements compatible again.

Interactions in the domain properties and specifications. This type of
interactions only occurs when domain properties and specifications are
put together. As seen in the previous section, these interactions gener-
ally consist of incompatible chains of causal relations or chains of causal
relations that end in impossible situations. In order to solve them, such
causal chains have to be broken, or made compatible. This can be done
by changing either of the two descriptions, leaving more space for possible
solutions.

Interactions in the system. This last type of interactions leaves even more
space for possible solutions. In case of the interaction between the security
and climate control service, several solutions are conceivable. Either the
domain properties are changed so that the assumption that movement is
only caused by the burglar is actually true for the whole system. This
can be done by placing the movement sensor so that it cannot capture the
movements of the fan. Another solution would be to change the specifi-
cation of the climate control service, so that the fan cannot be switched
on in case burglar detection is active. This shows that the interaction can
probably be solved in many ways, be it by changing the domain properties,
the specifications or even the violated requirement.

The above paragraphs are meant to be guides, they can by no means be con-
sidered exhaustive lists of all possibilities. They actually need to be confronted
to empirical results. Also note that they only apply to the case where features
have to coexist, as it makes obviously no sense to search for a solution allowing
features to coexist when this will never be the case in practice.

3.4.3 Notes on event calculus formula writing

This section presents some hints and guidelines for writing EC formulae for
domains, requirements and specifications of problem diagrams. The general
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picture is the following. The starting point of every EC description is the def-
inition of fluents and events. In order to respect the problem diagrams and
to preserve coherence between them and the EC formulae, fluents and events
should correspond to the shared phenomena defined in the problem diagram.
Once fluents and events are defined, each domain is described in turn by a set
of EC formulae. It is imperative that these formulae only contain events and
fluents that are visible to the domain in question, i.e. those that can be found
on its shared phenomena links.

As seen in Section 1.7, EC predicates are made up of fluents, events and time
points. Fluents are basically variables whose value can change over time and
events are incidents that occur at specific time points. As a general rule, phe-
nomena expressing single occurrences or actions rather than properties should
be translated into events in EC descriptions. Phenomena representing proper-
ties of domains, on the other hand, should become fluents. This roughly means
that phenomena controlled by a machine should become events and values ob-
served by a machine should become fluents. Similarly, requirements phenomena
referring to properties of the real world will become fluents and requirements
phenomena referring to user actions for instance will become events. Note that
Jackson [Jac03] also identifies different types of phenomena, namely causal phe-
nomena (C), symbolic phenomena (Y) and event phenomena (E). They are,
however, only used on the annotations of basic problem frames. Given this clas-
sification, causal phenomena can translate into either fluents or events, depend-
ing on how the causal relationship is expressed,1 symbolic phenomena generally
translate into fluents and event phenomena into events.
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Figure 3.3: Control flow and derived general usage of EC predicates in the
required behaviour problem frame.

In case of the required behaviour problem frame, the above usage then leads
to a situation as depicted in Figure 3.3. The control flow in this case goes
from the left to the right as depicted by the arrow in the background. Because
the machine has to bring about changes in the environment, its specification
will generally be written with Happens() predicates, because only events can
cause changes and because the specification phenomena will probably be events.
The requirement, on the other hand, will be written in terms of requirements
phenomena, which in turn will be fluents. It is thus expressed in terms of
HoldsAt() predicates (optative). The domain then serves as a relay between
the other two (indicative). Its description thus expresses the effects of the
specification’s events on the requirement’s fluents, which is generally done using
Initiates(), Terminates() or Releases() predicates.

These rules serve as guides in EC formula writing, and there may well be
1Which can be either by chains of Happens() predicates, or by chains of HoldsAt() predi-

cates.
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situations in which they do not apply. In practice, however, we found that they
are very helpful to get a starting point.

3.4.4 Limitations due to the event calculus

There are several limitations of the approach that stem from using the EC
as well as from using the Decreasoner EC implementation. These limitations
can be seen as being a form of ontological hypotheses which we discuss in the
following paragraphs.

There are several hypotheses that concern the expressiveness of the EC.
Firstly, the EC assumes that the time is linear and secondly that it is discrete.
The latter is actually no restriction as it has been proven that the discrete EC is
equivalent to the continuous event calculus, see Appendix B of [Mue06] for de-
tails. The first point, however, is indeed a restriction because the expressiveness
of a calculus over linear time is lower than that of branching time calculi such
as the situation calculus [McC63, MH69]. Linear time calculi generally lack the
ability of reasoning about hypothetical events and situations. Another limita-
tion is that the analyst can only express properties that can be expressed using
the EC. We chose the EC because of its convenience for commonsense reasoning,
which is what we need in order to describe real-world situations. On the one
hand, it allows to describe events, their direct and indirect effects, triggering of
events and provides an intuitive solution to the frame problem [MH69, Sha97].
On the other hand, inconsistencies detected with this formalism can only be
chains of causal phenomena that lead to undesired or incompatible situations.
Properties such as the absence of deadlocks or liveness are thus rather hard to
verify in the EC.

An even stronger hypothesis comes from the fact that time in the Decrea-
soner implementation is limited. Decreasoner works by translating all axioms
into a SAT problem that consists of a number of first-order predicate calculus
formulae expressed in CNF. The time has thus to be finite because there will
eventually be one predicate for each of the timepoints. This is inconvenient be-
cause the generality is lost. There is, however, a way of bypassing the problem
of finite time [t1..tn] by modifying the initial formulae. Yet, in order to do so,
all possible chains of causal relations have to be proven shorter than tn − t1,
which may be hard or impossible to do. In addition, all formulae have to be
modified so that no models exist that would not exist if the time was infinite,
which is again an arduous task that has to be done on a case-by-case basis. As
we will see later on in the illustration (Section 5.5), all this is possible. In the
process, however, the formulae have to be somewhat tweaked, losing much of
their intuitiveness.

Furthermore, EC descriptions generally do not distinguish between what is
input and what is output of a given system, things that are more clear in other
formalisms such as statecharts. It is thus not possible to verify whether the
system actually accepts all possible inputs. Pre-/Post-condition reasoning is
also rather hard to do in the case of the EC.

Finally, shared phenomena have to be known in advance in order for de-
scriptions to be possible. As seen in the previous sections, fluent and event
definitions are largely based on phenomena shared between the domains that
are to be modelled. This does not necessarily mean that a complete context
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diagram has to exist upfront. Shared phenomena between domains, however
have to be known upfront. This can be a problem as the world is probably not
known in its entirety at the beginning of the development process. Throughout
the process, new assumptions about the environment may be taken and have to
be added to the existing descriptions. The formalism should thus provide a cer-
tain level of robustness in order to avoid that small changes in the assumptions
cause larger changes in the actual formulae.

3.5 Conclusion

In the present chapter, we suggested a general approach for the detection of
feature interactions that is based on the requirements engineering framework
of Zave and Jackson [ZJ97] and Gunter et al [GGJZ00]. As it is based on
such a general framework, it allows detection of interactions that are not only
limited to the specification of the machine, but that may occur in any of three
descriptions that make up the system. Benefits of this approach to feature
interaction detection are (i) its foundations in the well accepted requirements
engineering framework, which allows the approach to be very general; (ii) the
ability to detect interactions exterior to the machine and (iii) an approach not
only focusing on single-system development, but extended to the detection of
interactions in the multiple systems of a SPL.

We believe that this approach is sufficiently general to fit as an umbrella for
a large number of feature interaction detection techniques. Actually, depending
on the form the S, W ` R proof takes, the general approach can be instantiated
into many of the existing approaches to feature interaction detection. As an
example, we already pointed out that the descriptions could also be provided by
temporal logic formulae [Pri67, Sta]. Detecting interactions in the specifications
as suggested in the general approach then amounts to checking consistency
between these formulae, a process that can be automated by common model-
checking tools such as SPIN [Hol04]. This approach actually corresponds to a
method suggested by Felty and Namjoshi [FN03].

Based on the general approach, we detailed a path to automation by adopting
the EC as a formalism for describing the world, and by adopting Decreasoner,
an EC tool implementation, for performing automated reasoning. This path will
be further explored in the next chapter, where we present a tool implementation
of the approach.

Note that this chapter as its predecessors also serves as an illustration for
the importance of describing the world when dealing with systems that are in-
tegrated into their physical environment. At the same time, it illustrates the
benefits of adopting the problem frames approach in order to model the rela-
tions between world, the specifications and the requirements. It allows for a
separation of concerns at the environment level. In conjunction with SPL en-
gineering, it now seems quite obvious to complement the features of a FD with
corresponding problem frames that express requirements, specification and do-
main properties of the feature. It is actually this step that makes the automated
composition of descriptions for a particular system of a SPL—and finally the
suggested feature interaction detection approach—possible. This chapter hence
confirms and even highlights the ideas expressed in the previous chapter.
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In the previous chapter, we suggested a general approach to feature interaction
detection that is based on the first proof obligation of the requirements engi-
neering framework. Based on the general approach, we chose the event calculus
and its Decreasoner implementation in order to be able to automate large parts
of the approach.

The present chapter presents a proof-of-concept tool based on this approach.
The tool offers the user a framework for describing the system to be analysed us-
ing EC descriptions. Based on these descriptions, the user can then perform the
automated verifications discussed in the approach. The tool has been realised
as a plugin for the Eclipse platform.

This chapter is organised as follows. Section 4.1 gives an overview of what
the tool does and how it works. Section 4.2 contains usage guidelines and
shows how the tool implements the approach introduced in the previous chapter.
Architectural details are presented in Section 4.3, and Section 4.4 concludes the
chapter with a discussion on limitations and possible extensions of the tool.

4.1 Presentation

The tool implementation, called FIFramework, has been realised as a plugin for
the Eclipse platform [The07]. A screenshot is shown in Figure 4.1. It shows the
EC editor in the centre (1), the standard project view (2) on the left (which
contains two projects that actually correspond to the examples used in the
thesis), and several new toolbar (3) and menubar buttons (4). The tool is
publicly available, see [Cla07]. It is conceived as a framework that assists in
describing features using the EC and allows to perform all of the verifications
introduced in Section 3.2.2.

Being based on Eclipse, FIFramework benefits from an important number of
existing functions such as file management, project management, widgets and
so on. The tool is used as follows: the user creates a new project in Eclipse for
the system he wants to model and analyse. Once the project has been created,
its root folder can be populated with files containing the descriptions of the
features, the domain description and so on. There are three types of files the
user can create.
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Figure 4.1: Screenshot of FIFramework showing the EC editor (1), the standard
project view (2) as well as new toolbar (3) and menubar buttons (4).

Feature files (*.ftr) contain the description of a feature, i.e. its requirement,
its specification and its domain description. For each feature, one file has
to be created.

Domain files (*.wld) contain the description of the world that is common to
all features. Generally, one domain description file contains all common
domain formulae. For convenience, however, descriptions may be spread
over several files. For all verifications, these files will be joined into one,
thus spreading descriptions over several files has no impact on the result
of verifications.

Definition files (*.def) contain the definitions of all events, fluents and sorts
used in the system. Special Decreasoner options as well as the ranges for
integer variables are also set in these files. As with the domain description
files, a single definition file will suffice, but definitions may be spread over
several files. In any case, all definition files will be joined before being
processed.

In addition to these files, the tool also considers a more technical file called
products. This file is expected to contain all products of the SPL, i.e. [[d]], if d
is the FD of the product line, in form of comma-separated lists of features, one
product per line. This file is normally generated using a FD tool [TH07, AC04],
but can also be provided manually. If it is not present, the tool will assume that
there is only one product, and that this product consists of all features.

FIFramework itself is editor-based. When the user opens a file of any of
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the previously mentioned file types, the file will automatically be opened in the
EC editor, which simplifies the editing of formulae through syntax highlighting
and code assistance. In addition, if the file is a feature description, six new
buttons will appear in the menu and in the toolbar. These allow to launch
the verification of equations 3.3 to 3.8 that are specific to the feature being
edited. If the opened file is a domain description file, a new button will also
appear in toolbar and menu, it allows to perform the verification of the domain
descriptions (equation 3.10). No matter which file is opened, there are also six
other toolbar buttons present that allow to launch the remaining verifications,
which are those for the system, i.e. equations 3.9 to 3.14.

Each time a specific verification is launched, the tool automatically gathers
all formulae needed for the particular verification from the files in the project di-
rectory. These formulae are then written to a Decreasoner compatible input file,
and Decreasoner is invoked to process the file. Once Decreasoner finished pro-
cessing, the result is analysed and a report is written to a text file that is placed
in the project directory. The report contains the a brief overview of the result
the execution of Decreasoner yielded, as well as the original input passed to De-
creasoner and the raw output produced by Decreasoner. There is always one re-
port per verification and per verified item (feature, system or common domain),
which is reflected in the file name of a report: system.product-1.S-W-R.out,
for instance is the report for the S, W ` R verification of the product at the
first line in the product file. Similarly, someFeature.Sf.out is the report for
the S 6` false verification of the feature named someFeature.ftr. The report
file for the domain verification is always called domain.out.

Usage of FIFramework thus typically consists in creating files for the defi-
nition, the domain description and each feature, filling them with EC formulae
and verifying them by launching the automatic verification from the toolbar.
More detailed usage guidelines are presented in Section 4.2.

Note that the plugin requires an operational Decreasoner implementation
for all EC verifications that are performed automatically. As Decreasoner itself
only runs on Linux or on Windows with Cygwin, this limitation is shared by
the tool. The Decreasoner installation path has to be provided in the settings
of the tool (which are found on a page of the normal Ecplise settings dialog),
along with the Cygwin installation path in case Cygwin is used.

4.2 Usage guidelines

As pointed out in the previous section, the usage of FIFramework consists mainly
in creating files containing the different descriptions, and verifying these files by
launching the automatic verification from the toolbar. This leaves quite some
freedom to the regular user, which is probably too much for the inexperienced
user, who might find himself lost. In addition to the annoying usage experience,
unguided exploration of the tool will most probably lead to incorrect results
because verifications might be forgotten and then wrong conclusions taken. In
order to prevent this from happening, we present some general usage guidelines.

A detailed workflow for the usage of FIFramework is shown in Figure 4.2.
This workflow can be considered complete as it includes all functionalities pro-
vided by the tool. Boxes represent actions, rectangles with a wavy bottom
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Figure 4.2: Usage workflow of FIFramework.

denote files and diamonds denote decisions. The first step in using the tool is
actually to create a new Eclipse project. The newly created Eclipse project will
host all files that make up the SPL. This also means that there has to be one
Eclipse project per SPL the user wants to analyse, which is quite similar to Java
development and most other Eclipse usages.

Once the project has been created it can be populated by files describing the
system. The user thus starts by providing a new product file called products,
which contains all possible products of the SPL at hand. The file contains one
line per product, and each product (i.e. each line) consists of a list of features
separated by commas. The feature names have to correspond to the names of
the feature files that will be created afterwards (without file extension). This
file can be generated automatically by a FD editor or provided manually by the
user. Note that in case of single system development, this step can be omitted.
An example is provided in the following code snippet, where the SPL consists
of two products; on consists of someFeature and someOtherFeature, the other
only consists of someFeature.

1 someFeature , someOtherFeature
2 someFeature

In the next step, the user creates a new definition file, i.e. a text file with .def
as file extension, and adds a Definition-block to this file. This block will then
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be filled with the definitions of all events and fluents used in the descriptions
that follow, as shown in the following code snippet:

1 ; This is the definition file _system.def
2 begin Definitions : ; <- this line marks the start of the definition block
3 ; Events
4 event SomeNewEvent ()
5 event SomeOtherEvent ()
6 ...
7 ; Fluents
8 fluent SomeNewFluent ()
9 fluent SomeOtherFluent ()

10 ...
11 end Definitions ; <- this line marks the end of the definition block
12 ; end of Definition file

Descriptions can now be provided in the form of first-order predicates built
from the newly defined events and fluents. The first things to be described
are the domain assumptions common to all features. The user thus creates a
domain file, i.e. a text file with .wld as file extension. To this file he adds a
Domain-block that contains all common domain assumptions in the form of EC
formulae.

1 ; This is the domain file _domain.wld
2 begin Domain :
3 ; Description of the first domain:
4 [time] Initiates(SomeNewEvent (), SomeNewFluent (),time).
5 [time] Terminates(SomeOtherEvent (), SomeNewFluent (),time).
6 ...
7 ; Description of the second domain:
8 ...
9 end Domain

10 ; end of domain file

Now that common domain definitions have been provided, they have to be
verified for consistency. To do this, the user simply chooses the corresponding
verification action from the FIFramework menu in the menubar. As a shortcut,
he can also click on the appropriate button on the toolbar. If the domain
description violates its consistency proof (the failure label on the workflow),
then the causes of this violation have to be identified, eventually leading to a
revised version of the definition and domain files. The process iterates until the
common domain definitions are proven consistent.

Once they are, the user can add the first feature to the system. This is again
done by creating a text file with a particular file extension. The feature files
have .ftr as extension. The name of the file should be something meaningful
such as the name of the feature it represents. In addition, it has to appear in the
products file, for otherwise it will not be used in any of the system verifications.
A feature file consists of several blocks: the Requirement-block contains the
requirement of the feature, the NegRequirement-block is optional and contains
the negated requirement,1 the Specification-block contains the feature’s specifi-
cation and the Domain-block the domain assumptions local to the feature. The
structure of the feature file then looks like shown in the following code snippet:

1 ; This is the feature file someFeature.ftr
2 begin Requirement :

1In many formulae a negated version of the requirement is needed, see Section 3.3.1. The
negation is normally automated by the tool, by simply placing the negation operator in front
of the requirement clause. During tests, however, we found that this mode of operation lead to
problems, as Decreasoner reported errors when translating several formulae into CNF. In these
cases, the user can use NegRequirement-blocks to define the negated requirement explicitly.
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3 ; The requirement
4 {time} HoldsAt(SomeOtherFluent (),time)
5 & HoldsAt(SomeOtherFluent (),time + 1)
6 end Requirement
7
8 begin NegRequirement :
9 ; The optional block for the negated requirement

10 [time] !HoldsAt(SomeOtherFluent (),time)
11 | !HoldsAt(SomeOtherFluent (),time + 1)
12 end NegRequirement
13
14 begin Domain :
15 ; Description of the feature ’s first domain:
16 [time] HoldsAt(SomeNewFluent (),time)
17 <-> HoldsAt(SomeOtherFluent (),time).
18 ...
19 end Domain
20
21 begin Specification :
22 ; The specification of the feature:
23 [time] time % 5 = 0 -> Happens(SomeNewEvent (),time).
24 [time] time % 5 = 2 -> Happens(SomeOtherEvent (),time).
25 end Specification
26 ; end of feature file

Once the feature has been described in its file, the feature-specific verifica-
tions can be performed (equations 3.3 to 3.8 in Section 3.2.2). As in the case of
the domain file, a verifications can be launched by choosing the appropriate ac-
tion in the FIFramework menu in Eclipse’s menubar. If one of the verifications
fails, the user will again have to identify the problems that lead to the failure.
Once the problems are identified, the definitions and the common domain as-
sumptions can be revised before revising the feature itself. As for the domain
assumptions, this process is iterated until the feature passes all its proofs.

The user then adds new features in exactly the same way. In case the
common files (definition and domain files) are modified in the process of adding
a new feature, all other features have to be re-checked consistent, because the
changes to common files affect them as well. In effect, it may be that the user
adapts one of the common domain assumptions in order to correct a problem
local to the current feature. While this solves the issue for the current feature
the change could well introduce local inconsistencies in other features, hence the
need for re-checking them.

Once all features have been added and proven consistent, the system proofs
are performed (equations 3.9 to 3.14 in Section 3.2.2). These proofs can again be
launched from the FIFramework menu in Eclipse’s menubar. If one of the proofs
is violated, an interaction has been found. The user then proceeds to identifying
the interaction based on the models returned by Decreasoner as discussed in
Section 3.4.2. This will eventually lead to changes in the FD and/or changes
in the formulae. Changes in the FD in turn lead to changes in the products
file. In each case, a reboot of the process is necessary in order to verify whether
these changes produce the desired results.

Note that this workflow can actually be seen as an interactive execution of
Algorithms 3.2 and 3.4. The user provides the descriptions incrementally and
verifications are performed as needed. If correctly executed, the workflow of
Figure 4.2 is hence equal to the successive execution of Algorithms 3.2 and 3.4,
which means that the tool correctly implements the approach suggested in the
previous section.
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4.3 Architecture

The architecture of the tool follows the standard structure of all Eclipse plugins.
It is a three-tier architecture consisting of a presentational tier, that contains
the editors, an application tier that contains the actual processing, and a data
tier that handles files and formulae. An overview of the overall architecture is
given in Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: Architecture of FIFramework.

The Eclipse framework offers extension points, which allow plugins to extend
some of the base functionalities of the framework. Among these extension points
are text editors, xml editors, workbench views, preference pages and so on. If
a plugin is to provide a specific editor for a specific file type, then it will have
to extend org.eclipse.ui.editors. This is done in our case, because the
editors of the presentation layer actually do provide specific features depending
on the files being edited. The other component of the presentation tier is the
plugin-specific preference page that is plugged into the org.eclipse.ui.pre-
ferencePages extension point.

The application tier consists of the Verification Action component re-
sponsible for performing the automated verifications of the approach as well as
of the Decreasoner component, which is used by the former in order to perform
the actual model-checks. The data tier contains two components. The EC File
component handles all input/output operations such as reading file contents,
writing file contents and extracting formula blocks out of these files. Formula
blocks are gathered in the EC Formula component and offer higher-level func-
tionalities such as formula parsing and composition.

The component diagram of Figure 4.3 serves as an overview. The following
sections offer a more detailed insight into the three tiers based on their class
structures.
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4.3.1 Presentation tier

The presentation tier consists of a new preference page as well as three new
editors. Its class diagram is shown in Figure 4.4. The tier is structured along
the provided extensions in two packages be.fundp.precise.fiframework.pre-
ferences and be.fundp.precise.fiframework.editors.

be.fundp.precise.fiframework.preferences

be.fundp.precise.fiframework.editors

EventCalculusEditor

FeatureDescriptionEditor DefinitionEditorDomainDescriptionEditor

+createFieldEditors()

FIFrameworkPreferences

+initializeDefaultPreferences()

PreferenceInitializer

+setActiveEditor()
+contributeToMenu()
+contributeToToolBar()

DomainDescriptionEditorContributor

+setActiveEditor()
+contributeToMenu()
+contributeToToolBar()

FeatureDescriptionEditorContributor

+getPresentationReconciler()
+getContentAssistant()

EventCalculusEditorSourceViewerConfig

+computeCompletionProposals()

EventCalculusEditorCompletionProcessor

EventCalculusEditorRuleScanner

<<uses>>

<<uses>>

<<uses>>

Figure 4.4: Class Diagram for the FIFramework presentation tier.

The preference page is implemented in the FIFrameworkPreferences class.
It allows the user to specify the location of his Decreasoner installation as well as
the location of Cygwin, in case he is using Windows. PreferenceInitializer
is a class that initialises these preferences in case they were not set yet.

The second, and main part of the presentation tier is the EC editor. There
are actually three editors, one for each file type, all plugged into the org.ecli-
pse.ui.editors extension. Both the feature and the domain description editor
come with a so-called editor contributor, a component that is loaded whenever
its editor is activated. The editor-contributor is responsible for adding the
plugin-specific functionalities to the toolbar and to the menubar. It thus makes
the connection from presentation to application tier, by adding the verification
actions to the toolbar.

The three editors all inherit from the generic EventCalculusEditor class
that implements all EC-specific features such as syntax highlighting and code
assistance. In order to do so, it sets its source-viewer config to the custom
defined EventCalculusEditorSourceViewerConfig class. The source viewer
config of an editor provides it with a presentation reconciler and a content
assistant. Changing the source viewer config thus allows to change these two.
The role of the presentation reconciler is to adapt the appearance of the editor’s
content by changing the font attributes of tokens. The way the appearance of
the editor’s content changes is specified by rules which are set in the Event-
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CalculusEditorRuleScanner. These rules state, for instance, that all text on
the line after a semicolon forms a specific token that has to be coloured green
(colour of a comment), that all keywords appear in blue or that all numbers
appear in red. They use word detectors in order to identify what is a number or
what is a keyword. The completion processor, on the other hand, implements
methods that suggest code completions based on given triggering events (the
user hits ctrl+space, or typed the first letter of a keyword).

4.3.2 Application tier

The class diagram of the application tier is presented in Figure 4.5. It consists
of the single package be.fundp.precise.fiframework.actions and has only
a small number of classes compared to the other tiers, which does not mean
that it is of less importance.

be.fundp.precise.fiframework.actions

+getProjectResources()
+setEditor()

CheckAction

+run()
-iActionType
CheckAllAction

+run()

CheckDomainAction

+run()
-iActionType
CheckFeatureAction

Figure 4.5: Class Diagram for the FIFramework application tier.

It consists of three different action classes, CheckAllAction implementing
system-level verifications, CheckFeatureAction implementing feature specific
verifications and CheckDomainAction that implements verifications for the do-
main files. They all inherit from CheckAction that implements the generic
setEditor() and getProjectResources() methods. These classes implement
the actions that are added by the editor contributors to the tool- and menubars
when their corresponding editor is started.

It is important to understand that the actions initially do not know which
editor instance activated them. They are activated once their editor is launched.
All that is known at this point, is that the editor is now running, but nothing is
known about the active instance of that editor, i.e. the file that is being edited
by the user. The verifications they perform, however, are based on the currently
open file. This information has thus to be provided in an indirect—and slightly
complicated—way to the action object. Actually, each time an editor instance
is activated, the setActiveEditor() method of its contributor class is called
by the workbench, providing the contributor with the activated editor instance.
This information is then relayed to the actions by calling their setEditor()
method. This provides the action class with information on the file that is
being edited at the moment, as well as information on the project that the file
belongs to, making it thus possible to perform the selected verification on the
open file, and its project. Given the project, it is also possible to determine its
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other files. This is important, because for each verification launched by the user,
the current file and several other files of the project will have to be loaded (such
as those containing the definitions for instance). These are found among the
resources of the project, which are returned by the getProjectResources()
method.

The above methods are of technical nature, necessary to make the plugin
work correctly. The actual business-code of these classes is found in their run()
method. The run() method is called by the workbench when the user clicks
on the button that represents the action. It thus performs all steps of the
verification at hand: (i) it creates an OutputFile, that will later be executed by
Decreasoner; next (ii) it gathers all formulae among the project’s resources that
are necessary for the verification to be performed and passes them to the output
file; the output file being complete it then (iii) calls the OutputFile.check()
method, which results in Decreasoner being run; and (iv) interprets the results
of that run with respect to the verification being performed.

While steps (i) and (iii) are essentially the same in every case, steps (ii) and
(iv) depend on the verification at hand. As said in the general presentation of
the tool, the verifications actually correspond to equations 3.3 to 3.8 in case of a
feature file (thus implemented in CheckFeatureAction), equation 3.10 in case
of a domain file and (implemented in CheckDomainAction) and equations 3.9
to 3.14 for the whole system (implemented in CheckAllAction). This means
that CheckFeatureAction and CheckAllAction actually implement more than
one action. Indeed, when instantiating these classes, a parameter iActionType
has to be provided, that decides which of the possible verifications will be per-
formed in the run() method.

4.3.3 Data tier

The data tier finally handles all input-output related processing as well as
parsing of formulae. It is split in two packages be.fundp.precise.fiframe-
work.data.files and be.fundp.precise.fiframework.data.formulae. Its
class diagram is shown in Figure 4.6.

Other than the formulae and files packages, the data tier also contains
some accessory classes. ReadBufferThread is a thread that is run in order
to read the output stream and the error stream of the process that launches
Decreasoner. Once Decreasoner is finished, the output stream contains the
results of its run. The output is then handed over to the VerificationResult
class, which parses the raw data in order to determine whether or not a model
was found, how many models were found and whether the found model is a
near-miss model rather than a correct model. It also parses the contents of
the models and writes them into an array, so that each model can be accessed
separately. Based on this information it creates a summary message that will
eventually be displayed to the user. The ParseErrorException class is an
exception thrown each time a parse error has occurred either in Decreasoner or
in the code parsed by FIFramework.

The main purpose of the data tier, however, is to provide appropriate support
to the application tier for input/output processing and for the parsing of formu-
lae. These two aspects are found in the formulae and files packages. As seen
in the usage guidelines, each file is made up of one or more blocks of formulae.
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Figure 4.6: Class Diagram for the FIFramework data tier.

The definition file contains a Definition-block, the domain file a Domain-block
and each feature file a Requirement-, a Specification- and a Domain-block. This
is reflected by the code as follows: file classes are containers for raw files made
up of blocks, which can be extracted of a file to become formula classes.

There is one file class for each of the three file types, as well as one class
for the output file that is run by Decreasoner. These classes all inherit from the
general EventCalculusFile class. A file class basically serves as a container
for raw information on a file, such as its name and its contents. Each file
class offers one or more methods that allow to extract a given code block in
the form of a formula class. Extracting such a block will cause a ParseError-
Exception if the block is not present. The outputFile class, instead of offering
methods to extract code blocks, offers methods that allow adding code blocks.
These methods are called from the application tier. The outputFile also pro-
vides the check() method to the application tier. This method is responsible
for launching Decreasoner and returning the result as a VerificationResult
object.

The structure of the formula classes is similar to the one of the file classes.
There is one formula class per formula-block, i.e. one for each of the three
descriptions of the reference model (specification, domain and requirement) plus
one for the definitions. They all inherit from the general ECFormula class. These
classes mainly serve as pieces exchanged between the multiple input files of a
verification and the output file. Basically, they are extracted by calling the
get*() methods of the input files and added by calling the symmetric add*()
methods of the output file. When an add*() method is eventually called on
the output file, an additional formula has to be added to a possibly already
existing formula. In effect, addSpecification() will be called once for each
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feature in case of a verification that includes the specification. The output file,
however, has only one internal ECSpecification object, which means that the
new formula has to be added to this object rather than replacing it. Therefore,
the ECFormula class provides the append() method, which allows to append
an ECFormula object to an already existing one. Because requirements need a
special treatment, this method is overwritten by the ECRequirement class.2

4.4 Limitations

The tool has several limitations some of which are due to the limited time
devoted to its development. Other limitations stem from the reasoning limits
of Decreasoner and the EC in general. This section treats the former, the latter
being already dealt with in Section 3.4.4.

There are a number of improvements that will be considered for implemen-
tation. Most of them are actually either extensions to the user interface or
possible automations that have not yet been implemented.

Workflow support. It is conceivable that the tool would enforce or guide
the user with some additional interfaces in following the usage guidelines
presented in Section 4.2. For the moment, the tool is very much editor-
based, which has the advantage of leaving the experienced user much
freedom. An inexperienced user, however, will probably not know where
to start, and how to proceed. Therefore, he could be guided by wizards,
additional icons and checklists that indicate whether files were already
verified and whether their verification was successful or not. In this point,
the tool is actually similar to many scientific tools that generally assume
that the user knows what he is doing.

Explicit implementation of algorithms. As seen in the usage guidelines,
the algorithms of Section 3.2.3 are not implemented explicitly. That is
because the tool was conceived as an interactive framework for EC de-
scriptions, where verifications are requested by the user as needed, rather
than some kind of batch-processing engine that is only run once all descrip-
tions have been written. The interactive mode of operation is mandatory,
because batch-processing alone would probably be rather ponderous. The
algorithms could, however, be implemented explicitly at a later stage as a
complement to the interactive usage mode.

Integration into a FD tool. Currently, the products of the SPL, i.e. the
models of its FD are provided in a dedicated products file. This file
can be generated by an external FD tool, allowing for partial automa-
tion. Integration between the tools, however, would be more advanced
if FIFramework could retrieve this information through direct API calls.
Thus, if there were a standardised API, it is conceivable to integrate the
FIFramework completely with existing feature modelling tools developed
for the Eclipse platform such as those developed at the University of Na-
mur [TH07] or at the University of Waterloo [AC04].

2Actually requirements have to be added as disjunctions to already existing requirements,
not as conjunctions like the other formulae.
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Assistance for error prevention. As pointed out in one of the former points,
the tool leaves much freedom to its user. This allows the experienced user
to use the tool very efficiently. Sometimes, however, it is desirable that
the tool assists the user in preventing errors, for instance by detecting
usage of undeclared fluents, events and predicates, by checking the syntax
of formulae on the fly and by detecting misplaced formulae.

Automated aggregation of time ranges. The topic of time ranges was al-
ready discussed in some detail in Section 3.4.4, because it is actually a
limitation of Decreasoner. In short, Decreasoner only allows finite time,
but the time range can generally be set in a way so that the results are
identical to the infinite case. This task could be partially automated by the
tool. If the time range was declared for each requirement separately, the
tool could actually gather this information and aggregate the time ranges
of all included features before composing the description and sending it to
Decreasoner.

Despite these limitations the tool is actually operational and usable. It has
been used on a regular basis for all EC examples that are found in the thesis.





An Illustration5
The Smart Home System

Back in Chapter 3, we suggested a general approach to feature interaction detec-
tion, based on the first proof obligation of the requirements engineering frame-
work. The event calculus and its Decreasoner implementation were chosen in
order to automate large parts of the approach. Based on these choices a tool
implementation of the approach was presented in Chapter 4.

The objective of the present chapter is to illustrate the approach and usage
of the tool on an example case, which is a smart home control system. Even
though such a system is not as safety-critical as the systems to which this type
of method is generally applied, the illustration shows that the approach can
actually be applied to real systems. A number of interactions are correctly
detected, which shows that the feature interaction detection mechanisms that
were suggested are conceptually consistent and correct.

5.1 Introduction

The example case, we use to illustrate the approach introduced in Chapter 3,
is a smart home control system that is based on a similar case by Kolberg et
al. in [KMW03]. Such a smart home control system generally offers different
services to the owners of a smart home. The analysis is based on a system
providing a heating and ventilation service, a security service and an energy
control service to its users.

The smart home system is actually an interesting case to analyse, as it is a
system where the degree of integration with the environment is high [BLLH05].
A smart home system observes and controls properties of a house, properties
such as doors and windows, the heating or an alarm system. These properties are
all part of the physical world, and as shown by Kolberg et al., it is important
to understand how these properties influence each other in order to be able
to build a correct system. There are many comparable situations in software
development: in order to develop a web server, for instance, developers have to
understand the necessary protocols, so they can interact with their environment
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which is a network of computers. In a situation in which a system creates its
graphical user interface by interacting with a standardised widget API, the
API specification has to be known and understood. Similarly, in case a system
interacts with an environment that is physical, it has to be understood as much
as a computer network or an API, otherwise a correct system can only be built
by coincidence.

Furthermore, the smart home case is also interesting because it is generally
developed as a product line, as shown in [PBvdL05]. Basically, the company
developing and selling such a smart home system, has to be able to adapt its
system, simply because the controlled houses are generally different. On the
other hand it is interesting to leave some choices to the customer, such as the
services to be included, and specificities of theses services. This allows the
company to address different market segments. A house located in a very warm
region probably will not need a heating system, a house under surveillance by an
external security company will not need a security system as part of the smart
home package and so on.

The smart home system is thus a computer program that runs on a machine
that has a number of interfaces with the real world, represented by sensors
and actuators. In order to simplify the analysis, we assume that the house has
only one room, and that the system thus controls only one room. The case of
controlling several rooms can be obtained by generalising the given case, but
the additional complications are of no help in what we intend to show. The
system roughly consists of the following services.

Climate control. The objective of the climate control service is to assure that
the temperature of the room lies within the specified range of values:
[tmin, tmax]. In order to achieve this, the system has the heating and the
air conditioning at its disposal. As an option, the CC service can also
provide energy-efficient temperature control. With this option enabled,
the service will open and close windows and window blinds, as well as
switch on and off a fan if the temperature variations are so small that
switching on the heating or the air conditioning would be exaggerated.
The CC service has access to temperature sensors for the inside and the
outside.

Security. The security service has to assure that the police and the neighbour-
hood are alerted of any burglars and intruders. The system is equipped
with a movement sensor, able to capture movement in the whole room, as
well as a telephone connection to alert the police, and an alarm to alert the
neighbours. As an option, the security service also offers a special away
from home feature, whose aim is to simulate an occupied house during the
time its landlord is absent.

Power management. The power management service has two different objec-
tives. The first is to lower the consumption of electricity, which is achieved
by automatically switching off appliances that do not need to be switched
on, such as the television or the lights in case nobody is at home. The
second objective of the PM service is to minimize the cost of consumed
electricity, namely by switching on appliances at times when the energy
costs are the lowest, if possible. This means that the washing machine,
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the dishwasher and other devices will be switched on automatically during
night time, when electricity costs are lower (without needing the landlord
to interrupt his sleep to switch them on manually).

The chapter is structured as follows. The rather informal description of the
services will be detailed by a feature analysis in Section 5.2 and by a problem
analysis in Section 5.3. Section 5.4 will then provide detailed EC descriptions
for all domains revealed by the problem analysis, this step being a prerequisite
for the actual detection of feature interactions which is performed in Section 5.5.

5.2 Feature analysis

As explained in [PBvdL05], a smart home can be seen as being a software
product line (SPL) whose principal features correspond to the main smart house
services: climate control, security and power management. This SPL can be
represented in a clear and concise way using a FD as shown in Figure 5.1,
showing common and variable aspects of smart homes.
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Figure 5.1: A feature diagram for the smart home system.

This FD gives an overview of the whole smart home system. The three
main services offered by the system are the three main features, at least one
of which has to be chosen for a particular home (cardinality {1, 3}). Options
are represented by optional features and or -decompositions. All features of
Figure 5.1, except for the root, are explained in more detail in the following.

A. Climate control. This service integrates the control of the heating and air
conditioning. The system has access to a thermometer for the inside and
outside temperatures. If the temperature in the room exceeds a maximum
level, the service will try to lower the temperature. Similarly, if it drops
below a minimum level, the system will try to raise it. Raising and lower-
ing of the temperature can be achieved in different ways, which correspond
to the three subfeatures. The decomposition has a cardinality of {1, 3},
meaning that at least one of the subfeatures has to be included.

A.1. Heating feature. The heating feature provides the system with
an interface to the heating, so that the heating can automatically be
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turned on by the system. This feature is not mandatory, in warm
southern regions houses probably do not need heating.

A.2. Air conditioning. This feature is similar to the previous in that
it provides an interface to the air conditioning, allowing the system
to turn on and off the air conditioning. As for the previous one, this
feature is not mandatory.

A.3. Energy-efficient feature. This feature adds additional interfaces
to the system, allowing it to control windows, their blinds or a fan
as alternate and energy efficient ways to regulate the temperature.
A.3.1. Window blinds feature. By lowering or raising the win-

dow blinds, this feature allows the system to control the impact
of the outside temperature on the inside temperature. For in-
stance, when the sun shines onto the window, heating the room
up to a temperature higher than allowed, this feature will cause
the window blinds to close in order to lower impact of the sun-
shine (instead of switching on the air conditioning).

A.3.2. Whole windows feature. This feature will allow the sys-
tem to open and close the windows in order to lower and raise
the temperature.

A.3.3. Fan feature. The fan feature allows the system to lower the
temperature a bit by switching on a fan.

B. Security. The security service integrates various security and safety as-
pects, by offering burglar alarms as well as simulation of an occupied
house. The aim of this service is to prevent burglaries, or at least to raise
the stakes for burglars to get caught by the police.

B.1. Burglar alarm feature. The burglar alarm feature is mandatory.
It detects burglars through movement sensors and alerts neighbours
and/or the police according to which of the subfeatures have been
included in the system ({1, 2}).
B.1.1. Alarm feature. With this feature included, neighbours will

be alerted, and the burglars hopefully scared off, by an alarm
siren and a flashing light.

B.1.2. Police call. With this feature included, the police will au-
tomatically be alerted by an emergency phone call.

B.2. Away From Home feature. The away from home feature allows
the system to simulate an occupied house during the absence of the
owners. The objective is to make the house a less attractive target
for potential burglars, assuming that burglars do indeed prefer unoc-
cupied houses. This is achieved by switching on appliances like the
TV or lamps, and by opening and closing window curtains.

C. Power control. The power control service manages the electricity con-
sumption with the objective to lower power costs. There are two ways
to achieve this, represented by both subfeatures, one of which has to be
included at least ({1, 2}).

C.1. Cheap power management feature. This feature enables to use
cheaper electricity by controlling the time different appliances will be
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switched on. Instead of directly switching on a device, the user only
specifies that it is ready to run, leaving the actual switching on to
the system. The system will then switch the device when electricity
costs are low (e.g. during the night).

C.2. Efficient power management feature. This feature manages ap-
pliances in the home, by switching them off if they do not need to
be switched on. The user can specify for the lamps and for the TV
when they are supposed to be on, and the system will make sure that
these rules are respected. Lamps, for instance, will automatically be
switched off during the day, the television in case of absence, and so
on.

This concludes the feature analysis of the system. Note that the FD not
only serves as a variability model of the system, but that it is also useful as an
overview of the functionality provided by the system.

5.3 Problem analysis

The problem analysis will follow the same structure as the one in Section 2.4.
The first step is to model the context using a context diagram. In the next
step the requirements are added to form the problem diagram, which is then
decomposed into subproblems of manageable size. The context diagram is shown
in Figure 5.2 (on page 96).

5.3.1 Context diagram

The system interacts with a number of devices and sensors, most of which are
placed in the room, and thus have some influence on the room. These devices
have all become domains and are placed (for convenience) one below the other
in the centre of the diagram. Those domains share phenomena with the sys-
tem, either because they are controlled by the system (e.g. the fan), or because
they provide input to the system (e.g. the temperature sensors). They also
share phenomena with the room, again either because they have some influ-
ence on the room (e.g. the fan rotates), or because they gather information
about the room (e.g. the sensors observe a property). The control/being con-
trolled relation is expressed by the abbreviation before the exclamation mark
in the phenomena notations: A.f: ITS! {mInsideTemp} means that the interior
temperature sensor (ITS) controls the mInsideTemp phenomenon. The shared
phenomena have been arranged in three classes (A, B and C), corresponding to
the three main services.

The landlord is represented by a biddable domain, he was added to the
diagram because he can actually decide the temperature limits, and because
the security and the power management services need to know whether he is
at home or not. All other domains in the diagram are causal, which means
that their description has to express the causal relationships that exist between
their shared phenomena. This means that for instance the description of the
fan has to say what happens with the rotate phenomenon when the fanOn
phenomenon is activated by the machine. In this case, the description is more
or less straightforward: we consult the manual that came with the fan, which
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A.e: OTS!{ mOutsideTemp }

A.f: ITS! { mInsideTemp }

A.g: SHS!{ fanOn, fanOff }

A.h: SHS!{ blindsOpen, blindsClose }

A.i: SHS!{ windowsOpen, windowsClose }

A.j: SHS!{ airConOn, airConOff }

A.k: SHS!{ heatingOn, heatingOff }

A.l: R! { insideTemp }

A.m: F! { rotate }

A.n: WB! { open, closed, moving }

A.o: W! { open, closed, moving }

A.p: AC! { emitColdAir }

A.q: HS! { emitWarmAir }

ABC.w: L! { atHome, tmin, tmax }

B.e: MS! { mMovement }

B.f: SHS!{ alertPolice }

B.g: SHS!{ alarmOn, alarmOf }

B.h: R! { movement }

BC.e: SHS!{ lightsOn, lightsOff }

BC.f: SHS!{ tvOn, tvOff }

C.g: SHS!{ dwasherOn, dwasherOff }

BC.h: MS! { light }

BC.i: MS! { tvRuns }

c: B! { breakIn }

Figure 5.2: The context diagram for the smart home system.
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says that arrival of fanOn makes the fan rotate, and that arrival of fanOff stops
the rotation of the fan. The descriptions of the other domains in the centre of
the diagram are similar, because they act as a connection between room and
system, and thus they function as causal action/effect relays between room and
system. The description of the room is essentially the same. It is probably
tougher because it bundles many different phenomena, but it is also nothing
more than a causal relay between the domains that observe the room, and those
that control it.

Using this mode of describing domains allows a certain amount of separation
of concerns at the level of domain descriptions. Each domain description can
be written and analysed separately, which means that the person who describes
the fan domain does not have to know the description of the room, nor any
other description to complete his task. This point is important for the feature
interaction detection approach, because it allows to minimise the amount of
knowledge required to find an interaction. This is actually a common issue
in feature interaction detection approaches, as reflected by Tsang and Magill’s
feature interaction manager [TM98]. A certain amount of prior knowledge of
the interaction is needed in order to be able to detect it. In our case, the risk
of that happening is kept small by separating the environment description into
separate cause/effects descriptions, that can be provided by specialists with
no knowledge of the overall system (i.e. that cannot have a prior subliminal
knowledge of a possible interaction).

The detailed event calculus descriptions for each domain are omitted here,
they will be provided in a dedicated section (Section 5.4).

5.3.2 Problem diagram

The problem diagram is obtained by adding the requirement to the context
diagram. In the present case, however, the overall problem diagram is hardly
affected by the addition of the requirement. Because of this, it is easier to
decompose the machine directly into the three different services, and to present
a composite problem diagram as shown in Figure 5.3 (on page 98).

This diagram has been derived from the context diagram of Figure 5.2 by
decomposing the smart home system into its three constituent services. The
other existing domains do not change, nor do the phenomena. On the right
side, one requirement is added for each service, expressing the objective of the
service. Together with the requirements, new shared phenomena to which the
requirements refer are added as well, their labels being prefixed with the letter
“R”. Note that the requirement for the climate control service is stated in terms
of a maximum and minimum temperatures. These values are provided by the
landlord who was already part of the context diagram.

The next step in the analysis is to decompose the problem diagram into
subproblem diagrams, until the subproblem diagrams fit basic frames. Decom-
posing this deep, however, is not necessary for what we intend to show. The only
decomposition step will thus consist in dividing the main problem diagram into
three subproblem diagrams, one per machine. The main goal here is to decom-
pose the requirement of each service into smaller requirements that correspond
to the subfeatures of the FD in Figure 5.1.

The optimise energy consumption requirement of the power management
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A.e: OTS!{ mOutsideTemp }

A.f: ITS! { mInsideTemp }

A.g: SHS!{ fanOn, fanOff }

A.h: SHS!{ blindsOpen, blindsClose }

A.i: SHS!{ windowsOpen, windowsClose }

A.j: SHS!{ airConOn, airConOff }

A.k: SHS!{ heatingOn, heatingOff }

A.l: R! { insideTemp }

A.m: F! { rotate }

A.n: WB! { open, closed, moving }

A.o: W! { open, closed, moving }

A.p: AC! { emitColdAir }

A.q: HS! { emitWarmAir }

ABC.w: LL! { atHome, tMin, tMax }

RA.r: R! { insideTemp }

RA.s: LL! { tMin, tMax }

c: B! { breakIn }

B.e: MS! { mMovement }

B.f: SHS!{ alertPolice }

B.g: SHS!{ alarmOn, alarmOf }

B.h: R! { movement }

RB.r: L! { light }

RB.s: TV! { tvRuns }

RB.t: A! { alarmIsOn }

RB.u: P! { policeIsAlerted }

RB.v: B! { breakIn }

RB.w: LL! { atHome }

BC.e: SHS!{ lightsOn, lightsOff }

BC.f: SHS!{ tvOn, tvOff }

C.g: SHS!{ dwasherOn, dwasherOff }

BC.h: MS! { light }

BC.i: MS! { tvRuns }

RC.r: DW! { dwasherIsOn }

RC.s: L! { light }

RC.t: TV! { tvRuns }

RC.u: LL! { atHome }

Figure 5.3: The composite problem diagram for the smart home system.
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service can be split into the efficient energy consumption requirement and the
cheap consumption requirement. The first requires that the dishwasher runs on
cheap electricity, i.e. during the night and the second requires that lights and
the television are turned off when the landlord is absent. This decomposition is
represented in Figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.4: The subproblem diagram for the power management service.

The thwart burglaries requirement of the security service can also be split
into two requirements. On the one hand, simulate occupancy requires that
the home looks occupied when the landlord is off. On the other hand, burglar
alarm requires that the alarm be run and neighbours alerted in case a burglar
is detected. The resulting problem diagram is shown in Figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.5: The subproblem diagram for the security service.

The keep temperature pleasant requirement of the climate control service will
not be split up because is stands for the whole service. The problem diagram
for this service is shown in Figure 5.6.

5.4 Event calculus descriptions

In order to illustrate the feature interaction detection approach introduced in
the two preceding chapters, all requirements, domains, and specifications have
to be described formally using the EC. This is the purpose of the present section.
In order to keep the illustration short, we will limit the detection analysis to
a specific product of the smart home system SPL. This product is shown in
Figure 5.7 where all features that are not part of the product were greyed out.
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Figure 5.6: The subproblem diagram for the climate control service.
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Figure 5.7: Selected features for the FI detection illustration.

5.4.1 Climate control service

Before we can start describing the requirements, domains and specifications, we
have to designate formal predicates that correspond to the real-world concepts
we describe with these predicates [Jac95, Jac97]. This task is made easy because
the phenomena table already contains all these predicates. A list of the events
and fluents derived from the phenomena is shown in Figure 5.8. Note that the
first three fluents are actually reified, i.e. they can be seen as functions that take
a value for the temperature, return true when the given temperature holds, and
return false otherwise. They are also declared noninertial, which means that
they are not subject to inertia, i.e. their value can change without a triggering
event. They have to be declared noninertial because their value is affected by
the value of other fluents rather then by the occurrence of events. If they were
inertial this would not be possible because events would need to be triggered to
cause them to change.
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RA.r fluent TempReq(temp) noninertial

The temperature the requirement refers to.

A.l fluent InsideTemp(temp) noninertial

The temperature perceived by the inside temperature sensor.

A.f fluent MsInsideTemp(temp) noninertial

The temperature the inside temperature sensor communicates to the machine.

A.m fluent Rotating()
Influence of the fan on the room. If true, it rotates.

A.q fluent EmitWarmAir()
Influence of the heating on the room. If true, it emits warm air.

ABC.w integer tSmin

The minimum temperature as known by the system.

ABC.w integer tSmax

The maximum temperature as known by the system.

RA.s integer tRmin

The minimum temperature as required by the user.

RA.s integer tRmax

The maximum temperature as required by the user.

A.g event FanOn()
Switches the fan on.

A.g event FanOff()
Switches the fan off.

A.j event HeatingOn()
Switches the heating on.

A.j event HeatingOff()
Switches the heating off.

Figure 5.8: Designations for events and fluents of the climate control service.
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We start the descriptions by formalising the requirement. It says that the
temperature should be kept pleasant, as defined by an interval [tRmin..tRmax].
The requirement can only be expressed in terms of requirements phenomena
TempReq(t), tRmin and tRmax. Its EC description then looks like this:

HoldsAt(TempReq(temp), time) ⇒ (temp ≥ tRmin ∧ temp ≤ tRmax).

This means that whenever the temperature temp holds it has to be between
the minimum and maximum values. Note that, unless otherwise stated, all
free variables in a formula are assumed to be universally quantified. In the
verification process we need actually the negated requirement, i.e.

∃time . HoldsAt(TempReq(temp), time) ∧ (temp > tRmax ∨ temp < tRmin)

This concludes the description of the requirement. Next are the descriptions
of the domain assumptions. We describe the domains in the same order as
they appear in Figure 5.6. The first domain is the landlord. His task is to
input the minimum and maximum temperature values, tRmin and tRmax so that
tRmin < tRmax, into the machine. This description is rather simple because the
landlord only binds the temperature limits known by the requirement to those
known by the machine,1 i.e.

tRmax = tSmax ∧ tRmin = tSmin

The next two are the heating and the fan domains. The formulae for these
two domains are very similar: in each case the machine can act on the do-
main by triggering events. The effect of these events is represented by a fluent.
In case of the heating, for instance, this means that the machine can trigger
HeatingOn() at the interface A.k, in order to switch on the heating. This then
causes the heating to emit warm air into the room, which is represented by
the EmitWarmAir() fluent on interface A.m. Similarly, the heating will stop
emitting warm air when HeatingOff() is triggered by the machine. This leads
us to the following description of the heating domain:

Initiates(HeatingOn(), EmitWarmAir(), time).

T erminates(HeatingOff(), EmitWarmAir(), time).

The description for the fan is now straightforward:

Initiates(FanOn(), Rotating(), time).

T erminates(FanOff(), Rotating(), time).

The inside temperature sensor—as its name suggests—measures the inside tem-
perature. We assume that the sensor works correctly, which means that the
temperature it communicates to the machine, MsInsideTemp(temp), is the ac-
tual temperature of the room, InsideTemp(temp). Both of them being fluents,

1Note that these values are assumed to be fixed upfront, so that they cannot vary over
time (they are not fluents). This considerably simplifies subsequent formulae. In addition,
they will be fixed to 18 and 22 for the actual verification in Section 5.5.
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the EC description has to assure that both are equal, i.e. that one holds if and
only if the other holds, i.e.:

HoldsAt(MsInsideTemp(temp), time) ⇔ HoldsAt(InsideTemp(temp), time).

The last domain is the room. Because it is a domain shared by the other services,
its description will be provided after the descriptions of the other services, in
Section 5.4.4.

Domains and requirement being described, only the specification is left. In
order to assure that the requirement is satisfied, the machine has to switch
on the fan and to switch off heating as soon as the temperature is too high.
Strictly speaking, the temperature is too high when it is higher than tSmax. The
heating, however, must be switched off even before the maximum temperature
is reached. In effect, we are working with the discrete EC, and axiom (EC4) (see
Figure 1.12, Section 1.7 at page 28) states that if a terminating event for fluent
f occurs at time t, f is only terminated at time t+1. If we want the heating to
be switched off by the time the temperature reaches tSmax, we have to trigger the
HeatingOff() event when the temperature is at tSmax − 1.2 Symmetrically, if
the temperature reaches tSmin, the fan has to be off which needs the FanOff()
event to be triggered at tSmin + 1. The specification then looks as follows:

HoldsAt(MsInsideTemp(temp), time) ∧ temp ≥ tSmax − 1

⇒ Happens(FanOn(), time) ∧Happens(HeatingOff(), time).

HoldsAt(MsInsideTemp(temp), time) ∧ temp ≤ tSmin + 1

⇒ Happens(FanOff(), time) ∧Happens(HeatingOn(), time).

5.4.2 Security service

The description of the security service also starts with designations of new events
and fluents as shown in Figure 5.9. Note that we have again several noninertial
fluents. MsMovement() and Movement() are noninertial because their value
again depends on other fluent’s values rather than on events. As we will see
in the domain descriptions, there is no event that activates AtHomeReq() or
AtHome(). If they were inertial, they would always be false, which is avoided
by declaring them noninertial so that Decreasoner can fix their value as he likes.
After all, the landlord is free to choose when he leaves and when he comes back.

The first description to be formalised is the simulate occupancy requirement.
It says that the house should look occupied, i.e. lights and TV should be switched
on, when its landlord is not at home. This translates into EC as follows:

!HoldsAt(AtHomeReq(), time)

⇒ HoldsAt(Light(), time) ∧HoldsAt(TvRuns(), time).

The burglar alarm requirement states that the police should be alerted of bur-
glars, i.e. whenever a burglar breaks in, the police has to be called. Because

2Provided the temperature increases by one unit per time unit, as specified in the domain
descriptions in Section 5.4.4.
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B.e fluent MsMovement() noninertial

The movement as provided to the machine by the movement sensor.

B.h fluent Movement() noninertial

True when there is movement in the room.

BC.h fluent Light()
If true, then the lights are switched on.

BC.i fluent TvRuns()
If true, then the TV is switched on.

c fluent BreakingIn()
Designates a burglar breaking into the room.

RB.u fluent PoliceAlerted()
If true, the police has been alerted.

RB.w fluent AtHomeReq() noninertial

If true, the user is at home.

ABC.w fluent AtHome() noninertial

If true, the system knows that the user is at home.

B.f event AlertPolice()
Alerts the police via an automated phone call.

RB.v event BreakInReq()
A burglar breaks into the room.

BC.e event LightsOn()
Switches the lights on.

BC.e event LightsOff()
Switches the lights off.

BC.f event TvOn()
Switches the TV on.

BC.f event TvOff()
Switches the TV off.

Figure 5.9: Designations for events and fluents of the security service.
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we do not focus on timing issues, there is no limit as to when the call has to be
made:

Happens(BreakInReq(), time)

⇒ ∃time′ . time′ ≥ time ∧HoldsAt(PoliceAlerted(), time′).

In addition, it is also required that there be no false alarms, i.e. whenever the
police is alerted a burglar must have broken in some time before:

Happens(PoliceAlerted(), time)

⇒ ∃time′ . time′ ≤ time ∧HoldsAt(BreakInReq(), time′).

This is all for the requirements. As before, we continue with describing the
domains in the same order as they appear in Figure 5.5. The first domain is
again the landlord. He needs to tell the security service when he is at home
and when he is not. Real systems generally have a sign-off button for that
purpose. The landlord pushes it before he leaves his house and when he comes
back, he has to enter a pin code to confirm that he—the actual owner—is back
home. We ignore this procedure in the description. We simply assume such a
procedure to be in place. In addition, the sign-off button is generally placed in
the house, which means that the landlord will push it before leaving, thus telling
the system that he is about to leave, before he actually steps out of the door.
Therefore, there will be a difference of one time unit between what the system
knows and what actually happens. The description of the landlord domain then
simply binds the value the requirement refers to, to the one the system knows,
including a delay of one time unit, i.e.:

HoldsAt(AtHomeReq(), time) ⇔ HoldsAt(AtHome(), time− 1)

We also have to assume that the landlord is at home at some point, and that
he leaves his home at least once. This is necessary because both fluents are
noninertial, which means that their value can be chosen at will by Decreasoner.
This present assumption actually makes it impossible for Decreasoner to fix the
fluent’s value permanently to be true, if false would yield no model, or to false
if true would yield no model. This is intuitively justified as follows, if the value
was permanently fixed to true, for instance, the landlord would be always at
home and thus the simulate occupancy feature of no use.

∃time . HoldsAt(AtHomeReq(), time).

∃time . !HoldsAt(AtHomeReq(), time).

Next are the lights, the television and the police domains. Their descriptions
are all very similar: they are controlled by two events issued by the machine;
one that switches them on and one that switches them off.

Initiates(TvOn(), T vRuns(), time).

T erminates(TvOff(), T vRuns(), time).

Initiates(LightsOn(), Light(), time).

T erminates(LightsOff(), Light(), time).

Initiates(AlertPolice(), PoliceAlerted(), time).
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The movement sensor observes the movement of the room and communicates
this information to the security service. As with the temperature sensor, we
assume it to work correctly. This means that its description just binds the
value of the controlled property to the value of the observed one:

HoldsAt(Movement(), time) ⇔ HoldsAt(MsMovement(), time)

The burglar domain describes what happens when a burglar breaks in, i.e. the
BreakInReq() event causes the BreakingIn() fluent to hold:

Initiates(BreakInReq(), BreakingIn(), time)

Remember that the remaining domain, the room, will be described after-
wards in Section 5.4.4.

The last description for the security service is its specification. The specifi-
cation has to be split in two. There is the first part that makes sure that the
burglar alarm requirement is satisfied and the second that makes sure the sim-
ulate occupancy requirement is satisfied. Assuming the burglar will be detected
by his movement (see Section 5.4.4 for the room domain description), the first
one amounts to alerting the police whenever the sensor observes movement in
the room, i.e.:

HoldsAt(MsMovement(), time) ⇔ Happens(AlertPolice(), time)

The second specification then states that the system switches TV and lights on
when the landlord is not at home.

¬HoldsAt(AtHome(), time)

⇒ Happens(TvOn(), time) ∧Happens(LightsOn(), time).

5.4.3 Power management service

As in the previous cases, we start again by providing designations of new events
and fluents. The power management service, however, makes only use of already
designated events and fluents. Yet, in order to preserve coherence throughout
the illustration, a list of used designations is shown in Figure 5.10.

We start the descriptions by formalising the efficient power requirement. It
says that lights and TV should be switched off whenever the landlord is out,
i.e.:

¬HoldsAt(AtHomeReq(), time)

⇒!HoldsAt(Light(), time)∧!HoldsAt(TvRuns(), time).

The description of the landlord domain as well as of the lights and the
television domain is actually exactly the same as for the security service:

HoldsAt(AtHomeReq(), time) ⇔ HoldsAt(AtHome(), time)

Initiates(TvOn(), T vRuns(), time).

T erminates(TvOff(), T vRuns(), time).

Initiates(LightsOn(), Light(), time).

T erminates(LightsOff(), Light(), time).
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RC.s fluent Light()
See Light() in Figure 5.9.

RC.t fluent TvRuns()
See TvRuns() in Figure 5.9.

RC.u fluent AtHomeReq() noninertial

See AtHomeReq() in Figure 5.9.

ABC.w fluent AtHome() noninertial

See AtHome() in Figure 5.9.

BC.e event LightsOn()
See LightsOn() in Figure 5.9.

BC.e event LightsOff()
See LightsOff() in Figure 5.9.

BC.f event TvOn()
See TvOn() in Figure 5.9.

BC.f event TvOff()
See TvOff() in Figure 5.9.

Figure 5.10: Designations for fluents of the power management service.
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The specification can then be derived from the descriptions.

¬HoldsAt(AtHome(), time)

⇒ Happens(TvOff(), time) ∧Happens(LightsOff(), time).

5.4.4 Room domain

All services have been described now. One central piece, the room domain,
however, has been omitted so far. The reason for this is that the domain is
shared by all features and that it is easier to provide its description in one
piece.

We start with the assumptions related to the temperature. The temperature
being represented by a reified fluent, we have to provide some technical rules in
order to simulate the behaviour of an integer variable. At first, we need to say
that there is always a temperature:

∃temp . HoldsAt(InsideTemp(temp), time).

And then we have to make sure that this temperature is unique, because oth-
erwise there could be more then one temperature holding at the same time:

HoldsAt(InsideTemp(temp1), time) ∧HoldsAt(InsideTemp(temp2), time)

⇒ temp1 = temp2.

The room also serves as a relay between fluents, as such it says that the tempera-
ture the requirement refers to is actually the same temperature that is perceived
by the inside temperature sensor, i.e.:

HoldsAt(InsideTemp(temp), time) ⇔ HoldsAt(TempReq(temp), time)

Then we need rules that describe how the temperature is affected by the fan
and by the heating. There are basically three cases. Firstly, the temperature
will stay the same if neither the fan nor the heating are switched on, or if both
are switched on at the same time, i.e.:

¬HoldsAt(Rotating(), time)∧

¬HoldsAt(EmitWarmAir(), time)∧

HoldsAt(InsideTemp(temp), time)

⇒ HoldsAt(InsideTemp(temp), time + 1).

HoldsAt(Rotating(), time)∧

HoldsAt(EmitWarmAir(), time)∧

HoldsAt(InsideTemp(temp), time)

⇒ HoldsAt(InsideTemp(temp), time + 1).
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Secondly, the temperature will raise when only the heating is on:

¬HoldsAt(Rotating(), time)∧

HoldsAt(EmitWarmAir(), time)∧

HoldsAt(InsideTemp(temp), time)

⇒ HoldsAt(InsideTemp(temp + 1), time + 1).

Thirdly, the temperature will fall when only the fan is on:

HoldsAt(Rotating(), time)∧

¬HoldsAt(EmitWarmAir(), time)∧

HoldsAt(InsideTemp(temp), time)

⇒ HoldsAt(InsideTemp(temp− 1), time + 1).

This concludes the temperature aspects of the room. The next aspect to
consider is the movement. The movement sensor perceives movement whenever
something in the room moves. Moving parts are actually the burglar and the
fan. The resulting EC description is thus the following:

HoldsAt(MsMovement(), time)

⇔ HoldsAt(BreakingIn(), time) ∨HoldsAt(Rotating(), time).

5.5 Interaction detection

Based on the above descriptions, the interaction detection approach can be per-
formed using FIFramework. In the process, all descriptions have to be trans-
lated into the textual EC syntax of FIFramework and Decreasoner, and then
imported into a new FIFramework project. An overview of the files that have
to be created is shown in Figure 5.11. The translation of the above formulae
into Decreasoner syntax is straightforward, logic operator symbols have only to
be replaced by their ASCII counterparts.

While the translation of formulae is straightforward, there is a problem linked
to the fact that time in Decreasoner is finite. This issue needs some extra
attention because we assumed time to be infinite, when writing the formulae.
In Section 3.4.4, we stated that it is possible to simulate infinite time, provided
one knows how long chains of causal phenomena are. In our case, it is safe to
assume that the longest chain is three time units long, k = 3, from the event
of a burglar breaking in until the activation of the alarm. We thus have to
choose a time range [tmin..tmax] that is at least k timeunits long. In addition,
if the requirement is verified for the whole range of possible timepoints, there
are generally models for S, W,¬R, that are only allowed because time is finite.
We thus also have to specify a smaller time range [tRmin..tRmax] during which
the requirement is verified, so that tmin − tRmin > k. This is without loss of
generality because for tmin → −∞ and tmax → +∞, k becomes negligible. The
general situation is illustrated on Figure 5.12. In our case we chose a time range
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climateService.ftr fA Contains the description of the climate
control feature.

securityService.alarm.ftr fB.1.1 Contains the description of the burglar
alarm feature.

securityService.simulate.ftr fB.2 Contains the description of the simulate
occupancy feature.

powerService.ftr fC.2 Contains the description of the power
management feature.

domain.wld Contains domain assumptions that are
common to all features, i.e. mainly as-
sumptions about the room domain.

system.def Contains the definitions of events and
fluents according to the designations
made in the previous sections, as well
as several technical parameters.

Figure 5.11: EC files created in FIFramework for the smart home case.

time

causal chain of maximum length

time requirement

time definitions

Figure 5.12: Ranges for finite time in Decreasoner.

from 0 to 30, with a requirements range from 5 to 25, in order to be absolutely
certain.

The result of all this, i.e. the content of the newly created files, can be found
in Appendix B: Figures B.1 to B.6 on pages 141 through 144.

Now that all files are provided, the verification process can be launched.
At first, as described in Algorithm 3.2, all individual features are verified. In
the present case, all features pass their individual tests, proving that individ-
ual machines each implementing a feature’s specification will indeed meet this
feature’s requirements provided the domain assumptions hold. After verifying
the features individually, the verifications are performed on all products of the
SPL (see Algorithm 3.4). As explained in Section 5.4, we focus on one partic-
ular product of the SPL. For this product, two out of six verifications fail as
we have W,R ` false and W,S ` false. This means that there is at least one
interaction in the system.

Because of this, we have to continue the approach of Chapter 3 with Algo-
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rithm 3.5. The purpose of this algorithm is to identify the interacting features.
Verifications are thus first performed on feature pairs. These verifications lead
to a first success as we are able to identify two interacting features: the simu-
late occupancy feature and the efficient energy control feature. They failed the
WB.2,WC.2, RB.2, RC.2 6` false as well as the WB.2,WC.2, SB.2, SC.2 6` false
verification, which means that their interaction is certainly a cause of the in-
teraction observed in the system. This interaction will be investigated in more
detail in Section 5.5.1. There might, however, still be interactions left. Execu-
tion of the algorithm thus continues, and so it happens that we find yet another
interaction. The burglar alarm and the climate control features appear to inter-
act on the system level because they do not pass their WA,WB.1.1, SA, SB.1.1 `
RA, RB.1.1 verification. This interaction in turn will be detailed in Section 5.5.2.

Further tests finally show that these two interactions are the only ones
present in the system. The table in Figure 5.13 gives an overview of all verifi-
cation results.

System R W S W,R W,S W,S, R

{fA} X X X X X X

{fB.1.1} X X X X X X

{fB.2} X X X X X X

{fC.2} X X X X X X

all X X X 7 7

{fA, fB.1.1} X X X X X 7

{fA, fB.2} X X X X X X

{fA, fC.2} X X X X X X

{fB.1.1, fB.2} X X X X X X

{fB.1.1, fC.2} X X X X X X

{fB.2, fC.2} X X X 7 7

Figure 5.13: Results of the feature interaction detection approach performed on
the smart home case.

5.5.1 Simulate occupancy vs. efficient energy control

This interaction has the particularity to occur in requirements and domain prop-
erties as well as in the specification and the domain properties. The violated
proofs are the following:

WB.2,WC.2, RB.2, RC.2 6` false

WB.2,WC.2, SB.2, SC.2 6` false

In order to be able to solve the interaction, we need to understand why it
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occurs. Actually, a closer look at the requirements shows that they are contra-
dictory. The simulate occupancy requirement states that TV and lamps must
be on when the landlord is away, while the efficient energy control requirement
wants them to be off. This is clearly incompatible. The requirements alone,
however, can still be satisfied, even though they appear to be contradictory.
In effect, by fixing AtHomeReq() to be true all the time, the contradiction is
avoided because both requirements are now satisfied. This kind of decision,
however, is made impossible once the domain assumptions are included as well,
because one of them states that there must at least be one timepoint at which
the landlord is off.

This explains the first violation. The second one comes from the fact that
both specifications were derived from contradictory requirements, which means
that they are also contradictory. Actually, one specification states that TvOn()
has to occur just the moment before the landlord leaves, while the other requires
at the same time TvOff() to occur. Such a situation is impossible, because the
fluent TvRuns() is either true or false, but cannot be both at the same time.
Hence, Decreasoner finds no model for the description, which causes the feature
pair to violate its S, W 6` false proof.

The detected interaction can be solved in different ways. As explained in
Section 3.4.2, the simplest solution to an interaction is to make features exclu-
sive. This solution, although not acceptable in all cases, seems to be partially
applicable here. After all, if the landlord wants his house to look occupied while
he is away, he has to accept the small increase of energy consumption. He thus
has to decide between one of them. This decision could, however, be delayed un-
til runtime, leading to mitigated requirements. In this case, the landlord would
specify at runtime whether he wants his house to look occupied (because he
goes on holiday), or if he wants to save energy (because he will only be gone for
some hours).

5.5.2 Burglar alarm vs. climate control

The burglar alarm vs. climate control interaction occurs at the system level, the
violated proof is the following:

WA,WB.1.1, SA, SB.1.1 ` RA, RB.1.1

According to Section 3.4.2 there is a wide range of solutions to problems
of this type, which means that there is also a wide range of possible causes.
Fortunately, the fact that the above proof was violated means that Decreasoner
actually found a violating model. We can thus use this model to gain information
as to why the equation is not satisfied. To this end, a filtered model found by
Decreasoner is shown in Figure 5.14.

The model shows that an interaction occurs when the climate control ser-
vice switches on the fan in order to lower the temperature (at timepoint 4).
The movement of the fan is captured by the movement sensor and the security
service, assuming movement to be caused by burglars, alerts the police (time-
point 5) hence causing a false alarm (timepoint 6). The requirement of the
burglar alarm feature is thus violated in case the climate control service is part
of the system, because its presence may obviously cause false alarms.

As for the previous interaction, this one can also be solved by restricting the
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1 0
2 InsideTemp (18).
3 MsInsideTemp (18).
4 TempReq (18).
5 Happens(FanOff(), 0).
6 Happens(HeatingOn (), 0).
7 1
8 +EmitWarmAir ().
9 Happens(FanOff(), 1).

10 Happens(HeatingOn (), 1).
11 2
12 -InsideTemp (18).
13 -MsInsideTemp (18).
14 -TempReq (18).
15 +InsideTemp (19).
16 +MsInsideTemp (19).
17 +TempReq (19).
18 Happens(FanOff(), 2).
19 Happens(HeatingOn (), 2).
20 3
21 -InsideTemp (19).
22 -MsInsideTemp (19).
23 -TempReq (19).
24 +InsideTemp (20).
25 +MsInsideTemp (20).
26 +TempReq (20).
27 Happens(FanOff(), 3).
28 Happens(HeatingOff (), 3).
29 4
30 -EmitWarmAir ().
31 -InsideTemp (20).
32 -MsInsideTemp (20).
33 -TempReq (20).
34 +InsideTemp (21).
35 +MsInsideTemp (21). <-- The temperature rises to its limit ,
36 +TempReq (21).
37 Happens(FanOn(), 4). <-- the heating service thus switches on the fan.
38 Happens(HeatingOff (), 4).
39 5
40 +Rotating (). <-- It starts rotating ,
41 +Movement (). <-- causing movement ,
42 +MsMovement (). <-- captured by the movement sensor ,
43 Happens(AlertPolice (), 5). <-- which results in the police getting alerted ,
44 Happens(FanOn(), 5).
45 Happens(HeatingOff (), 5).
46 6
47 -InsideTemp (21).
48 -MsInsideTemp (21).
49 -TempReq (21).
50 +InsideTemp (20).
51 +MsInsideTemp (20).
52 +TempReq (20).
53 +PoliceAlerted (). <-- finally causing a false alarm.
54 Happens(AlertPolice (), 6).
55 Happens(FanOn(), 6).
56 Happens(HeatingOff (), 6).
57 7
58 ...

Figure 5.14: A model found by Decreasoner, that proves the burglar alram/cli-
mate control interaction.
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scope of the SPL and disabling systems that contain both the burglar alarm and
the climate control services. This solution, however, is somewhat exaggerated
because the requirements are perfectly compatible. There are actually better
solutions to this problem. For instance, one could imagine to change the do-
main assumptions, so that the movement caused by the fan is not perceived
by the movement sensor. This change, of course, has to be accompanied by
appropriate changes to the domain, such as placing the movement sensor in a
way that movement of the fan is not captured. A second solution would be to
completely change the way burglars are identified. Instead of being detected by
their movement, burglars could be detected by noise, for instance, this way the
interaction would be solved provided the fan rotates quietly.

5.6 Conclusion

The purpose of this chapter was to illustrate the feature interaction detection
approach introduced in Chapter 3, as well as FIFramework, the implementation
presented in Chapter 4, on a smart home control system example. We started
with a feature analysis, followed by a problem analysis and then formalised all
domain descriptions using the event calculus. Based on the results of these anal-
yses we performed the algorithms for feature interaction detection established in
Section 3.2.3, and actually identified two feature interactions. We thus showed
that both, the approach and the tool, are operational and can be applied to a
real case.

The present chapter also concludes the main part of this thesis. In the next—
and last—part, we review what has been accomplished and we look critically at
possible contributions and challenges.



Part III

Perspectives





Review and Forecast6

Abstracting the complexity of the underlying problem allows feature diagrams
to focus on feature decomposition, variability modelling and product deriva-
tion. Unfortunately, this also generally leads to using features for representing
concepts that should be distinguished, which implies a loose definition of what
a feature actually represents. Furthermore, the safety-critical aspects and the
high degree of integration into a physical environment of many software prod-
uct line systems, call for a notation that not only clarifies the semantics of a
feature, but also provides the necessary framework to model and analyse the
environment.

In the previous chapters, we presented the problem frames approach as a
possible notation that would meet these needs. Enriching feature diagrams
by problem frames actually has several advantages for software product line
engineering. There are, however, also several challenges to this approach. In
the present chapter, we explore these advantages and challenges to mapping
feature diagrams to problem frames, thus pointing out directions for further
research.

6.1 Synopsis

The general message of Chapter 2 is to use the problem frames (PF) approach as
early requirements analysis in software product line (SPL) engineering. The goal
is to put a feature diagram (FD) and its individual features in a physical context.
This in turn allows efficient and systematic reasoning about the problem space,
based on a well defined approach. The advantage of the PF approach is the
strict distinction of requirements R, domain properties W and specifications
S as three different descriptions as well as its capacity to model the physical
environment of a SPL. This allows to make assumptions about the environment
explicit so that assumptions judged false, too strong, or too critical can be
identified and feature interactions occurring in the environment detected.

The PF analysis consists of five consecutive steps. The first step is to iden-
tify the domains involved in the problem, and to represent them on a context
diagram. In the next step, the requirements and the machine are introduced to
form a problem diagram. This problem diagram is then decomposed in subprob-
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lem diagrams that match basic problem frames. If domains were not described
during the creation of the context diagram, they will be now, and based on the
domain descriptions and the requirements, a specification of the machine will
be derived. Finally, the subproblem diagrams will be validated by writing their
correctness arguments.

During the problem analysis, the analyst will have gained much insight in
the interaction of machine and environment. This knowledge can be commu-
nicated easily using the above artefacts. This is in itself a useful process, but
only to a certain extent, since large piles of documents tend not to be read. The
analysis becomes useful when its artefacts are directly linked to FDs, because
this allows an efficient exploration of these artefacts, based on the FD as well as
possibilities for automated feature interaction detection when domain descrip-
tions are expressed in an automatable formalism (as seen in Chapter 3). The
analysis becomes even more useful if its findings can be incorporated into an
existing FD, using exclusion or inclusion constraints in case of detected feature
interactions.

A possible mapping has been sketched in Section 2.5, and further investi-
gated in Section 3.3.2. It is based on the abstract syntax of both notations,
and consists of a function that maps a problem diagram to each feature. This
combined with an automatable domain, requirement and specification descrip-
tion language allows most FD-based algorithms, such as those suggested in
Section 3.2.3, to be completely automated.

The present chapter being the last chapter of this thesis, its objectives are to
survey what has been accomplished and what is left to be done. In that, it draws
from feedback we have gotten at the First International Workshop on Variability
Modelling of Software-Intensive Systems (VaMoS) where we presented our paper
On the Structure of Problem Variability: From Feature Diagrams to Problem
Frames [CHL+07], the content of which essentially corresponds to Chapter 2.
It also draws from a car wiper case [BGF+06] we were last working on, as well
as from a PhD proposal submitted to the Belgian National Fund for Scientific
Research (FNRS). It is thus meant to reflect the current state of our work on
this topic, and to outline research directions for a PhD on the subject.

We already gave an overview of what has been done, the remainder of the
chapter now looks critically at possible contributions and advantages in Sec-
tion 6.2, as well as at possible challenges in Section 6.3.

6.2 Contributions and advantages

One of the key benefits of mapping FDs to PFs is that it provides a clear
understanding of what a feature actually represents. As seen in Section 1.3.1,
there is indeed need for such a clarification, because common definitions of
“feature” found in the literature refer to many different descriptions.

Mapping a feature to a problem diagram helps to sort out the existing con-
fusion about the meaning of “feature”, while still accommodating most of the
definitions that were examined. In addition to being general, it places a feature
in the well accepted requirements engineering framework. We believe that this
central point has been sufficiently illustrated in the thesis. It has also several
other advantages that were not explored is such detail in the thesis, and that
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will be subject of further research.

6.2.1 Stronger satisfiability notion for feature diagrams

Generally speaking, a product of a SPL is satisfiable if it is a model of the SPL’s
FD [SHTB06a, MHP+07]. With the feature interaction detection approach, we
showed that this is not enough. Actually there might be unknown interactions
among features of the product in question, making it impossible for the product
to meet its requirements. A stronger notion for satisfiability of a product would
be satisfaction of its first proof obligation, i.e. absence of feature interactions
and a guarantee of the overall requirement being met. The FD then would
merely serve as a tool enforcing satisfaction of the first proof obligation, i.e.
the FD would use exclusion and inclusion constraints so that their satisfaction
implies satisfaction of the first proof obligation.

In addition to verifying that satisfaction of the FD implies satisfaction of the
SPL’s first proof obligation, it is also conceivable to verify whether the opposite
implication holds. In other words, the approach not only allows to identify
missing xor -decompositions or excludes constraints, but can also be used in
order to identify unnecessary constraints, i.e. those that are too restrictive and
not needed. Basically, if a product, that is initially disallowed by the FD, passes
all its verifications and contains no interactions, then it should be safe to extend
the scope of the SPL in order to accommodate the product.

The approach being fully formal, all these verifications are automatable and
can be invoked upon request. These are actually perspectives that have to be
investigated by further research.

In the definition of the general feature interaction detection approach, several
simplifying assumptions are taken, such as assuming that the description of
a composition of features is equivalent to the conjunction of their individual
descriptions. These assumptions also need to be revised in further research.

6.2.2 Problem variability

In [PBvdL05], Pohl et al. express the need for explicit documentation of variabil-
ity, such that it can be managed. According to the authors, variability should
be documented in order to allow answering four central questions: (i) What
varies? (ii) Why does it vary? (iii) How does it vary? (iv) For whom is it
documented? Questions (i) and (iii) actually address what we call problem vari-
ability. Furthermore, Bosch et al. [BFG+02] argue that the lack of a first-class
representation for features and variation points makes it “difficult to see the
variability at the requirements and realisation level. In particular, it is difficult
to assess the impact of changes.” This actually joins the ideas of the orthogonal
variability modelling paradigm because questions about problem variability are
hard to answer by FDs alone. As seen in Section 2.5, the extent of a variation
is not documented in the FD because it only allows conclusions such as “the
feature f is included or not”. The uncertainty of what is meant by “feature f”
then leads to a situation in which no further interpretation is possible save for
using a dedicated notation.

The preceding paragraphs made clear that such a notation should be based
on the PF approach. Because it provides a clear definition of what a feature is,
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it can be used to address questions about problem variability. A problem anal-
ysis of variability allows detailed conclusions as to what varies in the domain
assumptions and in the requirements. If there are multiple optional features, it
is important to know what makes them optional, and what contextual changes
can be observed between the case in which the feature is included and the one
in which it is not. Similarly, in a case where there are two exclusive features, an
analysis of problem variability can help to understand why they are exclusive,
and if they both satisfy the same requirements. An analysis of problem vari-
ability thus reveals changes in the context, that go hand in hand with changes
in the product, but are not reflected in the FD. This analysis allows to conclude
whether shared phenomena change, whether domains are added or withdrawn,
or whether domains are projected in different ways. Analysing the relation be-
tween two features, based on their context, also allows to explain why these
features relate in the way they do, thus justifying the choice of the relation; or
in the opposite case it allows to discover that a chosen relation is not valid, for
instance because the two features are related by an or even though they cannot
coexist.

6.2.3 Modularisation

We believe that feature decomposition might be guided by problem decomposi-
tion and vice-versa. Although there exists guidelines for FD approaches [LKL02],
feature decomposition is done on a case-by-case basis and can be quite subjec-
tive. Decomposition in the PF approach is not entirely different, yet it comes
with a methodology and a clear goal for the decomposition, namely problems
that fit basic frames. This means that a problem decomposition can eventually
help in decomposing a feature into subfeatures. On the other hand, a large
problem is sometimes hard to decompose, and a prior feature decomposition
would allow for a high-level exploration of the problem space, helping thus to
guide problem decomposition.

The previous reflection shows that there can be synergies between the FD
and the PF analysis. One may guide construction of the other and vice versa.
We believe that it might be a good practice to be guided by one model while
constructing the other. It will lead to homogeneity throughout the models. The
ultimate goal of all this is to come up with correct models that are useful in
subsequent steps of software development, and homogeneity throughout models
(which is also encouraged in UML) certainly helps to achieve this.

Eventually, this reasoning could be used in order to mutually assess dia-
grams. The assessment would consist in verifying consistency between problem
and feature decomposition. If, for instance, a leaf feature is found to corre-
spond to a complex frame, this might indicate that either the given feature
should be further decomposed, because it hides some complexity or that the
problem diagram goes into too much detail with its analysis. Likewise, if in-
termediate features are mapped to basic frames, this might indicate that the
decomposition in the FD goes too far, or that the problem diagram is not de-
tailed enough. In either case, the situation seems to be unbalanced because
there is more detail in one of the models, which might not be desirable. Based
on the assessment, inconsistencies can be identified and the diagrams corrected.
This actually supports co-evolution of diagrams.
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It is, however, not always possible to achieve homogeneity between a feature
decomposition and its problem decomposition. This question is actually part
of the challenges that have to be addressed by further research and will be
discussed in more detail in Section 6.3.1.

6.2.4 Enriched feature diagrams

As a consequence of the preceding points, a problem analysis can enrich FDs
directly. The feed-back of a problem analysis can actually lead to a revision of
the existing FD. Dependencies, incompatibilities and interactions revealed by
the feature interaction detection approach will be expressed in the FD using
includes and excludes relations, xor -decompositions and so on.

6.3 Challenges

While the previous section illustrated several contributions and advantages to
be explored by further research, the present section discusses challenges that
were not investigated in detail by the thesis, and have to be pursued by further
research.

Most of these challenges stem from the usage of the PF approach, which is
essentially a technique for early requirements. Linking PFs to architectures, i.e.
finding connections between problem and solution space is actually of topical
interest in current PF research. Furthermore, although the approach was illus-
trated on two example cases, there is need of a case study in order to validate
its applicability as well as the performance of algorithms in real situations.

6.3.1 Existence of a mapping

One of the central assumptions we make is the existence of a mapping between
FDs and PFs for the problem to be analysed. In Section 3.3.2 we illustrated
the characteristics of such a mapping, and concluded that it allows us to write
the shortcut fi = (Wi, Si, Ri). Unfortunately, such a mapping is not always
possible.

In order to illustrate this, we take as a real word example a car wiper system
as presented by Bayer et al. [BGF+06]. The FD for this system looks as shown
in Figure 6.1. The system is very much a normal wiper system. The car is
either equipped with one central wiper or with two wipers positioned at the
left or at the outer sides. The wiper(s) can be controlled automatically by the
system, which uses a moisture sensor to detect rain. Alternatively, it can be
controlled manually by the driver. Two additional features enable the wiping to
stop automatically if the ignition is turned off, or if a door is opened, in order
to avoid spattering a person getting out of the car.

Based on the structure of the FD, a problem decomposition can be made.
This decomposition actually reaches basic frames even though there are still
features left. As an example, we take the problem diagram for the manual
wiping feature, presented in Figure 6.2. This diagram actually fits a variant
of the commanded behaviour frame, which means that it is basic, and that no
further decomposition is possible. The corresponding feature, however, has still
subfeatures, such as the wiper position and the speed selection, left.
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Wiper {4, 4} 

Automatic {2, 2} 

Ignition Stop 

Wiper position {1, 2} 

1 Wiper 2 Wipers {1, 2} 

Speed adaptation 

Door Stop 

Outer Left

Manual {2, 2} 

Wiper position {1, 2} 

1 Wiper 2 Wipers {1, 2} 

Speed Selection {2, 2} 

Outer Left

Fast Slow 

Figure 6.1: A feature diagram for the wiper system, adapted from [BGF+06].
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Figure 6.2: The problem diagram for the manual wiping feature.

The problem in this case is that there is no problem diagram for these
subfeatures, which implies that they are not specifiable in terms of (Wi, Si, Ri).
Yet, they are still likely to be primitive features, that will be of importance in
the final product. Verifications on these features are thus not possible, because
of their missing (Wi, Si, Ri) definition.

The wiper position feature is actually an example of a feature that does not
have a corresponding problem diagram, because it does not contain real func-
tionality. It merely fixes some configuration values in its parent feature (namely
the position of the wiper). More generally speaking, a FD can detail informa-
tion which cannot be detailed by PFs. In the case of the wiper, details were
configuration values, but details could as well be behavioural changes, technical
changes such as changing implementation details in other models mapped to
the FD, and so on, which do not appear in the PF analysis.

In addition to features that have no frame to map to, there may be features
that map to non-basic frames. These features actually crosscut several problem
diagrams. In such a case, a feature is not further decomposed even though
its corresponding PF is no basic frame. An example is for instance the GPS
navigation feature of a car: the PF for its requirement is likely to be very
complex, there are interactions with the user when he sets up the route, there are
interactions with GPS satellites and so on. If, however, this feature is provided
by a third-party manufacturer, there is probably no need for decomposing it
further in the FD. In this case a leaf feature would map to a non basic frame.
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This shows that the mapping between features and problem diagram is far
more complex than we assume it to be in this thesis. It is thus a challenge that
needs to be addressed by further research.

6.3.2 Pre-existing environments

Another point that has to be investigated in further detail is whether and how
the methods suggested here can be applied to a SPL that is already in place.
This case is important because most product lines subject to verification are
already in place.

Throughout the thesis, we never explicitly stated that the SPL at hand was
being developed from scratch. However, we took several simplifying assump-
tions, such as the existence of a mapping between FDs and PFs, that are more
likely to be satisfied if the SPL was being developed from scratch. Unlike in an
existing system, where the analysis is largely constrained by artefacts that are
already in place, such as the FD, main core assets and the base architecture.
The influence of these artefacts on the analysis, however, has to be investigated
further. An existing architecture could as well be an advantage for a PF anal-
ysis. Such an analysis is easier to realise when the boundary between machine
and world is clear. Whereas in the early stages of greenfield development this
boundary can vary a lot, it is very likely to be stable when a large part of the
machines already exist, hence helping the analyst rather than constraining him.

It is thus important to investigate how these considerations affect the appli-
cability of our methods.

6.3.3 Scalability

Some scalability issues were already hinted at when introducing the algorithms
for interaction detection in Section 3.2.3. Namely the feature interaction de-
tection algorithm is of exponential complexity. But even before arriving there,
other scalability issues have to be dealt with.

During the study of our examples, it has become apparent that the PF ap-
proach causes a large overhead in information and becomes quickly very com-
plex. Given the fact that modern product lines can have more than several
thousand features [RW06], the analyst is very likely to run into scalability prob-
lems with the PF analysis. Further research has to investigate ways of dealing
with these problems. A possible approach would be to make use of visualisa-
tion techniques in PF tools, and to use the associated FD in order to assist the
developer in the navigation through a huge PF analysis. Insight will be gained
through larger applications of the approach.

6.3.4 Focus on requirements

The PF approach focuses mainly on requirements engineering and expresses re-
quirements as optative properties of the system’s environment. There is, how-
ever, a lack of focus on the specification, and more importantly on the actual
implementation. This greatly reduces practical usability because traceability
from requirements to implementation is hard to achieve.

One possible solution to this problem could be the orthogonal variability
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modelling paradigm. Its central variability model, a FD for instance, could
serve as an intermediary for traceability. If architecture and implementation
diagrams such as class or deployment diagrams were mapped to FDs in the
same way PFs are, then implementation details could be traced to their PF
counterparts via the central FD.

Co-evolution and traceability are actually two of the main research issues in
requirements engineering [CA07] today. As such they have to be investigated
in our case as well.



Conclusion

The initial motivation behind this thesis is the observation that the concept
of “feature” in a feature diagram is not clear, and that positioning this con-
cept within the well-accepted requirements engineering framework by Zave and
Jackson could help clarify it. We thus chose the problem frames approach as it
builds upon the requirements engineering framework, and we went on to analyse
the initial hypothesis based on a small sea buoy control system example. What
we found out was that several weaknesses of feature diagrams could indeed be
tackled by problem frames. Furthermore, we acknowledged the benefit of an
early requirements analysis with the problem frames approach as it allowed us
to understand the problem better, to reason about it in a systematic way and to
discover critical issues while still being at an early stage of software development.

We finally observed that the suggested approach is actually part of the larger
orthogonal variability modelling paradigm, because it addresses a concern miss-
ing in feature diagrams, namely the physical context, by providing a dedicated
notation for that concern, namely the problem frames approach, much like other
approaches of this paradigm do.

During the analysis of the sea buoy case, we also found that the environ-
ment descriptions established in the process could be used for more than just
the identification of strong or impossible assumptions. This lead us to the idea
of a feature interaction detection approach based on the requirements engineer-
ing framework. When surveying the literature, we found that there is indeed
an increasing need for approaches to detecting feature interactions in the physi-
cal environment of a system. So we went on to suggest an automated approach
based on the general approach using the event calculus. In order to show its fea-
sibility, we implemented a proof-of-concept tool on top of the Eclipse framework,
that allowed automated reasoning and detection of interactions. The approach
was then tested on the smart home case, which is an interesting case from both
the software product lines and the feature interactions point of view.

The structure of the thesis follows this path quite naturally.
In Part I, we started by introducing the background to our approach, which

consists of the requirements engineering foundations it builds on, as well as the
basic ideas behind it. As pointed out in the preface, we did cross several research
domains, all introduced in Chapter 1. Chapter 2 then presented our initial ideas
based on the sea buoy case.

In Part II, we moved on to clarify the ideas introduced in the first part by
establishing the general approach to feature interaction detection in Chapter 3.
Feasibility and consistency of the approach were subsequently shown in Chap-
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ters 4 and 5 by a proof-of-concept tool and an illustration based on the smart
home control system case.

Looking back at our work during the past year, we realise that we made
several choices that could have been investigated more thoroughly. Namely the
event calculus and more importantly the Decreasoner implementation proved to
be very resistant to our initial usage. We now realise, however, that experience
is an essential factor in the successful usage of this kind of notation, and we are
confident that they can be used in a real setting as well.

The goal of this thesis was to investigate problem-oriented modelling and
verification of software product lines. We believe that this goal was reached.
Even though there are still questions open, the present thesis can be seen as
a proof of concept that strong synergies between problem frames and feature
diagrams are possible and needed.
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Abstract

Requirements for product families are expressed in terms
of commonality and variability. This distinction allows
early identification of an appropriate software architecture
and opportunities for software reuse. Feature diagrams pro-
vide intuitive notations and techniques for representing re-
quirements in product line development. In this paper, we
observe that feature diagrams tend to obfuscate three im-
portant descriptions: requirements, domain properties and
specifications. As a result, feature diagrams do not ade-
quately capture the problem structures that underlie vari-
ability, and inform the solution structures of their complex-
ity. With its emphasis on separation of the three descrip-
tions, the problem frames approach provides a conceptual
framework for a more detailed analysis of variability and
its structure. With illustrations from an example, we demon-
strate how problem frames analysis of variability can aug-
ment feature diagrams.

1 Introduction

A software product line (SPL) is “a set of software-
intensive systems that share a common, managed set of fea-
tures satisfying the specific needs of a particular market seg-
ment or mission and that are developed from a common set
of core assets in a prescribed way” [6]. Software Product
Line Engineering (SPLE) is a rapidly emerging software en-
gineering paradigm that institutionalises reuse throughout
software development. By adopting SPLE, one expects to
benefit from economies of scale and thereby improving the

∗Currently visiting at The Open University, UK.

cost, productivity, time to market, and quality of developing
software.

Central to the SPLE paradigm is the modelling and man-
agement of variability, i.e. “the commonalities and differ-
ences in the applications in terms of requirements, archi-
tecture, components, and test artefacts” [21]. In order to
tackle the complexity of variability management, a num-
ber of supporting modelling languages have been proposed.
In this paper we examine two approaches for analysing re-
quirements for SPLs: Feature Diagrams and the Problem
Frames approach.

Feature Diagrams (FD) [16, 17, 9, 8, 28, 2] are mostly
used to model the variability of application “features” at a
relatively high level of granularity. Their main purposes are
(i) to capture feature commonalities and variabilities, (ii) to
represent dependencies between features, and (iii) to deter-
mine combinations of features that are allowed and disal-
lowed in the SPL. An important limitation of FDs is that
they tend to mix requirements, domain properties and spec-
ifications. For example, in FDs, it is not clear whether vari-
ability is a domain, requirement or solution property.

The Problem Frames approach (PF) by Jackson [14] is
a more general approach to requirements engineering. This
approach emphasises a clear distinction between require-
ments, domain descriptions and specifications. However,
the PF approach has not been applied in the context of
feature-based development.

In this paper we show that FDs and the PF approach can
be used as complementary techniques. The basic idea is that
a PF analysis would serve as an early requirements analysis
in product line development.

Yu et al. [30] identify lack of organisational and moti-
vational context in FDs and propose goal models to com-



plement FD. Similarly, Halmans and Pohl [12] suggest that
use case diagrams can help in communicating variability to
different stakeholders. However, with the PF approach we
aim to put FDs in the context of domains in the real world.
Benefits of this approach include (i) existing FDs will be
supplemented by an analysis of underlying problem com-
plexity, (ii) notations and semantics of FDs and problem
frames are not changed or extended, (iii) this approach is
not prescriptive, meaning no change to process or method-
ology is suggested, and (iv) FDs can link problem frames
to the solution space. We believe that our approach to use
problem frames as an early analysis in SPL development is
a novel contribution to this discussion.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section
2 describes the background to this work by providing an
overview of FDs and the PF approach. Section 3 introduces
the illustrative example, which is then analysed using FDs
in Section 3.1, and using the PF approach in Section 3.2,
before revisiting the initial analysis in Section 3.3. Section
4 gives an overview of related work. Discussions and con-
clusions can be found in Section 5.

2 Background

In this section we will briefly review the two approaches
considered in this paper, Feature Diagrams and the Problem
Frames approach.

2.1 Feature Diagrams

Feature diagrams are a common notation for represent-
ing requirements of SPLs using a feature tree, or a directed
acyclic graph. Since their introduction in 1990 as part of
the FODA method [16], many new or adapted notations
have been published. Schobbens et al. [27, 25] give an
overview of the existing FD notations and approaches. They
define a formal semantics for FD notations. They also in-
troduce their own FD language, varied FDs (VFD) inspired
by Riebisch et al. [23], which only contains one decom-
position relation with cardinalities. Their notation is used
throughout this paper1.

Figure 1, adapted from [26], is an example of a simple
feature diagram for a mobile phones product line. A mo-
bile phone has a GSM connectivity feature, a messaging
feature and a multimedia feature. They are linked by an
and-relation, as the cardinality {3, 3} of the top feature in-
dicates, which means that they all have to be included in
a product. The cardinality {2, 4} of the GSM connectiv-
ity feature means that at least two frequency bands have to

1To be precise, Schobbens et al. only defined the semantics and an
abstract syntax. The concrete syntax we use here is inspired by Riebisch et
al.’s FORE FD. In our concrete syntax, unary {0, 1} decompositions (i.e.
optional features) are simplified with hollow circles.

Figure 1. A feature diagram for a mobile
phone product line.

be supported. The messaging feature has two subfeatures
connected by an and-relation: the mandatory SMS feature
and the optional MMS feature (indicated by the hollow cir-
cle above it). It does not have to be included even though
the cardinality of its parent node is {2, 2}. The Multime-
dia feature is decomposed with an or-relation (cardinality
{1, 2}), that means that at least one of its subfeatures has
to be included. The Camera feature is decomposed with a
xor-relation (cardinality {1, 1}), meaning that only one of
the three picture resolutions can be supported by the mobile
phones’ camera.

Features in FDs generally refer to requirements R, but
they can also represent domain properties W, specifications
S and design D, leading to confusion as to what exactly FDs
are describing. This is reflected for example by the defini-
tions by Kang et al. [17]: “a prominent or distinctive user-
visible aspect, quality or characteristic of a software system
or systems”. This notion of “feature” is not restricted to R,
but also includes S and even D. As a result, FDs often do
not reveal much about the underlying complexity of prob-
lem structures.

FDs can also represent variability with different binding
times, such as design-time variability and run-time variabil-
ity according to van Gurp et al. [29]. The scope of this
paper will be limited to design-time variability, that is vari-
ability occurring in the requirements. For a discussion on
the PF approach to run-time variability, also referred to as
context-awareness, see [24].

2.2 Problem Frames

The Problem Frames approach, proposed by Jackson in
[13, 14], is a conceptual framework to software require-
ments engineering, which emphasises the need to put real
software problems in their context. This contextualisation
allows systematic reasoning about the required properties of
the world the requirements refer to, the given properties of
the world the machine must rely on, and the behavior of the
machine (software) to bring about the necessary change in



the world properties. This conceptual framework has been
used as a basis to (i) relate problem and solution structure
[10], (ii) describe architecture-inspired problem decompo-
sition [22], (iii) recompose software problems using a com-
position operator [18], and (iv) capture patterns of change
in socio-technical systems [5].

Figure 2. A context diagram for a traffic lights
controller.

Figure 2, taken from [14], shows a context diagram for
a problem in which a machine is needed to control traffic
lights. The context diagram contains the Lights controller
machine, marked by the rectangle with two vertical stripes,
and the real world domain Light units. These domains have
shared states or events (a), known as shared phenomena,
which denote the actions the Lights controller can perform
on the Lights units.

Figure 3. A problem diagram for a traffic
lights controller.

The context diagram only describes the context in which
the problem is set, and not the actual problem or the require-
ment, which in turn appears in the problem diagram. In
figure 3, the dashed oval represents the requirement, which
constrains the properties of the Light units.

Decomposition of a complex problem is done by fitting
its subproblems to basic frames, for which there is a known
solution. Jackson discusses five basic frames, each describ-
ing a basic class of problems (a problem pattern).

The PF approach also emphasises a clear distinction be-
tween the three different descriptions: the requirements R,
the domain properties W and the specifications S. These
three descriptions are linked by an entailment relationship
W,S � R. For each basic frame, the entailment relationship
is expressed by a correctness argument. From the correct-
ness argument we can derive certain frame concerns. These
frame concerns help the analyst to raise questions about
properties of the analysed problem, by providing a list of
typical issues that apply to the problem frame at hand.

Jackson also introduces variant frames, which extend ba-
sic frames by typically adding a new domain to the problem

context. A variant frame shares the central concern of the
basic frame, but has additional concerns to deal with prob-
lems that do not fit basic frames. Variant frames are one
technique of the PF approach considered in this paper for
dealing with variability.

3 Illustrative Example

The example we use throughout this paper is a simplified
sea buoy system, which was discussed by Booch in [4]. The
main purpose of the sea buoy is to provide navigation and
weather data to passing vessels. The buoys collect air and
water temperature, wind speed, and location data through a
variety of sensors.

The requirements for the basic version (p1) of the sea
buoy are as follows:

R1 Record current wind, temperature, and location infor-
mation; wind speed readings are taken every 30 sec-
onds, temperature readings every 10 seconds and loca-
tion every 10 seconds.

R2 Broadcast current wind, temperature, and location in-
formation every 60 seconds.

A more sophisticated version (p2) of the sea buoy system
also provides the following additional functionality:

R3 Record and broadcast wave height measures; wave
height readings are taken every 20 seconds and are
broadcast together with the other gathered informa-
tion.

This product line has one variation point, which is the
decision as to whether the additional wave height sensor
will be included or not. The following two sections discuss
how the addition of the requirement R3 affects the problem
structure of R1 and R2.

3.1 Feature diagram analysis

Following the guidelines proposed by Lee et al. [20], we
decompose the requirements R1 and R2 as follows. Glob-
ally the buoy serves two purposes: first it gathers data (R1),
then it broadcasts the gathered data (R2), making them two
compulsory features. The data gathering feature can be fur-
ther decomposed into three subfeatures: (i) the wind speed
measurement feature, (ii) the water temperature measure-
ment feature and (iii) the location determination feature.
Features in figure 4 can be described as follows (we omit
the root).

Data gathering This is a grouping feature for all data gath-
ering activities. It has three subfeatures, corresponding
to the different types of measures taken. Its cardinality



is {3, 3}, which means that all subfeatures have to be
included in the product.

Wind speed measurement Record wind speed mea-
surement every 30 seconds.

Water temperature measurement Record water
temperature measurement every 10 seconds.

Location determination Record position informa-
tion every 10 seconds.

Data broadcast Broadcast gathered weather information
over the radio every 60 seconds.

Figure 4. A feature diagram for the basic sea
buoy system..

Adding the variability requirement (R3) leads to the re-
vision of the initial diagram as shown in figure 5. In the
diagram, the cardinality of the data gathering feature needs
to be changed to accommodate the new branch, represent-
ing the wave height measurement feature. The new feature
can be described as follows:

Wave height measurement Record wave height measure-
ment every 20 seconds. This feature is optional, it is
only included in the advanced version of the sea buoy.

It is noted that the Data broadcast feature is also affected
by the addition of the new requirement.

Figure 5. A feature diagram for the basic and
the advanced sea buoy system.

Given this revised feature tree, the following two prod-
ucts (sets of features) can be derived: {Sea Buoy, Data
gathering, Data broadcast, Wind speed measurement, Wa-
ter temperature measurement, location determination} and
{Sea Buoy, Data gathering, Data broadcast, Wind speed
measurement, Water temperature measurement, location
determination, wave height measuring}.

This is the structure of variability revealed by the FD
analysis.

3.2 Problem analysis

We now apply a PF analysis to the same example, first
using the base requirements (R1 and R2), and then adding
the variability requirement (R3).

3.2.1 Analysing R1 and R2

Figure 6 shows the context diagram for R1 and R2 of the sea
buoy controller. Inclusion of the three real world domains2

(Water, Air, Location) raises concerns that otherwise would
have been overlooked. These concerns are discussed to-
wards the end of the analysis.

Figure 6. A first context diagram for the sea
buoy example.

The shared phenomena between the machine and the Ra-
dio domain (c) are the emitted weather information. The
Temperature Sensors domain shares the water temperature
phenomenon (j) with the Water domain, and the measured
water temperature (g) with the machine. The reasoning
is similar for the other sensor and environmental domains.
The shared phenomena descriptions will be omitted on later
diagrams.

Figure 7 shows the composite problem diagram for R1
and R2. The Recorder and Broadcast Machines are a de-
composition of the Sea Buoy Controller machine shown in
the context diagram of figure 6. In order to link both ma-
chines, we have to introduce a new domain: the Data Store.

2These domains are causal domains, which is noted by the C in the
lower right corner. Causal domains include predictable causal relationships
among their causal phenomena.



Figure 7. A composite problem diagram for
the sea buoy example.

It is a designed lexical domain3 where the measures can be
stored by one machine before they are broadcast periodi-
cally by the other. The requirements are depicted as dashed
ovals R1 and R2. An arrow indicates a domain that is re-
strained by the requirement. R1 constrains the Data Store,
meaning that the data stored represents the truthful current
weather information. R2 constrains the Radio, meaning that
the periodic broadcast contains appropriate weather infor-
mation.

The subproblem R1 is complex and requires further de-
composition. We identify the following three subproblems.
(R1.A) Wind speed recording subproblem: this subproblem
requires that the machine reads the current wind speed and
sends it to the Data Store every 30 seconds, and (R1.B)
Location recording subproblem: this subproblem requires
that the machine determines the current location and sends
it to the Data Store every 10 seconds, and (R1.C) Temper-
ature recording subproblem: this subproblem requires that
the machine reads the current temperature. The subprob-
lem R2 is already an instance of a basic problem frame, it
requires no further decomposition.

Figure 8. The wind speed recording subprob-
lem.
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3Which means that it’s a passive domain, where information may be
stored temporarily, and that we have a certain control over its structure.

Due to space constraints, our discussion will focus on
the analysis of subproblem R1.A, which is similar to the
other two subproblems. Figure 8 shows the problem di-
agram for the subproblem R1.A, the which fits a class of
problem known as Information Display4. The three con-
stituent descriptions of the subproblems are given below.

Requirement. Record current wind speed information.
Readings are taken every 30 seconds and written to the
Data Store.

Domain properties. We assume that at any time when a
given value x is visible to the sensor at interface i (see
figure 8), the same value is visible to the machine at
interface h at the same time, i.e. ∀x ∈ R • x at h ⇒
x at i. In other words, we assume that the water tem-
perature sensors are working correctly. We also as-
sume that a value sent to the Data Store at b be stored.

specification. forever {
Read x from h;
Write x to b;
Wait 29 sec;

}

Note that the specification assumes that the read and
write operations are atomic, and that their execution
takes exactly one second.

Figure 9. A correctness argument for sub-
problem R1.A.
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1. Given a current wind speed, (Requirement)

2. because the wind speed has certain properties making it measur-
able,5 (Domain properties)

3. the wind speed sensors are able to capture this information, (Domain
properties)

4. the machine will then obtain the readings, (specification)

4This is one of the basic frames discussed by Jackson. The problem is
to build a machine that collects information about some part of the physical
world and presents it at a given place, which is the data store in our case.

5Common properties used by anemometers rely on the fact that there is
a relation between the wind speed and the movement of flexible mechan-
ical devices, like windmills or cups, exposed to the wind. Or the cooling-
effect of the wind, which also varies with its speed.



5. and send them to the data store every 30 seconds; (specification)

6. the data store being capable of storing the sent information until it is
needed, (Domain properties)

7. satisfying the requirement, that the given information should be
saved every 30 seconds. (Requirement)

Figure 9 shows a correctness (or adequacy) argument for
the subproblem R1.A explaining how the requirement, the
specification and the domain properties fit together, satisfy-
ing the entailment relationship S, W � R.

Further analysis of the problem reveals that there are im-
portant concerns to be considered.

Domain reliability concern. The assumption for the wind
speed sensor domain ∀x ∈ R • x at h ⇒ x at i is
too strong, because in real life the sensor could fail
or give incorrect information. This could lead to the
requirement not being satisfied.

Resource shortage concern. The Data Store can only be
of finite size. This means that it can indeed be full at a
given moment.

Initialisation concern. The Data Store can be empty when
the first broadcast is due.

These and other concerns need to be considered when
implementing the specification for the subproblem.

3.2.2 Adding the variability requirement.

The requirement R3, that the wave height be recorded and
broadcast as well, is a complex problem that can be decom-
posed into two subproblems. (R3.1) Wave height recording
subproblem: the machine reads the current wave height and
sends it to the Data Store every 20 seconds. (R3.2) Wave
height broadcast subproblem: the machine broadcasts the
wave height every 60 seconds. The resulting subproblems
can be considered as variants of the initial two subproblems
R1 and R2, represented in figure 7.

Figure 10 shows a high level problem diagram for R1 and
R3.1. The diagram has been simplified such that all sensors
now form only one domain; the same holds for the envi-
ronment. The Wave height Sensor domain has been added,
connecting the machine to the environment, as stated by R3.
The resulting problem diagram can be considered as being
a variant frame of the initial diagram.

The diagram in figure 10 shows that there are no addi-
tional or changing shared phenomena between the recorder
machine (respectively the environment) and the sensors.
This means that a big part of the preceding problem anal-
ysis is still valid. The Sensors domain can be considered
as a “black box”, which is not touched by adding the Wave
height Sensor domain. Hence, all concerns and all diagrams
related to the sensors and the environment, are still valid.

Figure 10. A high level problem diagram for
R1 and R3.1.

Other shared phenomena change. The shared phenomena
e′ between the Recorder Machine and the Data Store, as
well as the requirement phenomena u′, change as in the new
problem the wave height has to be sent to the Data Store as
well. A new requirement phenomenon q has been added
because the requirement R1, R3.1 also refers to the wave
height in the real world.

Figure 11. A high level problem diagram for
R2 and R3.2.
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Similar changes are observed for the broadcast subprob-
lem of R2 and R3.2 which is represented in figure 11. In
order to satisfy the new requirement, the shared phenom-
ena between the broadcast machine and the Data Store (d′)
now also contain the wave height information. The same
applies to the shared phenomena between the broadcast
machine and the radio (c′). The requirements phenomena
change as well because the requirement now also refers to
the wave height communicated over the radio (a′), and the
wave height in the data store (v′).

These changes will raise new concerns. Due to space
constraints, the correctness argument is not given here.
However, it is clear that the new concerns are very similar
to the ones observed in section 3.2.1. For instance, the re-
source shortage concern has to be reconsidered, as the Data
Store has to hold more information than before. Overall,
this means that the initial concerns, while still being valid,
have to be revised to take into account new concerns of sim-
ilar nature.

As far as the specification is concerned, it is sufficient to
make sure that variability in the shared phenomena is pos-
sible. The variation barely affects the original diagram in
terms of domains, and so large parts of the original analysis
are still valid.



3.3 Feature diagram analysis revisited

The lessons learnt through the problem analysis are the
following.

Problem structure. The optional property of the wave
height feature is not a local issue, it affects other fea-
tures as well. The wave height feature affects its par-
ent, the Data Gathering feature, as well as the Data
Broadcast feature. This, however, is not visible in the
problem structure given by the FDs in section 3.1.

Issues and concerns. The problem analysis has revealed
many issues and assumptions that could affect the
specifications we write. For example, with the PF anal-
ysis it was possible to uncover domain assumptions
that turned out to be too strong or unrealistic. These
issues have not been discovered through the FD analy-
sis.

Finally, the problem analysis would not complement the
Feature Diagrams, if we could not refer to their features.
In our case, we observe a correspondence between features
and subproblems fitting basic and variant frames, as sum-
marised in Table 1. Hence, when we are treating and dis-
cussing a feature, we can easily refer to its underlying prob-
lem structure, and to all the concerns that arise from it.

Table 1. Linking PF artefacts to features

Features Problem frames

Data gathering Subproblem R1, R3.1

- Wind speed measurement - Subproblem R1.A

- Water temp. measurement - Subproblem R1.B

- Location determination - Subproblem R1.C

- Wave height measurement - Subproblem R3.1

Data broadcast Subproblem R2, R3.2

- Wind speed, water temp.
and location broadcast

- Subproblem R2

- Wave height broadcast - Subproblem R3.2

4 Related Work

Approaches to contextualising FDs already exist. Yu et
al. [30] propose a procedure for translating goal models to
FDs. Their early requirements analysis step uses goal mod-
els rather than problem frames. They produce preliminary
FDs based on their goal models, thus making a step towards
a more solution-oriented view. They also see features as

being part of the solution, or at least of the system (late re-
quirements), whereas goals represent stakeholder intentions
(early requirements).

The Feature-Oriented Reuse Method (FORM) [17] is
also an integrated process using FD to model variability. It
extends the basic FD notation by defining a framework with
guidelines and different classes of features. FORM distin-
guishes between capability features, operating environment
features, domain technology features and implementation
technique features. These four feature types are represented
on a layered FD. This classification is similar to Jacksons’
requirements, domain properties and specification classifi-
cation. However, its aim is not to reason about the problem,
it is rather aimed at structuring requirements and how they
lead to solutions.

Griss et al. [9] as well as Halmans and Pohl [12] also
try to put FD into context by linking them to use case di-
agrams. Griss et al. integrate the FODA approach [16]
into the Reuse-Driven Software Engineering Business [15].
They consider use case models as being user oriented, and
FD as being oriented towards the software developer. Hal-
mans et al. use use cases to document product family vari-
ability, and to communicate it to the user.

Czarnecki and Antkiewicz [7] take a similar approach.
They argue that “features in a feature model are merely
symbols”s and that mapping them to other models “gives
them semantics”, which shows that the purpose of their
work is similar to what is outlined in this paper. They de-
scribe a general approach for mapping different kinds of
modelling languages to a feature model. They then illus-
trate it by mapping FDs to UML activity diagrams.

In a way, all these approaches aim to address the lack of
context in FD, either by introducing additional goal models,
activity diagrams, or additional use case diagrams. They ac-
tually observe and address the same shortcomings of FD as
we do in this paper. Yet, the techniques they use to address
these shortcomings do not support problem reasoning at a
level of granularity that separates descriptions of require-
ments, domain properties, and specifications, as problem
frames do. Therefore we think that our paper is a novel
contribution to this discussion on problem variability.

Our approach fits also into the paradigm of Orthogonal
Variability Modelling (OVM) introduced by Bachmann et
al. [1]. This paradigm suggests the use of FDs as the central
variability model, which is then linked to more detailed base
diagrams, like class diagrams for data or state diagrams
for behavior, in order to allow for more precise reasoning.
Problem frames can be seen as being such a base diagram
which allows detailed reasoning about the problem and its
physical context. OVM suggests to extend base diagrams
with explicit modelling of variability and to relate the global
variability model to the variability in the base models. Al-
though beyond the scope of this paper, the PF approach can



be extended to highlight variability in its models, and how
it links to variability in the base models.

5 Conclusions & Future Work

In this paper we have examined problem-oriented ap-
proaches, and how they can be combined with well estab-
lished product line development methods. We did this by
analysing examples of both approaches, problem frames
and FDs. Both were applied to an illustrative example,
based on which we indicated different weaknesses of FDs
that can be tackled by problem frames, thus showing a cer-
tain complementarity of both approaches.

In the illustrative example, we have demonstrated the
benefit of an early requirements analysis using the PF ap-
proach. It allows us to understand and to reason about the
problem, rather than about some set of abstract require-
ments. It guides us in our discovery of the problem world
by offering a complete and consistent methodology. By
exploring the problem in greater detail, critical issues can
be discovered at a much earlier stage of the development,
when there is still enough flexibility for major architectural
changes.

One could argue that more elaborate dependency nota-
tions should be introduced into the FD notation, so that it
can handle these problems by its own. This is done by
Lee and Kang [19] as well as more recently by Zhang et
al. [31]. However, since there is no notion of physical con-
text in FDs, it is not clear how these dependencies can be
detected effectively. In this sense, our approach could serve
as an input for these notations.

We also managed to establish a correspondence between
basic problem diagrams and features. We thus introduced a
certain amount of traceability because this correspondence
tells us for each feature what problem it addresses. We can
associate a problem diagram with every basic feature, repre-
sent its underlying structure and analyse potential concerns.
Hence, we know what the issues for a certain feature are,
and what the important or critical aspects of these features
will be, even before we start to implement them. However,
we need to validate whether or not the link from problem
frames to FDs can be made in other cases.

Finally, we have to acknowledge that FDs capture the
essence, as well as the variability aspects in a very concise
and intuitive way. Many different stakeholders have no dif-
ficulty talking about features, thus the same notation can
be used to communicate with all of them, which simplifies
things. FDs are indeed excellent at what they are intended
for: represent requirements for product lines and feature-
based development.

In the introduction we argued that FDs can link problem
frames to the solution space. As methods like FORM [17]
already link FDs to the solution space, the step left is to link

problem frames to FDs. In this paper we examined a pos-
sible correspondence between artefacts of both approaches.
This link has to be examined in greater detail in future work.
A first step towards a formal combination of FDs and the PF
approach is the definition of a formal semantics for both of
them. Fortunately there has already been progress in this
area: for example, Bontemps et al. [3] and Schobbens at al.
[27, 25] define a semantics for FDs, and Hall et al. [11] for
the PF approach. We intend to build on this work.
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Smart Home Source FilesB

This appendix is a complement to Section 5.5 of Chapter 5. The figures on
the following pages show the content of the EC-files defined in FIFramework
on which the automated analysis is based. As explained in Section 5.5, they
are a translation of the EC formulae established throughout Section 5.4 into
FIFramework/Decreasoner syntax. An overview of their contents is given in
Figure 5.11.
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1 begin Requirement :
2
3 [timeReq] !HoldsAt(AtHomeReq (), timeReq)
4 -> !HoldsAt(Light(), timeReq) & !HoldsAt(TvRuns(), timeReq ).
5
6 end Requirement
7
8
9 begin Specification:

10
11 [time] !HoldsAt(AtHome(), time)
12 -> Happens(TvOff(), time) & Happens(LightsOff (), time).
13
14 end Specification
15
16
17 begin Domain:
18 ; empty
19 end Domain

Figure B.1: powerService.ftr
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1 begin Requirement :
2
3 [timeReq ,temp] HoldsAt(TempReq(temp),timeReq)
4 -> (temp <= 22 | temp >= 18).
5
6 end Requirement
7
8
9 begin NegRequirement :

10
11 {timeReq ,temp} HoldsAt(TempReq(temp),timeReq)
12 & (temp > 22 | temp < 18).
13
14 end NegRequirement
15
16
17 begin Specification:
18
19 [time ,temp] HoldsAt(MsInsideTemp(temp),time) & temp >= 21
20 -> Happens(FanOn(),time) & Happens(HeatingOff (),time).
21
22 [time ,temp] HoldsAt(MsInsideTemp(temp),time) & temp <= 19
23 -> Happens(FanOff(),time) & Happens(HeatingOn (),time).
24
25 end Specification
26
27
28 begin Domain:
29
30 ; Heating
31 [time] Initiates(HeatingOn (), EmitWarmAir (), time).
32 [time] Terminates(HeatingOff (), EmitWarmAir (), time).
33
34 ; Fan
35 [time] Initiates(FanOn(),Rotating(), time).
36 [time] Terminates(FanOff(),Rotating(), time).
37
38 ; Sensor
39 [time ,temp] HoldsAt(MsInsideTemp(temp), time)
40 <-> HoldsAt(InsideTemp(temp), time).
41
42 ; Technical
43 !HoldsAt(TempReq (17) ,0).
44 !HoldsAt(TempReq (17) ,1).
45 !HoldsAt(TempReq (17) ,2).
46 !HoldsAt(TempReq (17) ,3).
47 !HoldsAt(TempReq (17) ,4).
48 !HoldsAt(TempReq (23) ,0).
49 !HoldsAt(TempReq (23) ,1).
50 !HoldsAt(TempReq (23) ,2).
51 !HoldsAt(TempReq (23) ,4).
52
53 end Domain

Figure B.2: climateService.ftr
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1 begin Requirement :
2
3 [timeReqBtoA] Happens(BreakInReq (), timeReqBtoA)
4 -> {time} HoldsAt(PoliceAlerted (),time) & time >= timeReqBtoA.
5
6 [timeReqAtoB] HoldsAt(PoliceAlerted (), timeReqAtoB)
7 -> {time} Happens(BreakInReq (),time) & time <= timeReqAtoB.
8
9 end Requirement

10
11
12 begin Specification:
13
14 [time] HoldsAt(MsMovement (),time) <-> Happens(AlertPolice (),time).
15
16 end Specification
17
18
19 begin Domain:
20
21 ; Police
22 [time] Initiates(AlertPolice (), PoliceAlerted (), time).
23
24 ; Movement Sensor
25 [time] HoldsAt(Movement(), time) <-> HoldsAt(MsMovement (), time).
26
27 ; Burglar
28 [time] Initiates(BreakInReq (), BreakingIn (), time).
29
30 ; Technical
31 !HoldsAt(PoliceAlerted (),0).
32 !HoldsAt(PoliceAlerted (),1).
33 !HoldsAt(PoliceAlerted (),2).
34 !HoldsAt(PoliceAlerted (),3).
35 !HoldsAt(PoliceAlerted (),4).
36 !HoldsAt(PoliceAlerted (),5).
37
38 end Domain

Figure B.3: securityService.alarm.ftr

1 begin Requirement :
2
3 [timeReq] !HoldsAt(AtHomeReq (), timeReq)
4 -> HoldsAt(Light(), timeReq) & HoldsAt(TvRuns(), timeReq ).
5
6 end Requirement
7
8
9 begin NegRequirement :

10
11 {timeReq} !HoldsAt(AtHomeReq (), timeReq)
12 & (! HoldsAt(Light(), timeReq) | !HoldsAt(TvRuns(), timeReq )).
13
14 end NegRequirement
15
16
17 begin Specification:
18
19 [time] !HoldsAt(AtHome(), time)
20 -> Happens(TvOn(), time) & Happens(LightsOn(), time).
21
22 end Specification
23
24
25 begin Domain:
26 ; empty
27 end Domain

Figure B.4: securityService.simulate.ftr
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1 begin Definitions :
2
3 ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
4 ; TECHNICAL PARAMETERS ;
5 ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
6
7 ; Decreasoner options
8 option timediff on
9 option showpred off

10 option debug off
11
12 ; Sorts
13 sort temp: integer
14 sort timeReq: integer
15 sort timeReqAtoB: integer
16 sort timeReqBtoA: integer
17
18 ; Ranges
19 range time 0 30
20 range timeReq 5 25
21 range timeReqAtoB 5 30
22 range timeReqBtoA 0 25
23 range temp 17 23
24 range offset 1 1
25
26
27 ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
28 ; DESIGNATIONS ;
29 ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
30
31 ; Figure 5.8: Designations for events and fluents of
32 ; the climate control service.
33 fluent TempReq(temp)
34 noninertial TempReq
35 fluent InsideTemp(temp)
36 noninertial InsideTemp
37 fluent MsInsideTemp(temp)
38 noninertial MsInsideTemp
39 fluent Rotating ()
40 fluent EmitWarmAir ()
41
42 event FanOn ()
43 event FanOff ()
44 event HeatingOn ()
45 event HeatingOff ()
46
47 ; Figure 5.9: Designations for events and fluents of
48 ; the security service.
49 fluent MsMovement ()
50 noninertial MsMovement
51 fluent Movement ()
52 noninertial Movement
53 fluent Light ()
54 fluent TvRuns ()
55 fluent BreakingIn ()
56 fluent PoliceAlerted ()
57 fluent AtHomeReq ()
58 noninertial AtHomeReq
59 fluent AtHome ()
60 noninertial AtHome
61
62 event AlertPolice ()
63 event BreakInReq ()
64 event LightsOn ()
65 event LightsOff ()
66 event TvOn()
67 event TvOff ()
68
69 end Definitions

Figure B.5: system.def
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1 begin Domain:
2
3 ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
4 ; ROOM DOMAIN ;
5 ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
6
7 ; There is one and only one temp
8 [time] {temp} HoldsAt(InsideTemp(temp),time).
9 [temp1 ,temp2 ,time] HoldsAt(InsideTemp(temp1),time)

10 & HoldsAt(InsideTemp(temp2),time)
11 -> temp1 = temp2.
12
13 ; Requirement temp = measured temp
14 [time ,temp] HoldsAt(TempReq(temp),time)
15 <-> HoldsAt(InsideTemp(temp),time).
16
17 ; Temp stays
18 [time ,temp] !HoldsAt(Rotating(),time)
19 & !HoldsAt(EmitWarmAir (),time)
20 & HoldsAt(InsideTemp(temp),time)
21 -> HoldsAt(InsideTemp(temp),time + 1).
22
23 [time ,temp] HoldsAt(Rotating(),time)
24 & HoldsAt(EmitWarmAir (),time)
25 & HoldsAt(InsideTemp(temp),time)
26 -> HoldsAt(InsideTemp(temp),time + 1).
27
28 ; Temp up
29 [time ,temp] !HoldsAt(Rotating(),time)
30 & HoldsAt(EmitWarmAir (),time)
31 & HoldsAt(InsideTemp(temp),time)
32 -> HoldsAt(InsideTemp(temp + 1),time + 1).
33
34 ; Temp down
35 [time ,temp] HoldsAt(Rotating(),time)
36 & !HoldsAt(EmitWarmAir (),time)
37 & HoldsAt(InsideTemp(temp),time)
38 -> HoldsAt(InsideTemp(temp - 1),time + 1).
39
40 ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
41 ; OTHER DOMAINS ;
42 ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
43
44 ; Movement
45 [time] HoldsAt(MsMovement (), time)
46 <-> HoldsAt(BreakingIn (), time) | HoldsAt(Rotating(), time).
47
48 ; TV
49 [time] Initiates(TvOn(), TvRuns(), time).
50 [time] Terminates(TvOff(), TvRuns(), time).
51
52 ; Lights
53 [time] Initiates(LightsOn(), Light(), time).
54 [time] Terminates(LightsOff (), Light(), time).
55
56 ; Landlord
57 [time] HoldsAt(AtHomeReq (), time) <-> HoldsAt(AtHome(), time - 1).
58
59 ; The landlord is home at some point and is out at some point
60 {timeReq} !HoldsAt(AtHomeReq (), timeReq ).
61 {timeReq} HoldsAt(AtHomeReq (), timeReq ).
62
63 end Domain

Figure B.6: domain.wld
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